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Persistence and Java — A Balancing Act

Malcolm Atkinson

Department of Computing Science, University of Glasgow, Scotland.
mpa@dcs.gla.ac.uk

Abstract. Large scale and long-lived application systems, enterprise applications, require persistence, that is provision of storage for many of their data structures. The Java™ programming language is a typical example of a strongly-typed, object-oriented programming language that is becoming popular for building enterprise applications. It therefore needs persistence.

The present options for obtaining this persistence are reviewed. We conclude that the Orthogonal Persistence Hypothesis, OPH, is still persuasive. It states that the universal and automated provision of longevity or brevity for all data will significantly enhance developer productivity and improve applications.

This position paper reports on the PJama project with particular reference to its test of the OPH. We review why orthogonal persistence has not been taken up widely, and why the OPH is still incompletely tested. This leads to a more general challenge of how to conduct experiments which reveal large-scale and long-term effects and some thoughts on how that challenge might be addressed by the software research community.

1 Introduction

One attempt to describe engineers says “An engineer can do for five pence what ordinary folk can do for five pounds”. Our industry is dominated by the task of building, maintaining, deploying and operating very large and very many application systems. I call these large and long-lived applications Enterprise Applications in accord with the current fashion.\footnote{In \cite{8} these were termed “Persistent Application Systems” (PAS).}

They become progressively larger and more complex. More and more skilled application developers are involved in this work every year. There is currently a serious shortage of the relevant skilled labour and forecasts of greater shortages. The growth in cheap and ubiquitous computing, and the expanding ambitions of organisations, whose appetite has been whetted by initial enterprise applications, will surely reinforce these trends.

Revisiting the engineers’ modus operandi, we ask “How do they do it?” Generally, the answers are: “By automation”, “By using better materials or better technology” and “By clever design”. Given the skill shortages and hence dramatically increasing costs of enterprise-application development and maintenance, you would expect to see all three of these engineering strategies strongly to the fore. And there are some encouraging examples. For example, the automated
main-memory management in Java, and the automated detection of many errors through strong typing are believed to be increasing productivity. The better automation of migration between platforms, is perhaps another example. Once we consider the provision of persistence for all of Java’s data structures, there is not much sign of progress.

Progress in engineering depends on a fairly formal (often codified and well-tested) process for adopting new technology. Engineers cannot take unreasonable risks. For example, they cannot use the production of a product to test a hypothesis about a new way of making it. The cost of failure, would make this unprofessional conduct. Instead, the engineering process proceeds incrementally. It establishes new models and hypotheses, by conducting experiments to establish their validity, parameters and properties. It then develops “established” theory based on these experiments, that can be used with much lower risk. Still, early use is accompanied by more errors and problems, and so a prototype or pioneering project has to be properly and honestly resourced.

By these standards, even the “good practice” that we take for granted, such as: type safety, automated memory management, object orientation and relational storage, may not have been properly evaluated and measured to verify their benefits to software engineering productivity before they were deployed [65]. The reasons seem to include:

1. Overconfidence — researchers and practitioners feel comfortable with depending on hunches, fashion, anecdote and belief.
2. Distraction — they focus on measuring things that are easy to measure, such as performance and main-memory footprint.
3. Difficulty — measuring such things as the long-term effect on productivity is difficult.

Due to these three factors, we sometimes use arguments based on loud assertion (I’ll admit to this myself with respect to the value of orthogonal persistence) rather than following the preferred engineering process.

Aware of these deficiencies, and positing that they might be the cause of the lack of take up of orthogonal persistence, the PJama project was conceived\(^2\). This project met with mixed success and it is worth reviewing a little of its history and then trying to understand the causes of its limited influence. A more complete and detailed review is available as [5], and some aspects of this paper derive from that report.

1.1 Definition of Orthogonal Persistence

The history, rationale and definition of orthogonal persistence are presented in [8]. The earliest implementations appeared in 1980. The crucial concept is that the management of long-term storage should be automated in much the same

\(^2\) Originally called the ‘PJava project’, but that name was commandeered by Sun to refer to Personal Java, for mobile devices.
way as it should for main-memory data, in order that developers can focus on the logic of their application and not be distracted by having to implement their own persistence, e.g., via a mapping to some other technology. For this to work, three properties must apply.

➊ Orthogonality — The persistence facilities must be available for all data, irrespective of their type, class, size or any other property. This is essential. If this is not the case, then application programmers quickly encounter data structures for which longevity is not available and they are forced to resort to hand crafting facilities to make that data persist. This resurrects the distraction and source of errors, and may mean that they have to deal with everything, because their own code has to coordinate, e.g. in transactions, with the persistence of other data. Furthermore, lack of orthogonality makes the next two requirements hard to meet.

➋ Completeness or Transitivity — If some data structure is preserved, then everything that is needed to use that data correctly must be preserved with it, for the same lifetime. A common example is that when an object contains references to other objects, the transitive closure of such references must be preserved. Otherwise dangling reference errors will occur when those data are later used. In the case of an object-oriented language, data are described in terms of classes which associate behaviour with state. That behaviour must also be preserved, in order that the data are correctly interpreted in the future.

➌ Persistence Independence — The source and byte codes should not require any changes to operate on long-lived data. Furthermore, the semantics of the language must not change as the result of using persistence. For example, evaluation order, type safety, security and object-identity, must be exactly the same for code that operates on long-lived objects as it is for code that operates on transient objects. If this requirement is not met, we lose reliability and code re-usability; imported code has to be changed to work with persistent data, and often multiple versions are required to deal with different persistence mechanisms. Persistence independence minimises the amount application developers have to learn before they can use persistence to create long-lived data. It is much simpler than using files and databases.

This leaves as an issue, how to identify the roots of persistence, analogous to the roots for retention known to the garbage collector in main-memory management, and how to deal with long-term issues, such as class evolution. It also poses a challenge as to how to implement it well.

1.2 Organisation of This Paper

This paper addresses three topics: a brief review of the available mechanisms for persistence that can be used with Java, an analysis of the PJama project and an attempt to justify and characterise the requirements for large-scale, cooperative experimental computing science research. The first topic is likely to date rapidly;
it corresponds to an assessment made in June 2000 for the talk at the Symposium on Objects and Databases in Sophia Antipolis, France. The second topic may be a biased interpretation as the author is still closely involved in that work. The third topic is an initial foray into the issues of how experimental evidence for the value of foundation software may be gathered and it requires much further development.

The options for achieving persistence in Java are summarised in Section 2 and the initial experimental plan is reviewed in Section 3. The technical progress and final achievements of the PJama project are sketched in Section 4. The limited impact is analysed in Section 5. This leads to the identification of a general challenge, and a suggestion that this should be met through the introduction of new approaches to experimental computing science in Section 6.

2 Current Persistence Options for Java

Initially the standard core classes for Java [35] offered only connection to an external file system and ad hoc support for encoding and decoding a property table (java.util.Properties).

The JDK 1.1 release added Java Object Serialization (JOS) and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [37]. JOS is a mechanism that supports the encoding of an object to an output stream and the subsequent decoding from an input stream. JOS is used both for persistence and for communicating copies of objects in the support for distributed programming.

2.1 Java Object Serialization

JOS is the standard means of providing persistence for the Java programming language. It uses a binary encoding, which makes a copy of all of a specified object’s fields (instance variables) and all of those objects transitively reachable from it. It is customisable, and a common idiom for customising it misuses the keyword transient [42,58]. Though close to orthogonal persistence, JOS has several problems.

1 It is not orthogonal. For reasons of security, it requires that an object implement the interface Serializable before it can be serialised. Therefore, many core classes and classes imported in byte code form cannot be preserved using JOS. A consequence is that transitivity also fails.

2 It fails to implement completeness. The class information defining behaviour, primarily the byte codes, is not preserved with the state of objects. Consequently it has a harsh regime, which can be over-ridden, to ensure that objects are re-used by exactly the same class. It does not have enough information to support class evolution that includes instance reformatting [4]. Indeed, class Class is an example of a failure of orthogonality (1) — even if an instance of it is referenced directly, its behaviour will not be preserved.
It fails to implement persistence independence on several counts. For example, as it copies objects, object identity is lost. When two different objects (and their dependant data structures) are preserved in two separate serialisations, then when they are deserialised, previously common sub-structures are duplicated, with an obvious change in semantics. Similar discrepancies occur if a program re-reads a data structure from a serialisation while it still holds parts of the original data structure. Associated with this loss of identity is a failure to preserve the value of the `identityHashCode` of serialised objects.

The relationship between `static` variables, and instance variables is not preserved. For example, the following class should guarantee that each of its instances had a different `id`.

```java
public class UniqueInstanceId implements Serializable {
    private static int nextId = 0; // The next id to issue
    private int id; // Each inst. different value
    public UniqueInstanceId() { // The only constructor
        id = nextId; nextId++;// Issue next id
    }
    public int getId() {
        return id; // Each instance should
                    // return a different value
    }
    ...
}
```

But, if it was preserved using JOS and then reloaded, `nextId` would be reset to zero. Consequently, it would re-issue identities already issued, so that, if instances of `UniqueInstanceId` still exist or were reloaded via this or another JOS deserialisation, there would be duplicate identities, in contradiction of the explicitly programmed invariant.

It doesn’t scale very well. It suffers from the *big inhale* and *big exhale* problem. That is transfers to and from disk are not incremental. In consequence, if a small proportion of a data structure is to be traversed or updated, the whole of it has to be read first and the whole write has to take place afterwards. Programmers try to overcome this, by breaking up their data structure, but they then find themselves engaged in much complexity.

It is hard to make it provide transactional, recoverable and concurrently usable persistence. This can be done, for example, by storing separate JOS serialisations in files (and using renaming, etc.) or in tuples in a database. Care has to be taken to prevent this collection of separate serialisations from suffering the other problems listed above.

2.2 Links to Relational Databases

The JDBC API provides a mechanism for accessing and updating RDBs from Java programs. Although in principle it will link with any DBMS, in practice it
is almost always used to connect with relational databases. This means that it is well designed for interworking with legacy RDB applications and data collections. The emerging standard SQL/J [19] provides added convenience, by automating some aspects of the interface between Java objects and SQL. In particular, it uses Java's type system well, to help programmers use cursors correctly. It also allows static methods to be used in SQL and as database procedures, and supports the storage of subgraphs of objects via JOS (2.1).

Both of these suffer from the significant impedance mismatch between Java and the relational model, and therefore leave the programmer handling a complex mapping. They require explicit code which may obscure application logic and hinder maintenance. They do not attempt orthogonality, i.e. they cannot handle all objects (2.1). These are not issues when legacy interaction is considered; this Java-to-RDB API, and its packaging via SQL/J, are well adapted to that task.

2.3 Automated Object-Relational Mappings

When application developers are creating new Java data structures which they want to persist, the JDBC or SQL/J interface technology is, at best, cumbersome. The developers have to define a relational schema and then create, operate and maintain a complex mapping from the instances of Java classes and references to that schema. One strategy to assist such developers in such circumstances has been to automatically generate and maintain the Object-Relational (OR) mapping. The JavaBlend[TM] system [64] is an example. Reflection over the Java class definitions is used to extract a schema, generate its SQL definition, and to generate the SQL and JDBC code that will automatically save instances and restore them. In principle, this is a good idea, but it has several practical limitations at present. Complex networks of class definitions and complex object usage patterns may defeat the automatic generation. Once generated, the code can be slow and awkward to use. Experience shows that tuning these systems requires modifications to the generated schema, which in turn requires extensive knowledge of the mapping, and so proves very difficult. It has also proved difficult to change applications that are operating using such mappings.

The inverse generation, from relations to objects, can also be automated. This is somewhat easier to manage, but produces collections of classes rather close to the original relations. This is helpful if a new application is to be written based on a legacy data definition, but it does not address the issue of how to provide persistence for the results of object-oriented design and development. In particular, behaviour is not preserved and there is little basis for supporting class evolution.

2.4 Object-Database Mappings

The Object Database Management Group (ODMG) has defined a binding of its object model to the Java programming language [16]. This definition has

---

3 No doubt motivated by the investment in, trust in and availability of RDBMS.
adopted the principles of orthogonality and transitivity. So Java data structures can be simply mapped from class definitions to ODB schemata, and simply preserved and recovered by incremental and transactional mechanisms. Other permitted operations in the Java language binding, such as explicit delete, and various controls for transactions, etc. rather defeat the persistence independence of this ideal. Many of the actual implementations have other problems, such as being a long way from orthogonal, requiring extra steps in program production, such as post-processing byte codes, and requiring extra operations on objects, which takes them much further from the orthogonally persistent ideal of not distracting the developer from the logic of the application. Gemstone/J stands out as providing the closest approximation to orthogonal persistence [34].

2.5 Java Data Objects

At the time of writing ODMG has suspended development of the ODMG Java binding pending completion of the Java Data Objects (JDO) specification that is being developed under the Java Community Process [60]. JDO is an ambitious attempt to define a standard API that provides access to a wide variety of heterogeneous data sources. The intent is that these sources can be manipulated by a Java application as if they were ordinary Java objects. An application may access objects from multiple JDO sources concurrently. In principle, JDO subsumes OR-mapping or, more accurately, an OR-mapping system would appear to a Java application as simply another JDO source.

The JDO does not attempt persistence independence. For example, the JDO defines a complex and separate “memory model” that an application programmer must understand. This model includes the concept of a “hollow” object, which is one that exists in the virtual machine but whose content has not yet been loaded from the external data source. Programmers must be prepared to deal with hollow objects in certain circumstances. As there isn’t a straightforward transactional model for JDO we expect programmers will struggle with such responsibilities.

2.6 The Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) Framework

The Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) framework [63] aims to provide a complete solution to applications that manage distributed, heterogeneous data. EJB makes no pretense of persistence independence, programmers must follow strict rules about the structure and form of the classes that make up an EJB. In fact, each bean instance is represented by a total of three classes, the “EJB object”, the “EJB home” and the actual bean instance. All access to the bean instance is routed through the EJB object and completely controlled by the EJB server. The benefit from following this protocol is that the EJB infrastructure promises to automate many aspects of persistence and transaction management. In addition, the EJB server can provide instance pooling and object-cache management.

Experience has shown that it is hard for programmers to adhere to strict rules. This difficulty is ameliorated by tools support, but it is hard to envisage tools
support for EJB application synthesis that goes far beyond simple applications. Extensive interactions with large and complex graphs of objects are unlikely to be efficient if they depend on mediation.

2.7 Review of the Current Persistence Options for Java

All of the models described above have their strengths and weaknesses. JOS (~2.1) is convenient and well matched for storing small and medium scale graphs of objects in a file system. This breaks down as soon as the graph is large, shared, multiply used, or contains instances that don’t implement Serializable. JDBC and SQL/J (~2.2) work well for legacy RDB interaction, but not for all Java data structures. Object-relational mappings (~2.3) work if the data structures and traversal patterns required are not too complex. Object-database mappings (~2.4) vary a lot between vendors, but there is at least one good example. The proposal for Java Data Objects (~2.5) is very ambitious, but it is not yet realised. Enterprise Java Beans (~2.6) require each application to fit within a rigid framework. Other models also exist, for example, mapping to XML. These may also exhibit similar problems, such as complex memory models or explicit mappings between disparate models.

This survey suggests that if it is possible to meet the ideals of orthogonal persistence the result may be a significantly improved environment for applications that need persistence — which is pretty much all of them. The ‘if’ and the ‘may’ are important words in that sentence.

3 Testing the Orthogonal Persistence Hypothesis

The PJama project was conceived as an opportunity to properly test the Orthogonal Persistence Hypothesis (OPH). We can state the hypothesis as:

If application developers are provided with a well-implemented and well-supported orthogonally persistent programming platform, then a significant increase in developer productivity will ensue and operational performance will be satisfactory.

There were already a host of previously implemented orthogonally persistent languages [2,55]. The reviews [8,5] contain more complete lists. But, as we argue in [5], a conclusive test of the hypothesis had not been performed for a variety of reasons. Two important reasons were:

1. Insufficient resources had been available to complete or evaluate the platform.
2. The platform had not supported a language that was both popular and type safe.

We believe that the advent of Java gave us the opportunity to circumvent the latter problem, and that we could raise enough resource, in conjunction
with Sun Microsystems Laboratories (SunLabs), to overcome the first problem. So PJava was proposed [6,3], as a platform to support this evaluation with the intention that the on-going tools project, Forest [43], would act as the user group, independently testing orthogonal persistence’s impact on developer productivity and performance.

3.1 Requirements for PJama

In order that we could carry out evaluation at a reasonable scale, PJama had to deliver the reliability and functionality expected by application developers. We interpreted this “industrial strength” requirement as implying the following more detailed requirements had to be met simultaneously.

A Orthogonality — All instances of all classes must have the full rights to persistence.
B Persistence Independence — The language must be completely unchanged (syntax, semantics and core classes) so that imported programs and libraries of classes work correctly, whether they are imported in source form or as bytecodes.
C Durability — Application programmers must be able to trust the system not to lose their data.
D Scalability — Developers should not encounter limits which prevent their applications from running.
E Schema Evolution — Facilities to change any class definitions and to make consequent changes to instance populations must be well supported.
F Platform Migration — It must be possible to move existing applications and their data onto new technology (hardware, operating system, or Java virtual machine (JVM) [53]).
G Endurance — The platform must be able to sustain continuous operation.
H Openness — It must be possible to connect applications to other systems and to interwork with other technologies.
I Transactional — Transactional operation is required in order to combine durability and concurrency and to support appropriate combinations of isolation and communication.
J Performance — The performance must be acceptable.

Earlier systems have met some, but not all of these requirements simultaneously. This is unsurprising as many of them are difficult to reconcile with each other and some, e.g. transactions, require new technology, such as implicit lock management that is efficient for large numbers of objects [23].

\footnote{Prototypes based on the classic JDK have a subscript beginning with zero. The latest version, utilising JIT compilation, has subscript 1.}
3.2 The Original Workplan

We planned to build a prototype in Glasgow based on the JDK, and to deliver this rapidly to SunLabs. The Forest group would use that for implementation, assessing its utility and providing feedback on the design. A version meeting all of the requirements would be developed in Glasgow, while the Forest group developed a set of tools intended to support distributed, co-operative development of Java applications [43,44]. In some unspecified way the experience of using PJama for this real application was to be distilled to yield evidence about the validity of the OP hypothesis. One benefit of this plan was that the developers were independent from the OP platform suppliers, which should reduce the chance that prejudice or common assumptions about applications or development would bias the outcome.

4 Progress with an Orthogonally Persistent Platform

Many projects are underway to explore orthogonal persistence for Java. They include [33,47,54,26]. We focus on our own experience, which is more fully described in [5].

4.1 Learning from a Prototype

Our prototype, built using JDK and RVM [61] (see Figure 1a), was operational in May 1996 (about seven months after we started) [7,3]. Of course, it was incomplete, but it was possible to use it to build applications.

At this point, we probably made our first significant mistake, by developing the prototype further [24]. That meant that we continued to wrestle with the complexity and unreliability of the JVM on which we were building. This was exacerbated by the rapid rate of change in the standard Java platform, with each release of the JDK. Two pernicious problems were that JVM’s failure to maintain exact knowledge of all of the pointers and its extensive and unstructured use of C in the core classes, particularly the AWT\(^5\). Here again, with the benefit of hindsight, it might have been better to ignore AWT. But then we would have been far from orthogonal. We noticed that many of our users encountered substantial problems when AWT classes did not have full rights to persistence. They ended up writing mappings to capture information about their application’s communication with its user in data structures that could persist, and reconstructing that state on restart; clearly a distraction from their application’s logic.

Similarly, as we integrated communications and distribution with persistence we found it necessary to capture state at the start of a checkpoint and reconstruct it on restart. We recognised that it is a general requirement to handle intrinsically transient states, such as relationships with external systems. We therefore modified our API to support this through a listeners and events pattern [42,58]. This highlighted the equivalence between providing persistence and supporting

\(^5\) A large collection of popular Java classes used to build GUIs.
long-term continuous execution. The paper [42] gives a good summary of our experiences with several versions of PJama based on the classic JDK.

Meanwhile, the circumstances of the team had changed. Laurent Daynès, moved from Glasgow to SunLabs to join the Forest group, which expanded and changed its emphasis from tools to persistence. Whilst both sites still shared the overall design, the division of implementation effort became:

1. **PJ at SunLabs** — modifying virtual machines, including JIT compilers, to deliver OP [51,52], handling the extension of orthogonality across the core classes, particularly Swing\(^6\), developing the support for intrinsically transient states, pioneering technology for flexible transactions [25], and improved multi-application execution safety, based on application isolation [22].
2. **Glasgow** — object stores [57], recovery [36], evolution [4] and application trials [5].

### 4.2 Phase Two of PJama’s Development

We decided, by late 1996, on the architecture of our new technology, shown in Figure 1.b. This continued with our fundamental decision to deliver persistence by modifying a JVM and moved completely away from using virtual-memory techniques. The persistent object store, Sphere, was designed and implemented from scratch, over a period of three years [57]. It is general purpose, but has novel mechanisms to support efficiently multiple data management regimes, bulk load, disk garbage collection, evolution [59,4] and independence from particular virtual machines.

A greater challenge, was to decide how best to achieve a new, modified virtual machine, including modified JIT. Several choices were available, when the decision was made in 1998.

1. **EVM** — Derived from the classic JVM, to support research into main-memory space management and garbage collection [67], this was emerging as a product to run on Enterprise servers under Solaris\(^7\). It precisely tracked pointers and most of the C code obeyed the JNI-discipline, that supported this. It had a JIT.
2. **HotSpot** — A new, and sophisticated JVM, that had two JIT technologies. This was primarily targeted at Microsoft NT platforms at that time.
3. **External JVM** — Any other JVM, such as those produced by other companies or the Open Software Foundation.
4. **New Implementation** — Starting again with the requirements of orthogonal persistence in mind.

We chose to build with the EVM, even though some people warned us that it would probably lose out politically in the long run to HotSpot. We selected this

\(^6\) A set of classes supporting more sophisticated GUI interaction that depend on AWT classes and still use C.

\(^7\) It is now called the SunLabs Research Virtual Machine.
path because it targeted support for large and long-running applications, which matched our expected primary use. We also had good working relationships with the EVM team. In contrast, at that time HotSpot appeared complex to modify, relatively unstable and oriented to running shorter-term executions. A major factor was probably that it was a much smaller step from the classic JDK, with which we were familiar, to use the EVM. An “External” JVM was scarcely considered for political, legal and practical reasons and a new JVM was infeasible, as producing a JVM of sufficient quality takes a much larger team than we could muster.

With the benefit of hindsight, choosing EVM, rather than HotSpot\(^8\), was a mistake, as work was stopped on EVM much more rapidly than we had expected and work related to it was immediately considered inappropriate by Sun. This occurred during the summer of 1999, before \texttt{PJama了起来}, became completely robust, and sapped the energy of the team modifying the EVM for our purposes. For research based on \texttt{PJama} to continue, it is necessary to once again choose and modify a JVM\(^9\) — a task that takes two experienced engineers at least two years. A more detailed summary of the major decisions taken during the development of \texttt{PJama} can be found in Chapter 15 of [5].

\(^8\) Which has advanced very rapidly for both platforms.
\(^9\) EVM is not an option, as its source is not publically available.
4.3 Achievements of PJama1.0

The achievements of PJama are summarised here relative to the requirements enunciated in \(\sim 3.1\).

A Orthogonality — An approximation to this has been achieved\(^{10}\), which is good enough to allow many applications to be written without their developers being distracted by persistence requirements. The ability to stop and restart the Swing demonstration, restoring the whole interactive state is a powerful demonstration of how far we persevered with handling the AWT challenge. We have not had resources to process several important packages, such as JDBC and CORBA but do not expect them to expose new technical difficulties\(^ {11}\). One class, intimately connected with the implementation of the JVM, Thread, has proved much more problematic. There are often references to threads, particularly in libraries, such as the core classes, that developers find useful. Not being able to make threads persist is therefore a serious handicap, as it once again forces developers to manage aspects of their own persistence. However, with the JVMs, operating systems and hardware we have used, it has not been possible to recover all of the necessary information at every checkpoint, to restore threads correctly. A general solution appears to be a research problem [5] Chapter 16.

B Persistence Independence — This has been completely achieved. Apart from the very few lines of code that explicitly call the PJama API to set up an application’s persistent context, all code runs with unchanged behaviour in the persistent and non-persistent contexts.

C Durability — The ARIES-based recovery works well. As a back up for media failure and catastrophes, there are also logical and binary archiving mechanisms, but these conflict with endurance [G], since they require that the application programs be stopped.

D Scalability — We have tested stores up to 10 Gbytes and with more than 300 million objects. The largest single object used by any application so far was about 30 Mbytes. We do not anticipate major problems with increasing the scale.

E Schema Evolution — Our technology that supports evolution will permit virtually any change to the set and definitions of classes. It verifies that the set of changes are mutually consistent, that the final state conforms with the specification of Java and that it is consistent with known applications. It

\(^{10}\) It is achieved completely for some specialised JVMs, such as the PalmTop version and the JVM written in Java — but these examples do not meet all of the other requirements.

\(^{11}\) It is frustrating that many of the library classes use programming styles that assume the external context of an object only has to be constructed once as a class is loaded, when a resumable programming style would have been more robust, and straightforward — widespread use of resumable programming would make adaptation to persistence, simply a matter of registering listeners for the checkpoint and restore events.
provides default and developer defined transformation of instances to transfer information between their old and new version. The system is made more convenient for developers by being integrated with a build and recompilation system [4,30]. But the present system conflicts with endurance [G] because, at present, it requires that the applications be stopped while evolution is performed.

F Platform Migration — Our current provision is a logical archive and restore. It was challenging to deliver, as classes that are intimately connected with the JVM’s implementation need to be treated specially. The present algorithm is limited in the scale of data it can accommodate and we have little experience of its use. We believe that support for migration is essential and that the current approach will suffice. However, an incremental implementation is needed — the present implementation stops application processing, in conflict with endurance [G] and needs to get all data into main memory, conflicting with scalability [C].

G Endurance — Many applications, such as web servers, mail servers, news servers, business services, biological databases, etc., have to deliver a continuous service. These include just those applications for which improved persistence would (we hypothesise) be highly beneficial. Our performance here is mixed. Apart from the cases listed above, we also have to stop applications to perform disk garbage collection\(^{12}\). More critically, at present, bugs prevent heavily multithreaded applications from running for more than a few minutes, whereas we have run applications using only a few threads for more than 6 days without interruption\(^ {13}\).

H Openness — This depends on our generic facilities for explicitly preserving and reconstructing the state of external connections. We demonstrate the solution with sockets, RMI and the Swing subsystems. As mentioned in [A] above, more work is needed to cover the remaining core classes used for external connection.

I Transactional — The implicit transaction start, series of checkpoints and committing checkpoint, supported at present, provide a simple transactional facility, roughly equivalent to long-running transactions. Our more sophisticated plan for flexible transactions [6,3] is nearing fruition [23,25]. Its expressivity and semantics was explored using a Java-in-Java implementation, which, of course, did not offer acceptable performance [J]. For some applications, the present system is problematic, in that all threads have to reach a consistent state before a checkpoint is performed, as the checkpoint applies to the whole virtual machine.

J Performance — Execution of the modified JVM/JIT is slowed by 15% to 20% compared with the unmodified JVM/JIT for executions that are not

\(^{12}\) A prototype concurrent disk garbage collector exists [57], but it is not yet in our released system.

\(^{13}\) The unresolved bugs appear to be race conditions in the modified JVM. They mostly occur as interactions between code written by two different teams, the EVM team’s main-memory management and the PJ team’s object-cache management. Bugs of this kind are very time-consuming to locate with today’s debugging tools!
accessing data on disk. A more relevant comparison, is to compare with applications using other forms of persistence (~2). We have observed cases where PJama gives speed up by a factor of more than 100, but the gain is highly application dependent. Therefore, useful comparisons depend on the development of appropriate benchmarks. There is much opportunity to improve over the present performance, e.g. by using known optimisations [13]. It is unlikely that performance deficiencies will be a significant impediment to evaluation and use.

In summary, the overall achievement is tantalisingly close to a platform ready to support a serious test of the orthogonal persistence hypothesis. There is probably enough functionality and performance. Lack of endurance and limits to the transactional facilities are the two major flaws. On the other hand, it is capable of running the benchmark that simulates an Enterprise middleware server load [29,52], with 24 warehouses, each running 5 threads of activity. It also runs the large 007 benchmark [15,52]. It is probable that PJama is as robust, scalable and comprehensive as many relational systems were when they were first used commercially. Today expectations are rightly higher.

This poses a fundamental question, “Why are we in this position?” That is, “Why has support from Sun for this experiment stopped?” and “Why didn’t we complete it, or at least deliver a firm platform for experiments, in the time (nearly 5 years) and with the resources (probably about US$10 million)?” The rest of this paper is concerned with answering these questions, and trying to expose general lessons from the particular story.

Three general forms of explanation have to be considered:

1. We were either incompetent managers or poor engineers.
2. We tackled an ill-conceived project.
3. We were simply unlucky.

5 Analysis of the Impact of PJama

It is difficult to assess or estimate the impact or influence of PJama. It is evident that it is not going to be incorporated into a product immediately and there are only a few users; about 150 registered sites and about a dozen reported applications [48,50,49,32,10,5,26,68,69,20]. On the other hand, the future derivatives are unknown. Taking an optimistic view, we could imagine an impact analogous to that of self [18,38]. That work at SunLabs and Stanford was never used directly by Sun, but it had two major impacts.

1. It entered the culture and influenced further work. The most dramatic example being the formation of Anamorphic to build an efficient Smalltalk system based on the self experience. This was changed to target Java and forms the nucleus of the HotSpot system.

Intriguingly, they now share the same resting place on Sunlab's web site, http://www.sun.com/research/previous.html.
It created a pool of exceptionally talented researchers and experienced language implementers, many of whom have contributed significantly to Java and other technologies.

It would be over ambitious to claim at this stage that the same will happen with PJama. But there are hints that it could happen.

We now look more carefully at progress towards the original goal of testing the OP hypothesis. If these tests supported the hypothesis this would be a result along the lines of Snyder’s “proof of concept” [31], i.e. the concept of orthogonal persistence is “proven” to significantly improve developer productivity. To be on track with this, we need a number of real uses of PJama that involve typical development teams building and evolving applications and typical users imposing typical workloads. The benefits of such an observable workload and developer group would be twofold.

1. An opportunity to observe and measure a development team’s problems, successes and productivity.
2. An opportunity to gather measurements of the workloads placed on the components of the system, which could be used to improve its engineering and which should inform other (orthogonal) persistence engineering projects.

At this stage, the best we could have hoped for, would be one or two year’s worth of such observations. They are not happening because the platform quality has not yet been achieved. For a company or research organisation to commit an engineering team and a project that was actually going to be used by real users with their own data and critical goals, would require confidence in the platform and its maintenance. Many is the time we’ve heard the question, “Is it supported?” If the answer had been “Yes”, there were, and still are, many developers who would like to participate in an evaluation project. They are, of course, behaving correctly, under the engineering procedures that were identified in the introduction. To work with an unsupported platform would be to take an undue risk. But for a company to commit to supporting that platform, a new technology whose benefits, costs and problems have not been determined, would also be an undue risk. So, we are presented with a classic chicken-and-egg problem.

At the outset, the investment expected from Sun (which was actually exceeded by a substantial factor), from the University of Glasgow and from our Research Council, looked as if it might be sufficient to get beyond this impasse.

5.1 Reaching Critical Mass

If an orthogonally persistent platform can reach sufficient quality via a prototype, then there is a chance that it will attract sufficient interest to persuade the technology providers and the application developers to collaborate on resourcing and completing an evaluation. There are various ways in which this might have happened.
By targeting a very specific subset of Java, that was nevertheless convincing and deliverable.

By choosing to focus on a particular application, as in our original plan, and then to deliver functionality, scale and parts of Java, as they were needed.

By prioritising the requirements differently, consciously omitting some to achieve reliability over a more moderate subset.

By making better technical decisions, so that a viable system could be delivered.

By communicating more persuasively the potential benefits of orthogonal persistence and convincing people that these benefits were within reach (~5.3).

A targeted subset — Officially the licence to modify the JDK’s source requires that the result should still comply with conformance tests. This is obviously a sensitive issue, when protecting the strength of Java that code can be compiled once and run anywhere. The core classes are an essential environment for this, as they abstract over the facilities provided by operating systems. At the start of our project we underestimated the cost of being complete, for two reasons. We did not anticipate how many classes would need special treatment, because of the way they were implemented. We never expected the rapid growth in the core classes, and in modifications to the language. Without a well identified target application, pressures from (potential) users tended to expand the set of classes on our “to do” list very rapidly.

A focus on one application — A partial solution is to focus on supporting a given application, or small group of applications. But, it is well known, that by doing so, one can develop high-level abstractions that support application development very well within the common pattern. Consequently, too narrow a goal would devalue the experiment. On the other hand, more sophisticated applications push up the requirements. The original goal of supporting the Forest project’s distributed software production tools might have been a good focus, but it did require a very large proportion of Java’s (early) facilities. Indeed, more or less the subset that we have actually implemented.

Prioritised Requirements — We sought to deliver a working response to all of the requirements set out in Section 3.1. We did order these, at least implicitly. Orthogonality [A] and persistence independence [B] were addressed first. Durability, scalability, evolution and openness [C, D, E, H], were then addressed. As we did this, our concern for performance [J], never far from our minds during design work, emerged as important — particularly when it brought an application’s execution from 6.5 days to 3 hours. We considered transactions important from the start (concurring with Blackburn [12]) but found that fundamental machinery needed improving first [23,25,22]. Migration [F] has taken considerable investment, though it hasn’t been fully addressed. Endurance [G] is clearly an issue for which we haven’t yet delivered a solution. In short, project management required that we adopt priorities and these are evident from the state of PJama. Its current state also shows that we cannot omit any of our requirements and still have a foundation sufficient for testing the OP hypothesis.
Technical Decisions — as already indicated, some of our technical decisions might have been taken differently with hindsight. Perhaps the most fundamental are to use in-line tests for barriers, which implies modifying a JVM and JIT, and to manage objects rather than pages. Our intuition that these choices are essential for evolution and high performance with demanding application loads, is born out by observations of comparative performance with larger applications. Only one OODBMS appears to have comparable performance at large scale and that has taken a similar route. On the other hand, these choices have meant large amounts of difficult system-software development (though we’re getting better at it [52]), which we seriously underestimated. Only when comparisons can be made for real workloads will we be able to determine under what circumstances these choices are appropriate. Other research, making different technical choices, shows promising results with small-scale, synthetic loads and with an incomplete delivery of our requirements, though it does promise good migration [54]. Research is needed, both to provide good information on which to base these choices, and to improve our engineering as we pursue them.

There are several reasons why taking different technical decisions alone, would not unravel our problem.

1. When other combinations of technical choices are tried, and pursued to deliver all of the proposed requirements, they are likely to experience their own complexities.
2. The technical problems posed by Java’s rapid rate of change, extensive classes using non-Java implementations or non-resumable code, multiple external connection mechanisms, and semantic complexities of the language, would still have to be faced.
3. The opportunity for eliminating barriers in compiled code [39] would still be worth exploring, as would many other aspects of the path we took.

Summary — Considering these three issues together, we could have made more progress by (1) using more focus, (e.g. not pursuing all of the changes in Java and attempting as many core classes), by (2) being driven by one application (e.g. distributed configuration and build management, as planned) and by (3) making better technical and political decisions (e.g. by building on a better JVM with a longer supported life). But I will argue that even with judgement that proves wise in hindsight, the original goal was unreachable with the feasibly available resources.

5.2 Experiments at an Appropriate Scale

We invested approximately US$10 million. We started at a time when Java and its implementations were very volatile, which certainly decreased our efficiency.

UK costs were converted to US currency. All are based on the overheaded researcher salaries. These figures are simply indicative, as it is difficult to attribute work accurately and as cost is context dependent. The author is not privy to the actual US salaries and overheads.
[5]. Some of that investment went on other goals, developing the Forest tools [44], opening up new territory [23,22], with results in valuable technology, but which is not immediately applicable, and into education, which results in skilled engineers. Taking these effects into account, approximately US$6 million is a closer estimate of our investment into building an “industrial strength” platform. In contrast, it currently costs US$50 million to build a new DBMS ready for market [28]. A platform of the kind we sought probably needs at least half of that work. We were therefore attempting a task with quarter of the resource necessary.

But the ultimate goal was to test the OP hypothesis. To do that the platform would not only have to be built, it would need to be maintained for long enough for a complete experiment, say five years. Optimistically, that maintenance, for a limited group on a given hardware and operating system platform, would require five engineers (one to maintain the evolution system, two for the VM maintenance, two for the store maintenance, and sharing other work between them). This assumes a continued feed of language and core-class tracking updates from a VM source and only moderate expansion of the core-classes needing special treatment. That is at least another US$5 million expenditure

This just provides and sustains the platform for the experiments. It does not include the cost of running those experiments, which would involve the application developers, the application users and a team of observers, measuring the properties of the software, the workload and the developers’ productivity. But as the platform is expensive to build and maintain, it makes sense to use it to support a range of experiments, even though this probably doubles the maintenance and support costs. If the platform costs so much to set up, then it may also be sensible to use it for a much longer period than five years. In short, we have to recognise that the kind of research needed to tests hypotheses of the form:

\[ X \] improves the productivity of application developers under realistic conditions of application scale, use and change.

requires a quantum leap in our resourcing and conduct of computing science experimentation (the topic of \( \sim 6 \)). The attempt to use PJama to test the OP hypothesis was doomed to be inconclusive, not for the detailed reasons discussed above (though in retrospect we could have done better), but because it was an experiment conducted under procedures only appropriate for smaller scale and shorter term phenomena.

5.3 What about Industry?

Returning to our final postulated cause for failure, being insufficiently persuasive, it is appropriate to examine the industry’s attitude to orthogonal persistence. We certainly didn’t invest sufficiently in persuading industry, particularly in building partnerships to explore the potential of the technology. There were a number of contributory factors.

\[ 16 \] Or £ 1 million (1.6 million Euros) if the work was carried out in the UK.
Commitment to Existing Practices — It is hard to persuade industry to consider changing practices: for good engineering reasons, described earlier, of not taking undue risks; because of the established training, habits and culture of application development engineers; because of massive existing investment and because the database and platform suppliers’ marketing is committed to RDB and working well.

Displaced Problems — the groups who have greatest difficulty with the status quo are those building and maintaining large and complex enterprise systems. Whereas the platform builders and suppliers see little of this and are therefore disinclined to invest in addressing the developers’ problem. Most application developers are unable to resource platform development — it needs to be amortised over many development projects.

Alternative Solutions — there is recognition that the demands for rapid development of many sophisticated enterprise applications is overwhelming development capacity and that they may well be becoming too complex to maintain. But other solutions are thought to be more likely to yield significant improvements quickly. The majority of these are the use of high-level notations and the automatic generation of code [17,11].

The Dominance of Glueware — our initial perception that many large applications were going to be built using Java has not been realised. A preeminent use of Java for enterprise applications, is to write code that sits on a middle-tier computer and combines several pre-existing applications and data sources based on RDBs. Consequently, the components that are being combined provide persistence and the glueware combining them has little need for it.

Distribution Drives Application Structure — the need to scale up to support the rapid growth in e-business and the commensurate requirement for continuous services has made distribution virtually mandatory. Our failure to address distributed checkpoint because it depends on having transactions (~4.3 item I) means that PJama is not deployable in this context. The weight of this requirement grew while we were developing against our original requirements.

Lack of Credibility — because much of the example research in orthogonal persistence has limitations (small scale, partial solutions, “obscure” languages, etc.) it lacks credibility among the decision makers of the software technology industry. They feel that the case is not proven (precisely what PJama set out to overcome) and that most of the research results we have could easily be reinvented and reconstructed in their context if this ever appeared relevant. Sometimes they go further, and say that has been tried already, and it didn’t work. This is exacerbated by ignorance of current achievements. For example, they know schema edits are essential for persistence and suspect we can’t perform them.

The Language Trap — There is a suspicion that orthogonal persistence implies adoption of a single language for all applications. A trap that is known to become serious over time, from which databases have rescued developers.
The situation is caricatured in Figure 2, where we see the forces of investment, existing practice and engineering caution piled up against the tiny mass of orthogonal persistence research, with its overall lack of cohesion and experimental evidence.

![Figure 2. Relationship between the Enterprise Platform Industries and Orthogonal Persistence Research](image)

5.4 Why We Aren't Like Relations

It is informative to compare the advent of DBMS and particularly RDBMS with the current situation. In the 1960s and 1970s, the applications needed to run an organisation were being developed piece-meal and against separate structured files. Building and maintaining these was very difficult, as programmers had a great deal of responsibility for managing disk access, data format, concurrency, etc. The RDBs, by providing an abstraction that worked well for this class of application, promised the much needed reduction of the application complexity. The industry consequently invested, and the technology was adopted, despite many technical deficiencies still extant in that technology at its introduction. Most of those have been dealt with over the years by cohorts of researchers tackling particular problems arising in this context. A microcosm of that history is repeated in a recent review of triggers and constraints [17].

In contrast, orthogonal persistence doesn’t offer such a simple message. For example, it doesn’t offer to take away a substantial activity and automate it. On the contrary, when we say that indexes, etc. may be built above the platform, many people hear us say we are giving the application programmers extra work. We know that we’d normally expect those to be built by experts and delivered
in libraries, but we haven’t yet demonstrated that it is feasible. For example, we
haven’t measured the performance and shown it is acceptable, or demonstrated
that we can deliver high concurrency because the algebra of index operations
is well understood (that requires the non-isolated flexible transactions that was
one of our goals — 3.1 item 1).

Similarly, though the application developers face difficult problems, their
cause is not clear cut. Many complexities, from heterogeneity, distribution, mul-
tiple autonomous systems, mobility, intermittent connection, continuous service,
all challenge the application developers. It is not clear that orthogonal persist-
ence addresses these, and it is therefore not clear that it will contribute. The
developers immediate hope is that the use of large, re-usable components, e.g.
EJBs, and the generation of code from high-level descriptions, will alleviate their
stress.

We believe that the principles of orthogonal persistence will benefit the real
problems of application development and maintenance in three ways:

➊ The principle of offering the same service, whatever the type (data structure)
can be generalised and so developers will face fewer exceptions that have to
be coded around.

➋ The goal of encompassing all of a computation, including longevity, interac-
tion with autonomous systems, and change in one consistent (programming)
model, if met, will bring coherence and comprehensibility to the enterprise
applications, their development and maintenance.

❼ The two previous effects enhance code mobility through defining more of the
computation completely. They also provide a context in which the generated
code, and expertly prepared components may be more easily constructed,
more easily combined and more easily used. We note that being able to
combine such products is an essential requirement, not easily met in today’s
computational environments.

But these are only beliefs and they are all long-term effects. The apparent imme-
diacy of alternative “rescue packages”, such as code generation from high-level
notations, is much more appealing, though it is equally an act of faith. For ex-
ample, they may yield high productivity for narrow topics that they’re able to
handle, and generate much complexity combining or changing them in a total
system. We also know that they are not rival approaches, but are potentially
complimentary with orthogonal persistence.

We may conclude, as our act of faith, that future languages should be orthogo-
nally persistent, and should automate mappings, disk management, transactions
and recovery, just as those languages should have main-memory management and
multi-threading. But we have to develop a much better way of communicating
this.

6 Investigating Large-Scale Phenomena

The analysis of the previous section raises many questions, here we only consider
one — the challenge of conducting large-scale and long-term investigations. It is
no longer practical to try to convert the application development engineers to a new faith\textsuperscript{17}. Instead, an engineering process of establishing the value of the new technology must be undertaken. It must be recognised that sometimes the hypothesis that a new technology has value will not be valid. In these cases, avoiding the cost of wider investment, justifies the cost of careful evaluation. In the successful cases, that evaluation may lead to more effective and faster take-up of the new technology.

In computing science, we are faced with many putative advances. Some are relatively easily evaluated, because their effects are immediate and localised, e.g. a better index for a particular task, or a new network storage architecture. Others, because their effects are diverse and long term, are much harder to evaluate. In this paper, we have argued that orthogonal persistence is an example in this latter category. We now consider how research might proceed in such cases, using PJama to illustrate the possibilities. Although the envisaged process is set out as a sequence of steps below, actual practice will be iterative.

6.1 Is There a Case to Answer?

Before undertaking an expensive and long-term project, it has to be established to be worthwhile. A hypothesis must be well defined. For example, “\textit{There is a significant class of applications for which, adding orthogonal persistence to the development platform would significantly improve developer productivity over application lifetimes}”. This obviously needs refinement. How big, how common and how important is this class of applications? What precisely does “adding orthogonal persistence” entail? How widespread and how substantial are the “productivity gains”? etc.

It is necessary to decide whether this is an important innovation. Does it have a large practical impact or a large conceptual value? Will it reveal new understanding of software engineering processes, that may well lead to further progress?

Does it have a chance of succeeding or of failing? If the result is a foregone conclusion in either direction there is little point in conducting the experiment. This step forces the research community to examine the practical details of the undertaking and to identify the likely risks. This discussion also has its own value. It will provoke refinement of terms such as “improvement”, “performance” and “productivity” and will stimulate thought about potential detrimental effects as well as about the hypothesised benefits.

As we are considering an expensive undertaking, it will need to compete for resources. This requires that a community considers it a worthwhile investment. The debate and dialogue to achieve consensus that it is a worthwhile and viable issue to investigate has its own value. It forces the exposure and refinement of definitions, assumptions and criteria and will itself enhance our understanding of the processes involved in creating and sustaining enterprise applications. This

\textsuperscript{17} Though Java appears to be a case where this happened — it certainly isn’t a predictable process.
debate requires time and resources. We may expect subsidiary investigations to expose issues, for example, in the P*Jama* case, analysis of existing suites of software and working practices to establish that there is potential for improvement. This requires a change in the research culture. It has to become appropriate to fund and publish such preparatory work, and that work has to be recognised in careers and PhDs.

6.2 Designing a Family of Experiments

As already explained (\(\sim 16\)), the cost and complexity of the infrastructure for many software engineering experiments may make it sensible to conduct several experiments using the same context. So it will normally be appropriate to consider a family of related experiments and design an infrastructure to support all of them. For simplicity, here we consider only one experiment within such a family.

If any theory is available, it should be considered as a means of refining the experiment. For example, it may show what factors are important, or even that in a particular case extrapolation from a smaller experiment is a reasonable first approximation. Considering the productivity of enterprise application developers the following kinds of theory may be relevant: models of program comprehension and construction, theories about how to quantify and manage change, theories about how engineers solve problems, etc. Ultimately, developing experimental protocols and developing theories that motivate and interpret their measurements must be concomitant activities.

It is necessary to identify what will be measured and what contextual parameters will be kept as stable as possible. In a software technology trial, such as that proposed for P*Jama*, it would be necessary to measure developer productivity, predominantly as they maintain the system. Then it is necessary to establish how that can be measured. For example, several teams attempting tasks from a chosen set, with different technologies might be observed, directly to measure work hours and indirectly to measure actions. Similarly, the existing application and data context might be kept stable (i.e. reset for each trial). But how large should the tasks be? How should we deal with familiarity effects? How should we deal with communication or variation between teams? How should we set up the teams? How should we set up the application? etc. There are clearly many issues to be resolved at this stage of experimental design.

The great variability in the productivity of individual programmers is well known [14]. Though this tends to obscure the effects of the choice of technology it is clear that there are such effects and they may be large. Fortunately there is already practical experience in mounting experiments to expose these effects [46,45,66] and laboratories to study software engineering productivity are being established [62]. The existence of practitioners who are a hundred times more productive does not diminish the value of discriminating between technologies...

---

18 Just as the particle physicists do with a high-energy collider or the astronomers do with a high-resolution telescope.
that produce a large impact on each individual’s productivity, particularly as there are never enough of the highly productive engineers.

An experimental protocol has to be prepared. For example, what warm up tasks will be used to (partially) eliminate familiarity effects? How are teams selected\textsuperscript{19} and how are they allocated tasks\textsuperscript{20}? How will the data from the experiments be processed? What differences in the measures will be disregarded “noise”? What differences in the measures will we judge significant?

Once designed, the experimental platform and context has to be constructed. This requires the technology to be built (the challenges here are well illustrated by the recent PJama saga) and the comparator technologies have to be acquired (the controls). It is necessary to build equivalent versions of the application, or convert an existing application to use the technologies in question. Mechanisms for acquiring the measurements which minimally perturb the development process have to be devised and built.

Such experimental planning and “apparatus” construction is an essential part of the research. The work will require innovation, creativity, high-quality engineering and scientific research skills. It is important to reach the intended scale, because software engineering and computing processes manifest new effects as the scale is increased. Again, the value of research into experimental methods for evaluating new software technologies must be recognised as a worthwhile contribution in its own right and an appropriate activity.

6.3 Conducting Experiments

Having designed an experiment, considerable effort is needed to conduct it accordingly. For example, the technology platforms for the experiments need to be kept in sufficiently good working order that software engineers participating as subjects believe that they are working with a viable and active systems. Similarly the applications have to be set up and maintained and users supported to obtain real user loads. The teams who will use the technology have to be chosen, briefed and managed. To obtain professionals with suitable experience, they may also need to be paid. The observations of the processes must be collected and monitored to ensure that they are being correctly and completely collected. This data must be carefully curated so that many subsequent analyses, that are unlikely to have been foreseen, can be carried out by interested researchers.

6.4 Experimental Interpretation

Such technology trials will not admit simple, first-past-the-post analysis. There are likely to be many parameters that were impossible to maintain exactly constant, for example, the experience of the participating software engineers. There

\textsuperscript{19} What experience and maturity mix is required from team members? How will they be paid and motivated? What will they be told? How will they be organised?

\textsuperscript{20} Randomly for the total set? According to team background? To be done in any order? As a sequence of increasing scale? As a sequence of successive changes to related software and data?
are likely to be many measured parameters, all varying, and some that are hard
to quantify. Experimental costs will limit the extent to which these problems can
be overcome by repetition to increase sample size. Consequently, techniques de-

erived from other testing regimes where similar difficulties of interpretation arise,
such as clinical trials, may be needed. The statistical sophistication required may
be considerably in excess of that used by many computer science experimenters
at present. Then care must be taken as to how far the results derived from such
experiments are extrapolated to other contexts.

6.5 Resources, Teams, and Communities

For the aspects of computing science research which require such large scale and
sophisticated experimentation, we have to develop a mode of research which is
capable of creating, managing, sustaining and resourcing such experiments. This
can only happen with intellectual and practical support from peers (practitioners
and researchers).

Intellectual support is needed in evaluating and discussing the incremental
steps of the research outlined above. For example, grant application and paper
reviewing, as well as PhD examination, has to assess fairly work that is only
concerned with elucidating an aspect of the larger research programme. Since
only a few of the large-scale experiments that are initially proposed will come
to fruition, it is necessary to recognise as intellectually worthwhile investment
in experimental planning, that may terminate.

A community of researchers interested in developing such experiments needs
to form, in order to bring together the necessary range of skills and in order
to provide the constructive criticism necessary to refine hypotheses, experimen-
tal designs, plans and procedures. It will need to collaborate closely on some
experiments over substantial periods\footnote{Just as environmental scientists, astronomers, physicists, etc. do at present.}.

Computing differs from other experimental subjects in that software costs
dominate the experimental budget, but are often hidden as the incidental work
of researchers, PhD students, etc. The software for these larger experiments can-
not be generated in this way. It has to be resourced over longer time scales and
managed so that it achieves adequate quality. It may, with investment in coordi-
nation and management, be possible to do this through open source strategies,
but in some cases, it will be an experimental cost that requires cash to pay
software engineers’ salaries.

6.6 Summary

In this section, the steps involved in large-scale technology evaluation expe-
riments have been elucidated. Certain questions cannot be answered unless we
take such an approach. Some of those questions may be important to the subject
of computing science and to the users of its products in industry, commerce and
government. The experimental procedures will require elapsed time and large
resources well beyond the currently accepted norms. For example, some of the
effects on productivity that depend on the choice of technology may reverse as
the scale changes.

This presents a challenge. How can we change the research culture so that
this form of research is recognised as necessary and is properly supported? Cur-
rently such research is inhibited by negative attitudes towards those who try to
measure properties of our technology that are difficult to quantify, even though
they are important. Similarly, research into aspects of these larger problems is of-
ten disadvantaged relative to neatly packaged and complete research into smaller
scale or easily measured phenomena even if those phenomena have much less sig-
nificance. If computing science research is to be relevant to the massive networks
of applications being built and deployed today then it must embrace larger-scale
and longer-term experimental research. That will require fundamental changes
in the ways in which we organise and assess research.

If the cost of all such research were to be so expensive for experiments, there
would be a serious impediment to the development of computing science when
it is applied to large and long-lived systems. Fortunately we can expect two
benefits from the approach described above.

1 The process of discussing and designing experiments will sharpen our ex-
perimental ingenuity so that smaller scale and lower cost procedures may
sometimes be seen to offer sufficient evidence.
2 The construction of the first large-scale experiments will teach us how to
conduct them much more efficiently and will provide a legacy of understan-
ding and evolving frameworks which will dramatically reduce the cost of
future experimentation.

7 Conclusions

This paper has addressed three topics. The current options for providing per-
sistence to Java programs were briefly reviewed (~2) and considered deficient,
particularly when the cost of implementing changes to applications was conside-
red. The next topic was a review of the PJama project, from its goal of testing the
orthogonal persistence hypothesis (~3) to its more moderate but still significant
outcome (~4). Analysis of that outcome (~5) leads to a recognition that some
questions, such as the impact of orthogonal persistence on application developer
productivity, can only be answered by large-scale and long-term experiments.
The PJama project focused its efforts on constructing technology and failed to
invest in an effective evaluation experiment. This was mainly because the need
to plan, resource and conduct such an evaluation was seriously underestimated.
This suggests that it is incumbent on projects developing new technologies that
are intended to improve support for enterprise technologies to properly conduct
such evaluations. That is not easy.

Whether or not the evaluation of PJama deserves the necessary investment,
our experience exposes the question: How can we resource and conduct such
evaluations? The third, and perhaps most important topic of the paper, an
examination of that question (~6) generates the view that the modus operandi of computing science researchers needs to be radically changed to support large-scale and long-term experimentation whenever the goal is to better support large and long-lived applications.
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Abstract. Parametric classes come with non-trivial subtleties even in the paradigm of orthogonal persistence. Orthogonal persistence guarantees that objects of any type, including class objects, may persist. But a parametric class is not a Java type, and its class object does not exist. Further subtleties in the Java technology extended with orthogonal persistence are caused by the existence of both the persistent store and Java class files. Neither store was designed with parametric classes in mind. This paper presents a technique for implementing parametric classes in the Java technology extended with orthogonal persistence. The technique is based on a suitable representation of a parametric class as a Java class file, an extended class loader which handles instantiation of such a class, and an extension of the Java Core Reflection classes. Extending these final classes is a non-trivial experiment and requires complete re-compilation of the Java system. The overall effect amounts to a new Java Virtual Machine that extends the standard one. However, this extension does not affect correct performance of Java programs.

1 Introduction

Collections and queries are the essential components of most database technologies. Parametric polymorphism is critical for such technologies because it allows static type checking of both collections and queries. This is why extending the Java technology with parametric polymorphism has particular importance for database technologies. This extension is in fact a major requirement for developing a full-fledged Java database technology.

Extending the Java technology with parametric polymorphism poses a non-trivial challenge. The problem is not in extending the language, but rather in extending the underlying software technology. In addition, most existing proposals for extending Java with parametric polymorphism do not consider the implications of persistence. In this paper we show that those implications are non-trivial. We also develop an implementation technique for parametric polymorphism in Java in an environment that supports orthogonal persistence.

* This material is based upon work supported by the NSF under grant number IIS-9811452.
The subtlety of the problem of parametric polymorphism in persistent environments comes from the fact that a parametric class is not a Java type. Only classes obtained from a parametric class are types. Orthogonal persistence guarantees that objects of any type may be persistent. But this does not apply to parametric classes, which are in fact patterns for constructing classes. Class objects of parametric classes never exist! Only class objects of instantiated parametric classes exist.

A parametric class is a type function. But functions are not first class objects in Java [14], and hence promoting a parametric class to persistence is formally not possible even in an environment that supports orthogonal persistence.

In this paper we address this controversy for the Java technology, which in fact includes additional subtleties. In section 2 we first explain briefly the implications of the lack of parametric polymorphism in Java for typing collections and queries. In section 3 we show how parametric polymorphism allows static type checking of collections and queries. We also discuss the form of parametric polymorphism which is required for database technologies (section 4).

The Java class file structure is described in section 5. The issues in adapting the Java class file structure to represent parametric classes are elaborated in section 6. Our specific technique for solving the problem of parametric polymorphism in Java is described in section 7.

The role of an extended class loader in this technique is discussed in section 8. A more sophisticated technique for extending Java with parametric polymorphism also requires extending Java Core Reflection classes [19]. A model of orthogonal persistence suggested in the paper requires an extension of the Java root class `Object`. As these are system classes (and the Java Core Reflection classes are also final), these extensions are non-trivial, and require a complete re-compilation of the Java platform. This experiment is explained in section 9.

Related research is summarized in section 10 and the conclusions are given in section 11.

2 Collections and Queries

Problems caused by the lack of parametric polymorphism in typing collections and queries are discussed in detail in our earlier papers ([6], [2], [3], [4]). These problems are explained briefly in this section and in the section 3 that follows.

Consider an abbreviated Java interface which specifies a generic collection type:

```java
public interface Collection{
    public boolean add(Object obj);
    public boolean contains(Object obj);
    public boolean isEmpty();
    public Iterator iterator();
    public boolean remove(Object obj);
    public int size();
    ...}
```
The only way to specify a generic collection type in the Java type system is to specify that the elements are of the type `Object`. This fact has far reaching implications. Static typing of collections and processing of collections with static type checking is impossible. Extensive dynamic type checking is unavoidable. Every time an object is retrieved from a collection, a type cast must be applied to it in order to perform specific actions on the object. Otherwise, only the methods from the class `Object` may be invoked on an object from a collection.

These limitations of the Java type system have non-trivial implications for type checking OQL queries [2]. In order to illustrate the problem, consider a Java collection `persons`:

```java
Collection persons;
```

Note that it does not help to use inheritance to derive `PersonCollection` from `Collection`. The signatures of the methods inherited from `Collection` would have to remain the same. This is yet another limitation of the Java type system. It is actually needed in order to guarantee type safety when dynamic binding of messages to methods is in place. Because of all this, the following simple OQL query fails a type check:

```oql
select x.name
from x in persons
where x.age() >= 50
```

The reason for the above query to fail type checking is that the range variable `x` in the above query stands for an element of the collection `persons`. But the type of elements of the collection `persons` is `Object`. `Object` is not equipped with attributes or methods `name` and `age`.

The above observations show that Java and OQL do not have compatible type systems. Problems caused by the lack of support for parametric polymorphism are particularly serious in the ODMG Standard [12]. Indeed, the ODMG Object Model and the Java binding of the ODMG Standard do not support parametric polymorphism. Yet both are meant to work with OQL as components of a unified technology which is based on a unified type system!

### 3 Parametric Polymorphism

A strictly more sophisticated type system is obtained from the Java type system by introducing parametric polymorphism. This is illustrated by the parametric interface `Collection<T>` given below. The interface has one type parameter which ranges over the set of all types. This basic form of parametric polymorphism is called universal type quantification.

```java
public interface Collection<T>
{
    public boolean add(T obj);
    public boolean contains(T obj);
    public boolean isEmpty();
}
```
public Iterator<T> iterator();
public boolean remove(T obj);
public int size();
...
}

It is now possible to statically type collections. The same applies to programs that operate on collections, database transactions in particular. Instantiating parametric types is carried out at compile time, as in the example of the `persons` collection given below.

```
Collection<Person> persons;
```

It is now possible to process collections with no type casts. Static type checking of OQL queries also becomes possible. The query given above, which fails type checking in the Java type system, now type checks [2]. The reason is that it is now possible to infer at compile time the specific type of the range variable \( x \). The inferred type of the range variable \( x \) is now `Person`, because the type of the collection `persons` is now `Collection<Person>`.

### 4 Bounded and F-Bounded Polymorphism

Universal type quantification is not sufficiently powerful for the object-oriented database technology. Typing ordered collections requires the form of parametric polymorphism called constrained genericity [17], or bounded type quantification. This is illustrated by the following example:

```
public interface Comparable {
    ...
    public boolean lessThan(Comparable obj);
}

public class OrderedCollection<T implements Comparable> implements Collection<T> {
    ...
}
```

The parametric class `OrderedCollection<T implements Comparable>` has a constraint on the type parameter \( T \). This is why this form of parametric polymorphism is called bounded type quantification. The corresponding actual type parameter to be substituted for \( T \) must implement the interface `Comparable`. This means that the actual parameter must have the ordering methods such as `lessThan`, etc.

This form of parametric polymorphism is required in typing keyed collections and indices. In fact, an even more sophisticated form of parametric polymorphism, called F-bounded polymorphism, is preferable ([6], [19]). In F-bounded polymorphism the bound itself is parametric, as illustrated below.
public interface Comparable<T> { 
  ...
  public boolean lessThan(T obj);
}

public class OrderedCollection<T implements Comparable<T>>
  implements Collection<T> {
  ...
}

It is particularly important to note that most published proposals for extending Java with parametric polymorphism include both bounded type quantification (constrained genericity) and F-bounded polymorphism. A detailed analysis is given in [19].

F-bounded polymorphism allows static type checking in some situations where static type checking with just bounded quantification is not possible [20]. However, F-bounded polymorphism amounts to structural subtyping which does not exist in Java. In Java, B is a subtype of A if either B extends A or B implements A. This is why the F-bounded condition T implements Comparable<T> is hard to reconcile with Java.

5 Java Class Files

Java classes are compiled into Java class files. The structure of the Java class files is described below in the Java programming notation.

public class ClassFile { 
  int magic;
  short majorVersion;
  short minorVersion;
  ConstantPoolInfo constantPool[];
  short accessFlags;
  ConstantPoolInfo thisClass;
  ConstantPoolInfo superClass;
  ConstantPoolInfo interfaces[];
  FieldInfo fields[];
  MethodInfo methods[];
  AttributeInfo attributes[];
  ...
}

A class file contains a magic number which indicates that the file is a class file. A class file also contains the minor and the major version number of the Java compiler that produced the file. A Java Virtual Machine must not attempt to run code with a different major version.

The information collected in the process of compilation of a Java class is stored in a table of the generated class file. This table is called the constant pool.
A class file also contains a field which encodes the access modifiers for the class (ACC_PUBLIC, ACC_INITIAL, ACC_SUPER, ACC_INTERFACE, ACC_ABSTRACT).

The fields thisClass and superClass of a class file refer to the constant pool information about the class itself and about its superclass. A class file also contains an array of references to the constant pool items that contain information about the interfaces implemented by this class.

The information about fields and methods of a class is collected into arrays fields and methods of the class file. The structure of the corresponding array elements for methods is given below in the Java notation. The structure for fields is actually the same.

```java
public class MethodInfo {
    short accessFlags;
    ConstantPoolInfo name;
    ConstantPoolInfo signature;
    AttributeInfo attributes[];
    ...
}
```

Access flags of a method (ACC_PUBLIC, ACC_PRIVATE, ACC_PROTECTED, ACC_STATIC, ACC_FINAL, ACC_SYNCHRONIZED, ACC_NATIVE, ACC_ABSTRACT) are encoded into a two byte field accessFlags.

The name of the method is given as a reference to a constant pool item which contains the actual string. The signature of a method consists of types of its parameters and the result type. This type descriptor is represented as a specially formatted string. The structure of type descriptors is determined by a grammar which is a part of the Java Virtual Machine Specification.

In the Java class file structure an array of attributes is associated with each class, each field, and each method. The structure of an attribute item is given below.

```java
public class AttributeInfo {
    ConstantPoolInfo name;
    byte data[];
    ...
}
```

The predefined attributes are: SourceFile, ConstantValue, Code, Exceptions, InnerClasses, Synthetic, LineNumberTable and LocalVariableTable. Out of these, the attributes Code, ConstantValue and Exceptions must be correctly recognized in order for the Java Virtual Machine to function correctly. An important point is that in addition to the above mentioned attributes, optional attributes are also allowed. These optional attributes should have no effect on the correct functioning of the Java Virtual Machine.
6 Parametric Class Files

The class file structure is a significant component of the Java Virtual Machine Specification [16]. The current Java technology actually depends quite heavily on the predefined structure of class files as specified in [16]. We have explored several possibilities for representing a parametric class as a class file.

One option follows the generic Java idiom. In general, this generic Java idiom ([10],[18]) amounts to replacing the type parameters with their bound types. So $\text{Collection<T>}$ would be represented by $\text{Collection<Object>}$.

$\text{OrderedCollection<T implements Comparable>}$ is represented by the class $\text{OrderedCollection<Comparable>}$.

This technique has been used in [10] and [18]. However, we have shown [19] that the technique is in fact questionable with respect to correctness, particularly regarding the correct functioning of Java Core Reflection.

The main advantage of this representation is that the representation of a parametric class is a valid Java class file. The main disadvantage is the confusion between the type parameters and the bound types. In order to avoid this confusion we have carried out experiments in using the standard class file in such a way that the distinction between the type parameters and the bound types is properly encoded.

The generic Java idiom used in ([10],[18]) is problematic not only from the viewpoint of correct functioning of Java Core Reflection. It is actually particularly problematic in an environment that supports orthogonal persistence. The reason is that all instantiated classes of a particular parametric class are represented by the identical class object. This is the class object obtained by the above described substitution of the type parameters with their bound types. So for example, both $\text{OrderedCollection<Employee>}$ and $\text{OrderedCollection<Student>}$ would be represented by the class object for $\text{OrderedCollection<Comparable>}$.

The above situation does not create problems in executing methods because Java applies single dynamic dispatch. Hence, selection of a method is based only on the run-time type of the receiver object. However, when an object of an instantiated parametric class is promoted to persistence, so is its class object (reachability). This class object carries incorrect (or at least imprecise) type information. In the above example, persistent objects of classes $\text{OrderedCollection<Student>}$ and $\text{OrderedCollection<Employee>}$ would have the identical associated persistent class object which is in fact the class object for $\text{OrderedCollection<Comparable>}$.

The type information in the persistent store is incorrect!

The other option is that the Java class file structure is modified in such a way that it correctly represents a parametric class. The disadvantage is that the Java Virtual Machine would not know anything about this modified class file structure. The most important implication is that an extended class loader is required in order to handle loading of class objects of classes obtained by instantiation of a parametric class.

In either option the class file is marked appropriately as a generic class file.

The new flags are illustrated in the Figure 1. These non-standard flags cause no
problem in correct functioning of the Java Virtual Machine because these files are handled by an extended class loader which loads correct Java class objects produced from these files. The extension of the Java Core Reflection explained in section 9 must also recognize these non-standard tags. In fact, according to the Java Virtual Machine Specification [16] the unused bits of the access flag item in the Java class file structure are reserved for future use and should be ignored by implementations of the Java Virtual Machine. So this is one feature of the Java class file specification which allows some flexibility needed for correct representation of parametric classes.

The other source of flexibility in the Java class file structure is in the attributes associated with classes, fields, and methods. Optional attributes allow non-standard information to be associated with classes, fields and methods. These optional attributes may be used for representation of parametric classes. The extended class loader will, of course, know the full details of this additional encoding contained in Java class files.

The type information related to fields and methods is represented in class files by type descriptors which are in fact strings of a particular form. Type descriptors offer an interesting possibility for correct representation of parametric classes. Rather than confusing the type parameters with the bound types, the type parameters are encoded correctly in type descriptors. When an extended class loader is dealing with an instantiated parametric class, it should replace the formal type parameters with the actual type parameters. This produces a valid Java class file which my be loaded by the standard loader.
7 The Technique

The details of our technique are described below.

- **Compiling a parametric class** proceeds as follows:
  - A parametric class is compiled into a valid Java class file by replacing the type parameters with their bound types.
  - In addition, the number of type parameters and their bound types are recorded in the attributes of the class.
  - For each formal type parameter and for each method, the positions at which this parameter occurs in the type descriptors are recorded in the method's attributes.
  - The same is done for fields of the class.

- Two important points about the class file generated this way are:
  - The attributes set for the class, its fields, and its methods are optional attributes. They have no effect on the correct functioning of the Java Virtual Machine.
  - The generated class file is a valid Java class file which may be used as such.
  - If the class object is loaded from the class file generated in the above manner, usage of bound types in place of type parameters will have no negative implications on correct invocation of methods.

- **Loading an instantiated parametric class** proceeds as follows:
  - The class file representing the parametric class is located. Checking the number of the actual parameters and their conformance to the corresponding bound types could be done at this time. Of course, this should be preferably done at compile time.
  - For each type parameter its occurrences are replaced with the actual type parameter in the type descriptors for fields and methods. This step is based on the information recorded in the optional attributes for the class itself, its fields and its methods.
  - The class is loaded using the standard loading procedure.

- The features of the above described technique are:
  - The loaded class objects of instantiated parametric classes contain correct type information.
  - The run-time type information reported by the Java Core Reflection is correct.
  - The type information promoted to persistence is also correct.
  - The code for methods contains bound types in place of the actual type parameters, but this presents no problem for correct functioning of method invocations.
  - All the class files generated by this technique are valid Java class files.
8 Extended Class Loader

Unlike the technique based on the generic Java idiom, our techniques always require an extended class loader. The reason is that in our techniques the loaded class object of an instantiated parametric class carries correct run-time type information about the actual type parameter. This makes our techniques similar to the heterogeneous techniques [1] for extending Java with parametric polymorphism.

Loading a class object for `OrderedCollection<Employee>` requires that the extended class loader locates the class file representing the parametric class `OrderedCollection<T implements Comparable>`. If the type constraint was not checked at compile time, the extended loader would also have to check the constraint `Employee implements Comparable`. The extended loader then performs instantiation generating a valid Java class object for `OrderedCollection<Employee>`. Whatever the chosen representation of a parametric class as a class file is, the extended class loader must know all about it.

Fig. 2. Class files, class objects and persistent objects

Loading a class object for `OrderedCollection<Employee>` requires that the extended class loader locates the class file representing the parametric class `OrderedCollection<T implements Comparable>`. If the type constraint was not checked at compile time, the extended loader would also have to check the constraint `Employee implements Comparable`. The extended loader then performs instantiation generating a valid Java class object for `OrderedCollection<Employee>`. Whatever the chosen representation of a parametric class as a class file is, the extended class loader must know all about it.
For example, if a collection object employees of the type 
OrderedCollection<Employee> is promoted to persistence, so is the class object 
of OrderedCollection<Employee>. This is an implication of reachability. Unlike 
the technique based on the generic Java idiom, this technique guarantees two 
things: (i) The run-time type information is correct and (ii) The type information 
in the persistent store is correct.

However, note that the parametric class itself never resides in the persistent 
store. One could argue that this decision is an implication of orthogonality. A 
parametric class is not a Java type, its objects never exist, and hence the above 
decision. All of this is illustrated in the Figure 2.

As objects of a parametric class never exist, one could argue that there is 
no need for class objects of a parametric class to exist. But class objects of 
instantiated parametric classes must exist, because objects of such classes do 
exist. Objects of interfaces and abstract classes do not exist either per se. But 
objects of classes that implement them do exist. This is why class files and class 
objects of both interfaces and abstract classes must and do exist. All of this 
leads back to the fundamental problem: parametric classes are not Java types. 
Representing them by the existing Java types leads to non-trivial problems [19].

9 Extended Java Core Reflection

With the usage of an extended class loader and either a standard or a non-
standard class file representation for a parametric class, we obtain correct run-
time type information in the loaded class objects. Java Core Reflection reports 
this information correctly. However, it does not know anything about parametric 
classes. One could argue that this is exactly the way it should be.

A more ambitious approach presented in [19] extends the Java Core Reflection 
in such a way that it makes it aware of the existence of parametric classes. It 
also reports the type information associated with parametric classes, such as type 
parameters, bound types etc. Furthermore, if a class is in fact an instantiation of 
a parametric class, the extended Java Core Reflection reports that information. 
According to [19] Java Core Reflection also allows access from an instantiated 
class to its parametric class.

It is probably a debatable issue whether this level of generality is required. 
However, one could also argue that this level of generality is an implication of the 
fact that class loading is dynamic in Java. Loading of an instantiated parametric 
class requires knowledge about parametric classes themselves.

One novelty of this paper in comparison with [19] are the results on the actual 
experiment in extending the Java Core Reflection with additional functionalities 
for parametric classes. Some of the possible extensions are illustrated in the 
Figure 3.

All Java Core Reflection classes are final for good reasons. This feature pro-
tects the integrity of the Java type system at run-time. Since these classes cannot 
be extended, doing it actually produces a new version of the Java platform.
The diagram shows one more extension of the Java platform which is not required for parametric polymorphism. This extension actually associates persistence capabilities with the root class Object. This immediately guarantees orthogonality of persistence. We argued [3] that this is the most natural way for extending Java with parametric polymorphism. This model of persistence also requires persistent name spaces (environments). An environment is a dynamic name space which includes bindings for both classes and objects. A technique for implementing persistent environments in the Java technology is discussed in our related paper [5].

A rough equivalent of this model of persistence in the current Java technology would be obtained by making the root class Object implement the interface Serializable. This, of course, is currently not the case. This is precisely the reason why the Java model of persistence is not orthogonal. In addition, the Java model of persistence is low-level, because it requires a user to deal with files (InputObjectStream and OutputObjectStream), reading and writing objects, etc. Similar remarks apply to the model of persistence in Eiffel [17], which in fact is not part of the language. All the low-level details of the persistence implementation architecture should be transparent to the users, which is not the case in either language.

Fig. 3. Extending Java Core Reflection

We will explain briefly what is actually involved in extending Java system classes.

The process starts with the source of a standard system class. This source is extended by the new methods which are specified as native. Hence their implementation is in C. The newly added methods and the extended class are now
compiled using GNU C compiler and JDK 1.1.7 toolkit. The effect of all of this
is creation of a new Java compiler and a new Java platform. Now Java programs
can make use of the extended class provided that the extended class is in the class
path in place of the corresponding standard class. The actual re-compilation of
the whole Java system takes around 3 hours on a Solaris 2.5 platform.

10 Related Research

The subtleties which parametric types bring to the notion of orthogonal persi-
stance are not addressed in the classical papers on orthogonal persistence (such
as [7]) nor in the papers on object-oriented databases (such as [9]). Furthermore,
the only existing proposed standard for object-oriented databases (ODMG) does
not support parametric polymorphism except in its C++ binding [12].

Two Java systems that support orthogonal persistence PJama [8] and Gem-
stoneJ [11] do not address the issue of parametric classes. The reason is simple:
both systems are based on Java as it is, and hence parametric polymorphism is
not an issue.

Negative implications of the lack of parametric polymorphism in typing
collections and queries are discussed in detail in our papers ([6], [2], [3], [4]).
The impedance mismatch between Java and query languages is established in
our paper [2].

Published proposals on extending Java with parametric polymorphism which
are based on the generic Java idiom (Pizza [18], GJ [10], and NexGen [13]) are in
fact not suitable for persistent systems. The reason is that this idiom represents
all instantiated classes of a parametric class by an identical class object which
carries incorrect (or at least imprecise) run-time type information.

There are two implications of this fact. One of them is that when a class
object is promoted to persistence (by reachability!) it carries with it incorrect
type information to the persistent store. The second implication is that Java
Core Reflection reports incorrect information.

The idea that a correct solution for parametric polymorphism for Java requi-
res considerations of the Java class file structure and an extension of the Java
Core Reflection classes was suggested in our paper [19]. Although some imple-
mentation experiments were carried out around the time of the publication of
[19], this paper is the first report which presents the experimental results.

11 Conclusions

Representing parametric classes in the Java technology extended with orthogonal
Persistence is subtle for two main reasons. The first one is that a parametric
class is not a class at all. A class object of a parametric class never exists, and
hence cannot be promoted to persistence even if orthogonality is guaranteed.
The second problem is that Java class files have not been designed to represent
parametric classes.
Our solution includes first of all a technique for representing a parametric class as a Java class file. The justification is the fact that the Java environment depends heavily on a specific and predefined class file structure [16]. We showed that such a representation is possible. However, a somewhat different design of the class file structure would make it more suitable for the representation of parametric classes.

A further conclusion is that even if the structure of the class files is changed, correct functioning of the Java environment may be guaranteed by an extended class loader. The extended class loader takes the name of the instantiated parametric class, locates the possibly modified parametric class file, and performs instantiation by loading the class object of the instantiated parametric class in main memory.

The solutions for parametric polymorphism in Java based on the generic Java idiom are not acceptable because of incorrect run-time type information and incorrect type information in the persistent store. The technique that we presented in this paper does not have this problem. The technique provides correct run-time type information which is reported correctly by Java Core Reflection. A major implication is that the type information promoted to persistence is correct. A further advantage of this technique is that it represents a parametric class as a valid Java class file.

Orthogonal persistence for Java requires a modified Java Virtual Machine. This is indeed what two systems that support orthogonal persistence for Java (PJama [8] and GemstoneJ [11]) have. We showed that two more extensions in fact may be preferable.

Java Core Reflection classes could be extended with suitable methods that deal with parametric classes, their parameters, and their instantiated classes [19]. Extending Java Core Reflection classes is not simple because these are final system classes. However, we have carried out a full and successful experiment showing what is involved in this extension. Of course, complete re-compilation of the whole Java system is required.

Although not required for parametric polymorphism, extending the Java class Object performed in this experiment is particularly relevant for orthogonal persistence. This extension associates persistence capabilities with the root class of the Java class hierarchy. Persistence capabilities in the root class immediately ensure orthogonality [3]. Since the extension consists of additional persistence related methods, this approach to orthogonal persistence is truly object-oriented. It is entirely based on message passing and inheritance.
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Abstract. Orthogonally persistent systems allow the use of a single object model to handle programs and data independently of their persistent condition. However, there is not yet any means to specify and control consistency in a single way, that is both program correctness and data integrity. This paper describes how the use of assertions can be extended to some important stages of the persistent application’s life cycle: design, implementation, testing and evolution. We present our on-going implementation, the NightCap system, which aims at integrating assertions, with a mapping of the Object Constraint Language to Java, into a orthogonally persistent platform, namely PJama.

1 Introduction

One of the major problems of persistent systems is data integrity. As data persist through time, they must be kept consistent to remain usable. Object-oriented persistent languages provide a new kind of framework, where many points of view on consistency are present.

The software engineering viewpoint is mainly expressed in terms of reliability of the application. In this context, executable assertions are now recognised as an efficient technique for the specification of reliable object-oriented components. Associated with exceptions, they provide a pragmatic framework to ensure both correctness and robustness. On the other hand, the database viewpoint is concerned with ensuring data integrity and handling data inconsistencies. Two specific approaches have been developed to provide these features, using Event-Condition-Action rules or directly encoding constraints in the application. Persistent languages allow the use of a single object model for transient and persistent objects but there are still different approaches to ensure consistency in the transient and persistent programming fields.

As assertions are logical properties that are intended to be satisfied during software execution, we propose to make them persist so that they can be used to ensure the integrity of persistent data. While reconciling both the software engineering and database viewpoints, we thus describe a model extending the use of assertions to the life cycle of persistent applications, from design to testing and evolution. This model provides uniformity and reversibility of consistency specifications.
We also present its on-going implementation, the NightCap system, which aims at integrating assertions in the PJama platform to express and verify precise semantic properties and to control evolution on persistent stores. PJama provides support for persistence in the Java programming language, using an orthogonal approach. NightCap integrates assertions that come from the design stage using a mapping from the UML’s Object Constraint Language to the Java language (OCL-J).

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses our motivations to ensure consistency using assertions, leading to our proposed model. Section 3 describes the different parts of the NightCap system, presenting PJama and OCL-J. This section also describes the semantics of assertion evaluation and initial directions for optimisations. Section 4 discusses related work and section 5 concludes this paper by discussing future work.

2 Motivations

2.1 Ensuring Consistency in O-O Databases and Persistent Applications

Till now, two main approaches have been proposed to handle integrity constraints in object-oriented databases.

The first approach is based on rules [4,12], mainly ECA rules (Event-Condition-Action). Integrity constraints are attached to a specific event, a condition expresses the contradiction of the constraint and the associated action defines what to do in case of a violation. The definition and verification of ECA rules are detached from the application program and integrity checking on the whole database is managed by a large set of rules. A general problem of that kind of system is termination. The execution of ECA rules may not terminate, for example whenever the repair of a rule cyclically violates the constraints of other rules. The developer has to ensure that the execution of nested rules terminates. Moreover, ECA rule-based systems are hard to learn for the average developer as a constraint is often represented by many ECA rules with different events and actions. The global vision of the application semantics is partially lost or becomes fuzzy, and it is rather difficult to integrate such rules into programming languages.

The other main approach is usually qualified as application-oriented [5,6], as the programming or database language and its runtime system are modified to integrate consistency checking. Constraints are expressed using the programming language, which makes semantics less understandable, especially because the constraints must be specified for every transaction that might break them. Consequently, modifying constraints results in a difficult task. The developer is also completely responsible for the management of all aspects of constraints, as the means to arm and disarm constraints and to repair object inconsistencies are usually absent.

What persistent systems ensuring consistency need is a simpler model with a clear semantics, which also allows efficient checking. For a better integration in the software life cycle, this model must also maintain consistency using the same kind of formalism throughout the successive development stages.
2.2 Executable Assertions

Assertions are conditional annotations that describe object and method properties. Using all the functional features of an O-O language (constants, attributes, and functions), they specify conditions to be satisfied during software execution. Assertions annotate a class definition with preconditions, postconditions and invariants.

Preconditions define the conditions that must be satisfied before calling a method, constraining the state of the receiver object and the method parameters. Postconditions describe the state of the receiver after the method call for a procedure or the method result for a function. Within postconditions, one can refer to the old state of the receiver with a special keyword, so that postconditions can express properties over the old and new state. Invariants constrain the states of each instance of a class. They must hold for each instance between any public method call. Section 3.3 provides some examples of assertions through the OCL-J language.

Assertions define two kinds of contract [17]. The client contract expresses the obligations of the client through the method preconditions, whereas his benefits consist in the postconditions. On the contrary, the provider of the method regards the preconditions as acquired but must ensure that the postconditions are satisfied. The inheritance contract ensures the substitution rule for assertions along the inheritance hierarchy. That consists in the conjunction of postconditions and invariants, as well as the disjunction of preconditions. Contracts are checked at runtime during the implementation and testing stages. Evaluating assertions consists of verifying preconditions before its method call, while postconditions and invariants are checked after the method call. Any assertion violation is reported through an exception.

In a software engineering context, assertions allow programmers to formally specify properties of software components without using any new formalism, to verify programs that test themselves at runtime, while making it easier to locate programming errors inside components. Finally assertions document software components with an unambiguous specification, extracted from the code and in agreement with it.

2.3 Adapting Assertions to Persistent Applications

In a persistent context, assertions can be seen as a means to ensure both the correctness of the persistent program and the consistency of its persistent data. The correctness of the persistent application is enforced by the common use of assertions to specify semantic properties of classes. Using assertions as integrity constraints then enforces the consistency of the persistent data. In order to provide these features, the assertion mechanism must be enhanced in the following way:

- The assertion runtime (additional compiled classes that provide the necessary features for assertion checking at runtime) must be modified so that assertions might be checked on persistent instances.
- The assertion mechanism must handle object inconsistencies, by providing a way to declare and trigger repair actions.
We therefore integrate assertions inside classes, so that assertions will persist with the classes. In order to control assertion evaluation independently of an application, the assertion runtime is modified. This enables assertions such as invariants to be checked on a quiescent persistent store. The assertion runtime is then put in the store. Assertions are also described as objects [9] to precisely handle the evaluation of assertions on persistent data. We keep the usual semantics of assertion evaluation, which disarms checking inside assertions themselves, thereby avoiding non-termination problems.

From a software engineering viewpoint, the violation of an assertion is a correctness error and the exception raised by this violation should not be caught. But if we take the point of view of the engineering of persistent software, stored data must be preserved, and if at all possible eventually corrected whenever an error is detected. A DBMS usually provides a repair mechanism for inconsistent objects. We propose to apply this idea while preserving the original software engineering principles. Therefore, assertions will not include repair actions, but inconsistency handlers will be provided through a specialised API. These handlers will be associated with a specific scope (assertion, method, class, etc.) so that repair methods can be called after an assertion failure.

2.4 Assertions as a Common Basis for Consistency

To use assertions in both a programming and a persistent context, we use a persistent model in which the object model of the programming language becomes directly persistent, without any mapping to a different database model. Therefore, our work mainly focuses on the development of persistent applications, in particular using orthogonal persistence. Orthogonal persistence [3] is a language-independent model of persistence where objects of any type can persist, without any preliminary declaration in their class. This feature is often associated with persistence by reachability, that is all the information needed to correctly interpret persistent objects must also be made persistent. Reachability is determined from a set of root objects. We also add the property of persistence independence: it is almost indistinguishable whether the code is operating on long-lived or on transient data. These properties allow a seamless integration with the programming language, contrary to a model that separates programming and database management.

We thus consider an orthogonally persistent model, complemented with assertions. As assertions are now recognised as an efficient specification techniques for object-oriented components, their integration has been proposed since the design stage, like with the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [21], which is part of the UML standard [19]. We thus base our work on a quantified assertion language like OCL, which provides a reasonable expressiveness, while allowing the use of efficient implementation techniques during application testing [10,11].

Consequently we can apply assertions during some important stages of applications development:

- **Design**, in which assertions are expressed on classes through the OCL language.
- **Implementation and testing**, in which assertions are used for controlling the correctness of classes and persistent data. Assertions are then reversible
specifications, as changes on them can be propagated to the design assertions, as well as to the existing persistent instances.
- **Operational use**, in which some assertions may be checked to act as integrity constraints.
- **Evolution**, in which assertions may be used to verify the semantic consistency of the change on an evolved persistent store (see section 3.7).

### 3 The NightCap System

#### 3.1 Overview of NightCap

NightCap is an assertion management system for orthogonally persistent applications. The system is based on PJama\(^1\) [2] (see section 3.2), an orthogonally persistent platform for the Java language. NightCap uses a dedicated assertion language, OCL-J (see section 3.3), which is a mapping from the OCL language to Java. The normal Java platform is also supported for the use of assertions without orthogonal persistence.

Figure 1 gives an overview of NightCap. The system parses OCL-J specifications to store in the assertion base all knowledge regarding assertions. The assertion base is a persistent store containing *meta-information*, that is the internal object representation of assertions (complete syntax tree, related classes and methods).

---

\(^1\) Substantially revised versions of PJama, including the ones we used in this work, PJama 1.6.4 and 1.6.5, are available from [http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/pjama/](http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/pjama/).
specifications retrieved by inheritance, evaluation statistics, etc.). Using information on assertions, the system retrieves the Java bytecode of related classes from the application’s persistent store to instrument it with assertions. The resulting bytecode then replaces the original one in the store. An assertion runtime is also put in the store, which contains the set of Java classes that handle assertion evaluation. The NightCap system organises assertion evaluation on applications and persistent data. It controls assertions on persistent data and associates repair actions with potential assertion violations (see section 3.5). An evolution guard will take advantages of the operational PJama evolution system to control proposed evolution steps according to assertion-based tests (see section 3.7).

3.2 Persistent Platform: PJama

PJama [2] is a platform developing orthogonal persistence for the Java language, which is developed in collaboration between Sun Microsystems Laboratories and the University of Glasgow. PJama is a prototype implementing the specification of Orthogonal Persistence for the Java platform (OPJ), which is based on type orthogonality, persistence by reachability and persistence independence. The efficiency and scalability of PJama have been demonstrated and the platform is now a reliable prototype. But to be used on a large scale, the platform needs a complete evolution tool, as application classes undergo changes and Java libraries are often subject to evolution as well.

The PJama persistent class evolution tool is under development. It currently supports the evolution of individual classes, class hierarchies and persistent objects [13]. A persistent class can be substituted by its new version and persistent objects can be converted to conform to the new definition of their classes. The evolution tool verifies whether classes are substitutable and, if the action has successfully completed, replaces the classes in the store. If the conversion cannot be automatic, the developer must provide a conversion class. The evolution tool ensures that changes brought to the store are valid, but this validity is only checked in terms of the compatibility of Java types. The NightCap system will complete this validity checking with assertion-based verifications.

3.3 Assertion Language: OCL-J

OCL [21] is a typed functional language, dedicated to design, which uses basic types and classes (boolean, int, float, String, etc.) and predefined generic collections. These collections support some high-order operations, such as select (to get a sub-collection of elements fulfilling a condition), collect (to filter elements according to a condition), forAll and exists as quantifiers, etc. Each of these operations rests on a general iteration method.

OCL-J establishes a mapping from OCL to the Java programming language by reusing basic types, enhancing Boolean operations and using the Java-2 collection hierarchy together with the OCL specialised operations. Some counterintuitive and criticised facilities [15] are not present in OCL-J, such as the automatic flattening of collections of collections, or the arrow notation to access collection properties. This last feature is only a shortcut, so that OCL arrowed expression can be directly
translated in an OCL-J compatible counterpart. Therefore OCL-J only supports access through the Java dot notation. A complete definition of the OCL-J language can be found in [8]. The following specification gives an example of its main features using a design example borrowed from [7]:

```java
context Student inv UniqueCardNb:
    Student.allInstances().forall(Student s1,s2 \ s1 != s2 ==> s1.cardNb != s2.cardNb)
```

A `context` allows a programmer to describe the specified class or method. Invariants are specified by the keyword `inv` followed by an optional documentation label and the expression stating the invariant. This expression may contain any functional Java expression, as well as the special higher-order OCL-J expressions, such as the call of `forAll` on the set of all `Students` instances, with a predicate as parameter. This invariant checks that the attribute `cardNb` is unique among all students.

As for methods, their Java signature is described, followed by `pre` and `post` clauses, respectively for pre and postconditions. The above example is the specification of the method `register` in class `Student`. The preconditions state that section `s` must be part of the course `c`, that the student must not be registered yet in that section (`takes` is the collection of the sections in which the student is registered), and finally that the course `c` is still open for registration. The postconditions define the new state: the section `s` is in the collection `takes`, there is one element more in that collection and the course `c` is in the collection of registered classes. Inside postconditions, the `@pre` postfix keyword denotes the value of an expression before the method call, in order to express state change in postconditions.

### 3.4 Semantics of Assertions

Each OCL-J context clause allows us to produce the corresponding assertions in a Java class. The code corresponding to the assertion checking is added to the class’ bytecodes to produce the following semantics.

When a method is called over an object, the preconditions of this method are checked in the order of their definition. If all the preconditions evaluate to true, the method body is executed. If a precondition evaluates to false or if the evaluation terminates with an exception, the assertion runtime looks for an associated repair action (see next section). If a repair action is found, its code is executed, otherwise an assertion exception is raised. Postconditions and invariants follow the same evaluation
scheme, but they are checked at the end of the method body; postconditions are evaluated before invariants.

As an assertion violation without repair leads to a raised exception, the PJama system interprets this exception as a failure in the implicit transaction that occurs between stabilisations of the store, thereby aborting the transaction. Using this exception-based approach, the evaluation scheme of assertions will be able to be adapted when PJama provides more sophisticated transaction facilities.

The assertion runtime also builds special structures in order to provide access to type extents through the method `allInstances()` (cf. example page 53). Type extents are only accessible when they are needed for assertion checking. They are transient collections built using information from the store and are maintained during runtime.

Note that as invariants are conditions that must also hold on inactive objects, they can also be checked when a persistent store is quiescent.

### 3.5 Dealing with Inconsistencies

As assertions are used to check integrity constraints over persistent PJama stores, the NightCap system must provide a mechanism to handle object inconsistencies. This facility is provided through a specialised API that allows the programmer to define repair actions as Java code.

The abstract class `AssertionRuntime` gives access to an inconsistency manager in which one can add and remove inconsistency handlers. Different inconsistency handlers are provided according to their scope: the whole store, a package, a class, invariants of a class, a method, preconditions or postconditions of a method.

An inconsistency handler mainly consists of a method `repair` with the following signature:

```java
repair(Object o, Exception e)
```

This method body contains the actions to repair the object `o`, `e` is the exception that has been raised.

When an assertion evaluation fails, the assertion runtime calls the most specialised inconsistency handler (if any), which calls the repair method. After this call, the assertion clause that was violated is checked again. If it fails again, the assertion runtime checks might either call a more general inconsistency handler or raise an appropriate exception to abort the transaction. To provide a flexible approach, each inconsistency handler defines a boolean that states whether the runtime can call a surrounding handler.

Finally, to avoid any composition problem at runtime, the system ensures that it activates only the most specialised inconsistency handler in any scope. However, a means to simply compose existing handlers is provided through constructors.
3.6 Dealing with Complexity: Initial Tactics

The OCL-J language provides the expressiveness of the first-order predicate calculus. By including function calls, the complexity of OCL-J expressions may easily result in inefficient evaluations.

We have previously developed efficient evaluation techniques for assertion checking during application testing \([10,11]\). These techniques are based on the reduction of assertions to be evaluated, as well as the number of objects to be checked. An assertion triggering system detects changes in the application and classifies classes according to their stability, which is given by their dependencies against the changes. The more unstable a class is, the more of its assertions that need to be checked. This selection of assertions is coupled with adaptive evaluation schemes. For example, when less control is demanded, universal quantifications are sampled, and assertions over type extents only use a shallow subset of the extent. These techniques can be reused when the persistent application is tested, but other optimisation techniques must be devised when assertions are used as integrity constraints.

We are currently studying the application of known optimisation techniques to our assertion language. The static analysis performed for the Thémis database programming language \([5]\) seems to be partially applicable. In Thémis, integrity constraints contain methods, but they are restricted to the proposed database language, whereas OCL-J can use any Java function.

More generally, optimisation techniques that consist of reducing the checked constraints to the optimal subset by a static analysis can be adapted to our language \([18]\), but the analysis of constraints will certainly be more difficult as it cannot be limited to a navigation path through the schema.

It should be noted that prior work on statically checkable constraints \([6]\) is not directly applicable because such constraint languages cannot include function calls and they depend on updates on the database being done through a restricted language.

Using the information stored in the assertion base, we intend to experiment with the combination of different optimisation techniques. Some assertion checking may be disarmed on functions, as they should not change the state of persistent objects. Some assertion evaluation on transient objects may be deferred until they are promoted to the persistent store. Finally profiling may be used over methods to evaluate the cost of functions inside assertions.

3.7 Using Assertions to Control Evolution

The evolution guard of the NightCap system will aim at checking the validity of the evolved store according to assertions. During an evolution step, this system will verify that changes have not affected the semantics of stored instances of evolved classes, as well as their dependencies on objects that have not evolved.

We propose three stages of assertion checking during an evolution step (figure 2):

- **Stage A** checks the consistency of stored instances \((V1)\) before their evolution. Invariants of the instances to be converted \((V1)\) will be evaluated on each instance \((V1)\) before the execution of its conversion method, by making them the preconditions of this method.
- **Stage B** aims at checking consistency of the evolved stored instances (V2). As assertions may express inter-object constraints, a completely evolved store is needed. Therefore invariants will be checked in one step after the evolution of the entire store.

- **Stage C** is a testing stage. It aims at verifying the correctness of the application V2 against the part that has not evolved and against persistent instances. Assertions V2 will be checked on instances and on the application V2, while executing it. In particular invariants will be checked on the store and on the application. Pre and postconditions will be armed in the application to verify the correctness of methods.

![Diagram](image)

*Fig.2. Assertion checking during an evolution step.*

In order to evaluate assertions during the three checking stages, a straightforward solution would be to check the entire set of assertions. But the huge number of evaluations would lead to a considerable inefficiency, making the solution impracticable. Then, it becomes necessary to only verify a set of relevant assertions, in order to achieve a trade-off between the selected set of assertions and their evaluation cost.

In particular, in stage A only the invariants of classes to be converted will be checked during the evolution system’s scan of the store. In stage B the set of assertions will be restricted to assertions of modified classes and those depending on them by inheritance or use relationships. In stage C it would be possible to provide levels of verification according to the amount and the kind of armed assertions during the application’s execution. This would allow NightCap to determine an essential set of assertions to be checked, in order to provide acceptable performances in case of operational use.

Other relevant aspects must also be considered as, in practice, changes on classes may also include changes in the assertions. Therefore their evolution and checking must also be taken into account. As assertions describe semantic properties within a
Towards a Consistent Viewpoint on Consistency for Persistent Applications

Given framework \((\text{pre}, \text{post}, \text{inv})\), it is possible to detect assertion clauses that have been modified by a structural comparison between the new and old version of classes. This will allow us to map old assertion clauses to the new ones, so that assertions to be checked can be automatically selected.

In connection with assertion selection, it could also be useful to mark the weakest points in the store and in the new code, those that have evolved the most, so that assertion checking could go on during the application executions, for a certain time. A compromise between efficiency and a growing degree of confidence in the application should be found, related to the number of assertions already checked, thereby allowing a reduction of the number of checks. All assertion checks, successes and failures, would then be noted in the assertion base to provide the notion of confidence.

4 Related Work

In the field of object-oriented databases, the study of integrity constraints has been a subject of great interest, using either ECA rules or an application-oriented approach.

The ECA rules \([4,12]\) approach faces problems regarding the non-termination of rule evaluation, the management of its large set of rules and its fuzzy and hard to learn semantics. Assertions have been integrated into active databases like SAMOS \([14]\), but this approach also leads to non-termination problems as assertions are implemented through ECA rules.

In the application-oriented approach, constraints are encoded in application programs to provide efficient consistency checking \([5]\). Using this approach, the generated checking code may become too complex and further optimisations are then necessary. Moreover, the developer is completely responsible for the management of all aspects regarding constraints.

Even if it is not as powerful as a rule-based approach, our model provides an intuitive semantics, easy to understand by the average developer. Our approach allows easy enabling and disabling of assertions checking. Handling of object inconsistencies is also supported, as repair actions may be associated to the exceptions raised by assertion violations.

In \([18]\), an approach for consistency management in object-oriented databases is proposed. This approach introduces a constraints catalogue, which is a meta-database of constraint specifications, which separates them from applications. Integrity constraints are also treated as first class citizens by considering them as objects. This approach also structures constraints to enable efficient checking. The assertion base of the NightCap system is similar to this constraints catalogue as it contains assertions as objects, which is a technique we used in our previous work on assertions \([9,10]\). This also provides the integrity independence feature to manage constraints without changing application programs.

Regarding assertions, there exist a lot of proposals for the integration of executable assertions into specific programming languages. But when they include
quantifications\(^2\), their implementation is basic and inefficient, such as in the iContract system for Java [16]. The OCL-J language has the advantage of the mapping with OCL from the UML standard. Lately an extension for assertions has been officially proposed for Java [20], but its expressiveness is limited.

A different approach [1] proposes assertions through a declarative constraint language on top of a Java Virtual Machine extended with orthogonal persistence. This declarative language is expressive, but it is a completely different formalism as it uses temporal Horn clauses. Our approach has the advantage of a single formalism from the design stage and, in our opinion, is easier to understand for the developer.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an approach that uses assertions to ensure consistency during the life cycle of persistent applications. This approach allows programmers to use a single formalism during the design and the implementation of persistent applications, to specify constraints that are used to check both the correctness of the application and the integrity of the persistent data.

Our approach uses a simpler model than ECA rules to provide integrity constraints for persistent data. However, our model has an intuitive semantics that is easy for the developer to understand and learn. Assertions are also completely integrated in the life cycle of persistent applications. They are used during the design stage to specify classes and during implementation to control the code against the specification. Finally, they are embedded in persistent stores to act as integrity constraints and they can also be used to validate evolution steps over those stores. Using the same formalism, our model provides traceability and reversibility of specifications between all development stages of a persistent application.

The NightCap system is currently undergoing implementation. The prototype can be used without access to the source code in order to handle code available only in bytecode form. We aim at using NightCap on real persistent applications to get feedback both on the performance side and on the use of assertions in persistent systems.

Future work will focus on the complete implementation of the NightCap system, as well as on the study and the experimentation of optimisation techniques for our assertion language.
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Abstract. Two developing technologies, namely Java Platform based on the Solaris Research VM and Sphere persistent store, have been recently combined to provide a new version of orthogonally persistent Java — PJama1. Having these powerful technologies, the developers were given an excellent window of opportunity to provide evolution support as a standard, scalable and reliable mechanism. This paper describes the issues arising during the design of the store level foundation for the evolution technology, and our solutions. We have achieved our goals of making evolution scalable and recoverable, yet retaining the unchanged view of the “old object world” during object conversion, at a price of minor constraints to the semantics of custom evolution (conversion) code. A way to remove this constraint is proposed.

1 Introduction

1.1 Schema Evolution and Object Conversion for PPL and OODB

The requirement for schema evolution support is common for persistent programming languages (PPL) and object databases. The quality of the evolution subsystem is particularly important if a large amount of valuable data has been accumulated in a database (persistent store) and there is no easy ad hoc way of evolving it, apart from discarding the data, re-creating the database and re-reading the data into the database. To be useful, an evolution subsystem should support the facility to convert persistent objects of an evolved class if the formats of instances defined by the old and the new versions of this class are different. The effect of conversion is that every evolving object is transformed, but its identity remains the same, i.e. all links between objects, unless they are changed explicitly during the evolution, are preserved.

Object conversion can be supported in multiple ways. First of all, it may be eager or lazy. That is, all objects may be converted into the new format once and forever as soon as their class is evolved (eager or immediate conversion). Alternatively, this can happen for each object of an evolved class only when the object is requested by some application operating over the database (lazy conversion). The latter approach can be used when classes are changed immediately.
and irreversibly, but also if some kind of class or schema versioning, i.e., in broad terms, coexistence of old and new class versions which is unlimited in time, is used.

Object conversion can also be default or custom. In the first case, data transfer between the old and new copies of an evolving object is done automatically. It is typically limited to copying the values of fields with the same name and type and initialising new fields with default or user-defined constant values. Support for custom conversion means that the developer can provide high-level conversion code which performs arbitrary data copying and transformations.

1.2 PJama Evolution Model

PJama [7,1,9] is an experimental persistent programming system for the Java programming language. It has much in common with object database systems used together with Java. PJama is being developed as a collaborative project between the University of Glasgow and Sun Microsystems Inc.

The class evolution and object conversion model of PJama is described in detail in [5,4]. In brief, it looks as follows. Conversion is always performed eagerly. It can be default or custom. To perform custom conversion, the developer provides the Java code that transfers information from old objects to new and performs the necessary transformations. For example, old objects of class Person can contain a single field name for a person’s name, whereas in the new class definition there are two fields: firstName and lastName. Splitting a single string into two can’t be done automatically. Instead, the programmer can write the following conversion method:

```java
public static void convertInstance(Person$$_old_ver_ po,
    Person pn) {
    pn.firstName = getFirstName(po.name); // Methods get...Name
    pn.lastName = getLastName(po.lastName); // not shown
}
```

A special old class temporary renaming mechanism is used to distinguish between old and new versions of an evolving class in the conversion code, as shown above. The system then scans the persistent store sequentially. For every object of an evolving class that it finds, it creates an empty new object. Its contents are first initialized using the default conversion mechanism which copies the values of the fields with the same names and compatible types from the old object to the new one. Then the conversion method is called. Old objects are atomically replaced with the new ones, which take their identity, only after all old objects are converted. Thus, a very important semantic property is supported: at any time during conversion, the “old world” of unevolved objects remains unchanged and completely visible to the conversion code.

Several other flavours of conversion methods are available, which can return new objects of any subclasses of an evolving class, or even arbitrary classes. The last option is unsafe and should be used with care, however it might be required.
if the data is re-structured deeply. Conversion methods are also available for the case when a class is deleted and its “orphan” instances should be migrated to other classes.

Another form of conversion, called fully controlled (as opposed to the above form called bulk), is also supported in PJama. Fully controlled conversion means that instead of individual methods, one for each evolving class, the programmer provides conversion code that should contain a single method called `conversionMain()`. If this method is present, it is treated as a single entrypoint and is called only once. The conversion code should then “manually” find and convert all necessary objects. Fully controlled conversion is useful if evolution is combined with major persistent data rearrangement, e.g. if an array of evolving objects is replaced with a linked list where the objects should be in some particular order.

### 1.3 Sphere Persistent Storage Layer

At present PJama is equipped with the persistent object store called Sphere [8, 10,11]. This system, among other merits, has a number of features that facilitate evolution. The most important of them is that the object PID in Sphere is logical. This means that instead of a physical offset of the object in the store, a PID contains a combination of the logical ID of the store partition where the object resides, and the index of the object’s entry in the indirectory of this partition (Figure 1). Partitions, introduced to permit incremental store management algorithms, such as disk garbage collection and evolution, can be moved and resized within the store. Objects can be moved within partitions without changing their PIDs. A single partition can contain only certain kinds of objects. For example, instances and large scalar arrays are always kept in separate partitions. This can greatly speed up the lookup of evolving objects, since partitions containing unsuitable object kinds simply do not need to be inspected.

Each Sphere object that corresponds to a Java instance holds a reference to a descriptor. Descriptors are internally used objects that describe the layout (e.g. location of reference fields) of objects of the same type. A descriptor is lazily replicated in each partition that contains objects that need to be described by it. If an instance object exists within a partition, then a copy of its descriptor must be in that partition, and vice versa. There is a descriptor index in each partition. Using these properties of descriptors we can to rapidly discover whether any instances of a class exist within a partition, without the need to maintain exact class extents.

Sphere is also fully transactional. If a computation that runs on behalf of some transaction modifies the contents of the store and then crashes before committing the updates, the store layer will automatically perform recovery on restart, returning its contents to the initial state, as they were before the failed transaction started. Transactional behaviour is achieved by logging operations which change the contents of the store (see [6]).
1.4 Our Goals

Our requirements to the evolution mechanism for PJama were formulated as follows:

1. Evolution should scale, i.e. work for any amount of objects that a Sphere store can accomodate, without substantial dependence of performance on the amount of objects to evolve.
2. Evolution should be performed atomically: it should either complete or abort. Failure at any stage of evolution, whether caused by an exception in the programmer-defined conversion code or an OS/hardware problem, should either allow the original state to be recovered or the evolution to complete on restart.
3. During evolution, the user must be provided with the consistent unchanged view of the old object world.

The development is facilitated by the fact that evolution in PJama is performed eagerly and “off-line”. No persistent application and no additional background threads, e.g. a concurrent disk garbage collector, can run concurrently with the evolution transaction on the same store.

The reasons why the implementation of lazy conversion is currently not considered are related to both high-level and low-level aspects of this implementation. Quite serious high-level side concerns are described in [3]. The most important one is how to satisfy requirement 3 above if we don’t want to keep old versions of objects in the store for unlimited time. The main concern about the Sphere-level part is that the implementation of primitive store operations that are necessary for lazy evolution (of them the most important one should look like “update a
store object, changing its type, and possibly size, without changing its PID”), can hardly be done as a local update to the existing Sphere code. Instead, we suspect that it will be necessary to change many parts of the code. This will lead to higher code complexity and can possibly compromise its present high level of robustness and performance. Since our present approach is to first deliver reliability and then additional features, and since we have not yet devised an appropriate solution to high-level problems of lazy evolution, we decided to defer the implementation of lazy object conversion.

2 Making Evolution Scalable

2.1 Context

During evolution, we load old objects (that is, old versions of evolving objects) into the PJama VM main memory and convert them, creating the corresponding new objects. An unpredictable number of newly-created objects can also be produced by conversion code, e.g. if we replace an integer field date in an evolving object with a new instance of class Date. Because of the requirement 3 in the previous section, the evolution foundation is not allowed to replace any old objects in the store with their new counterparts until the end of the evolution transaction. However, we can’t rely on holding the new objects in memory either, since for most real-life applications, main memory would simply be insufficient to accommodate all new objects. That’s the main scalability issue with our approach to object conversion. We have to seek a better alternative for temporary new object storage to make our technology scalable.

2.2 Temporary Storage of New Objects

Two places suitable for temporary storage of new objects can be envisaged: some kind of custom virtual memory and the persistent store itself. The first variant can be outruled almost immediately, the main reason being that Sphere stores, and thus the space that evolving objects occupy, can grow to sizes much larger than the limit of virtual memory on the most popular 32-bit hardware. Therefore, taking the second approach, we can now consider the following general design. Evolving objects are processed in portions small enough to fit into main memory. As soon as all objects in the portion are processed, all new objects are saved (promoted) into the store. Both the old and the new objects are then evicted from main memory, either immediately or lazily, as further portions of objects are processed. This process is repeated until there are no more unprocessed evolving objects, and has the effect of producing two “worlds” - of old (unevolved) and new objects. Then the old and new worlds are collapsed: the contents of each old object are replaced with the contents of the corresponding new one, such that the identity of the evolving object (which is essentially its PID) remains the same.
2.3 Associating and Replacing Old and New Objects

The presented design addresses the most fundamental issue — scalability. However, it leaves a number of others. The first of them is the problem of how to store the association between old and new objects, i.e. all “old PID, new PID” pairs. This association should be preserved throughout the conversion process until collapsing starts, when this information is required. A straightforward solution — a main memory table that contains PID pairs (the global \texttt{pidTable} in memory) can, unfortunately, cause scalability problems again. For example, assume that we need to convert $2^{29}$ objects (Sphere allows us to store more, but let us consider a realistic case when just some proportion, not all objects in the store, are converted). An object PID is currently 32-bit, therefore a pair of PIDs will occupy 8 bytes. So we will need $2^{32}$ bytes to store the \texttt{pidTable} — the whole virtual memory available on a 32-bit machine. This is unacceptable, so we have to think of how to save parts of this table to disk during conversion, or how to preserve the association between objects in some other way.

Saving parts of the table to the store is possible if the table itself is made a persistent object. Further, the overhead can be relatively low if this table is constructed as a linked list of arrays (sub-tables). Every time a portion of objects is converted and promoted into the store, the next sub-table is also promoted. The disadvantage of this approach is that the table itself occupies space in the store, which may be comparable to the space occupied by the evolving objects, as we have just seen. Managing this persistent table also increases log traffic.

Another issue is how to replace old objects with the respective new ones in the store. The main problem is that a new object can be (and in practice almost always is) physically larger than the old object version. Therefore we can’t store a new object over the old one, unless we move all objects in the partition that follow the old object. However, the size of the partition may be insufficient to accommodate the total difference in size between the new and old objects. Therefore the only reliable way to replace objects will be to create a new partition of sufficient size and copy all objects from the old partition into it, replacing old versions of evolving objects with new ones. Then the logical ID of the old partition should be transferred to the new one.

2.4 The Limbo Object Solution

The solution that we have adopted as a primary one, and have already implemented, addresses both of the above issues efficiently. It is based on maintaining an implicit relation between objects and re-using the existing code of the disk garbage collector. Its key feature is preserving new objects in the store in the \textit{limbo} form. A limbo object does not have its own PID and physically resides immediately after the live object it corresponds to. The implementation of object conversion now operates as follows. First all evolving objects of a partition are loaded into main memory and converted (Figure 2(a)). Then the new objects are promoted into a separate partition of the store (Figure 2(b)). After that the most important phase of low-level conversion begins: the contents of the evolving
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partition are copied into a completely new partition. Whenever the old copy of an evolving object is transferred, the corresponding new object is fetched and placed directly after it in the limbo form (Figure 2(c)). On completion of this partition sweep, the old copy of an evolving object is discarded immediately. At the same moment its logical ID is transferred to the partition where the new and the limbo objects are placed (Figure 2(d)). This is similar to two-space garbage collection, and in fact we have effectively reused the store garbage collection code in this case. New, or, rather, temporary new objects (objects 1’ and 2’ in partition #2, Figure 2(c)) are discarded, so that the partition can be re-used in future.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** PID Low-level conversion implementation using limbo objects

Thereafter, and until all objects in the store are converted, the relation between each new and old object is maintained implicitly. Finally, on transaction commit, the system just swaps objects in every “old object, limbo object” pair to make new objects live. This swap is done by updating the corresponding Sphere indirectory entries, avoiding physical moves of objects, therefore it is very fast.

2.5 Tradeoffs

The advantages of the above solution are its relative implementation convenience (the code of the disk garbage collector is largely reused), and lowest possible disk space and log traffic overhead. Having these properties, the implementation is also likely to perform well. However, its drawback is that during evolution, once a new object is turned into limbo state, it becomes inaccessible. That’s because it does not have its own PID and is not recognised as a first-class store object. On the PJama VM level, once a new object is promoted into the store and made
a limbo object, its PID (which is now meaningless) is discarded, and any updates
to this object will not propagate to the store.

Our present experience shows that in most cases the conversion code does not need to revisit a new copy of an evolving object after the latter is created. However, if during conversion we want, for example, to create a forward chain of objects, we need to be able to revisit the new copies of evolved objects.

The limbo object solution also does not give any advantages in the case of fully controlled conversion where the order of faulting of evolving objects can be arbitrary. For this reason our present implementation of fully controlled conversion, though operational, does not scale. In this conversion mode, all evolving objects are loaded into memory on demand. Only after developer’s conversion code terminates, evolved objects are sorted by partitions and the standard conversion operation described above is applied to each group, sequentially.

A solution which permits revisiting the new objects can be envisaged, that still exploits limbo objects. For it, Sphere operations to read and update a limbo object, given the PID of the corresponding live object, will be required. However, the main challenge will be to design and implement the management of limbo objects in the Java heap. Since in the PJama VM two objects can never have the same PID, limbo objects will have to be treated not as normal persistent objects. Probably a separate table that maps PIDs to memory objects, equivalent to the main PJama ROT (Resident Object Table), will be required for them. The PIDs of the corresponding live objects will be re-used for limbo objects. The garbage collection, eviction and update tracking/saving code of the PJama VM will have to be modified. But, provided that these changes are made in a comprehensible way and do not compromise the performance of ordinary PJama applications, this approach seems reasonable.

However, the problem of how to make fully controlled conversion scalable still remains. The only solution to it that we can currently see uses periodic saving of new objects to the store, plus a heavyweight persistent pidTable. When high-level conversion is finished, the same limbo object low-level conversion mechanism can be used to replace old objects with their new versions, ensuring conversion recoverability (see next section). The disadvantage of this approach is that it will lead to significant store growth during evolution, since at some point there will be three copies of an evolving object in the store: old live, new live and new limbo. It is also not clear yet how much additional code complexity it will introduce.

3 Making Evolution Recoverable

A big advantage of the limbo object solution, whether or not it is allowed to update limbo objects, is that the store can be recovered in a very simple way if a crash occurs during evolution. Indeed, the store essentially looks as unevolved (because old objects remain live and new objects are in limbo, not normally visible and accessible state) until the evolution operation is committed. At that moment the system starts swapping the live and limbo objects. If a crash occurs
before the swapping has started, all we need to do to revert the store to its initial state is to discard the limbo objects. This actually happens in any case, whether or not evolution succeeded, and is done automatically by the disk garbage collector. The latter treats limbo objects as empty space, since they don’t have their own PIDs and indirectory entries. If a crash occurs after commit begins, then on restart we roll forward and complete all swapping.

Other approaches based on this one, e.g. a scalable solution for fully controlled conversion presented in the previous section, will inherit its recoverability property.

4 Conclusion

We have recently made considerable progress with the design and implementation of the store level part of the evolution technology for PJama and Sphere. This technology, when it is used with standard (bulk) high-level conversion mode, is scalable and recoverable, which is confirmed by preliminary tests and measurements to be included elsewhere, e.g. [2]. It supports the fundamental requirement for the consistent view of all “old world” objects until the object conversion is complete. However, the presented technology currently imposes some (not very serious) limitations on the conversion code semantics. A sketch of the solution that will be free from these limitations is presented.

Our present low-level conversion implementation does not support scalability for fully controlled conversion. We have presented a preliminary solution still based on our current approach, that solves this problem, and now investigating it further.
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Abstract. We present in this paper three dynamic clustering techniques for Object-Oriented Databases (OODBs). The first two, Dynamic, Statistical & Tunable Clustering (DSTC) and StatClust, exploit both comprehensive usage statistics and the inter-object reference graph. They are quite elaborate. However, they are also complex to implement and induce a high overhead. The third clustering technique, called Detection & Reclustering of Objects (DRO), is based on the same principles, but is much simpler to implement. These three clustering algorithms have been implemented in the Texas persistent object store and compared in terms of clustering efficiency (i.e., overall performance increase) and overhead using the Object Clustering Benchmark (OCB). The results obtained showed that DRO induced a lighter overhead while still achieving better overall performance.
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1. Introduction

Object-Oriented Database Management Systems (OODBMSs) always showed performance problems when compared to Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs). They really won an edge over RDBMSs only in niche markets, mainly engineering and multimedia applications. This performance problem is essentially caused by secondary storage Input/Output (I/O). Despite numerous advances in hard drive technology, I/Os still require much more time than main memory operations. Several techniques have been devised to minimize I/O transfers and improve the performances of OODBMSs, like query optimization, indexing, buffering, or clustering. Object clustering is a collaborative research topic at Blaise Pascal University (BPU) and the University of Oklahoma (OU) since the early 90's. The principle of clustering is to store related objects close to each other in order to
maximize the amount of relevant information returned when a disk page is loaded into
the main memory.

Early clustering methods were static [1, 2, 12, 13, 14, 15], i.e., objects were
clustered only once at creation time. With these methods, modifying the placement to
suit changes in data usage necessitates reorganizing the whole database. This is a
heavy task that can only be performed manually when the system is idle. To support
databases that are intended to be accessible on a 7 days a week / 24 hours a day basis
(e.g., web-accessed databases), dynamic clustering techniques that cluster and
recluster objects automatically and incrementally have been designed both by
researchers and OODBMS vendors. However, since publications by the latter are very
few and research proposals are not always implemented or evaluated, it is hard to
select the best technique in a given context.

The objectives of this paper are to propose an overview of the research dealing
with dynamic object clustering techniques; to present two methods designed at BPU
and OU called DSTC and StatClust, as well as a new one called Detection &
Reclustering of Objects (DRO); and to compare these techniques in terms of
efficiency and clustering overhead. These comparisons have been performed on the
Texas system using the OCB benchmark [9], which has been specially designed to
evaluate clustering algorithms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes a state of
the art regarding dynamic clustering techniques. Section 3 presents DSTC [3],
StatClust [10], and eventually details DRO. Section 4 presents the performance
evaluations we performed on Texas. We finally conclude the paper and discuss future
research issues.

2. Related Work: Dynamic Object Clustering Methods

Most dynamic object clustering methods have been motivated by needs in engineering
applications like CAD, CAM, or software engineering applications. A first class of
clustering strategies is based on the analysis of database usage statistics. Chang and
Katz [5] proposed a physical clustering method based on a particular inheritance link
called instance to instance and the declaration of estimated access frequencies
associated with three types of relationships (aggregation, equivalence, version). The
idea is allowing inheritance of data along any type of attribute and particularly along
inter-object links. For instance, it is interesting, when a new version of an object is
created, to automatically make it inherit from its ancestor’s aggregation links toward
other objects. Inherited data are stored only once, which allows an important gain in
terms of disk space, but forces a physical object to be placed as close to inherited data
as possible. The access frequencies and the computation of inherited attributes costs
help identifying the destination page of a newly created object. If the target page is
full, the system can either split the page or elect the next best page as a target page.
Dynamic clustering is also coupled with an appropriate buffering strategy that is a
variation of Least Recently Used (LRU) allowing a better usage of existing clustering.
It is based on prioritizing all pages in memory. Frequently used pages have their
priority increased along with their structurally related pages, while unused pages have
their priority decreased with time. This method has never been implemented, except within simulation models [5, 8, 10] that hint a potential increase in performance of 200% under certain conditions.

Another method based on statistics has been proposed by McIver and King [17], who advocate that object placement determination phases must be independent of the actual placement. The strategy leans on the exploitation of three modules running concurrently. The statistics collection module collects general database usage statistics and also selective database usage statistics concerning depth-first or breadth-first traversals, which are assimilated to navigational and associative accesses, respectively. The cluster analysis module uses a variation of the Cactis algorithm [12]. It first finds out the most referenced object in the database. Then, objects linked to it are grouped on the same disk page in depth-first, by decreasing order of co-usage frequency. An advised variation is to use depth-first traversals when navigational accesses are preponderant and breadth-first traversals when associative accesses are preponderant. The type of access to select is provided by usage statistics. Clustering analysis is triggered after collection of a significant amount of statistics. The reorganization module rearranges objects on disk so that the database physical organization corresponds to the page assignments suggested by clustering analysis. A reorganization phase is not always necessary after each clustering analysis phase. When a reorganization phase is triggered, it deals only with objects that have not been clustered. The performance of this method has been evaluated by simulation using the Trouble Ticket Benchmark [16]. This study shows that the collected statistics and the proposed clustering are pertinent, and that a high overhead is caused by the database reorganization phases, where the entire database is locked and the transactions are postponed.

Cheng and Hurson state that existing strategies are generally based on one single clustering criterion [7]. Their multi-level clustering allows clustering objects using several criteria at once. The method associates a criterion to each of three types of relationships identified by [5]: equivalence, aggregation, and version. A proximity degree between two objects can be elaborated using the values of these criteria. Clustering is recommended when this proximity degree is sufficiently small. The clustering algorithm actually orders objects on the basis of their proximity degree. Clustering is performed by the system, without any external intervention. Furthermore, this strategy is backed up by a cost model that evaluates the benefit of a possible dynamic reorganization. This proposal has never been implemented.

Finally, an innovative strategy has been proposed to handle object clustering in the EOS distributed system [11]. This method exploits the system’s garbage collector and induces a very low overhead. Clustering specifications are provided by the database administrator, who weights arcs in the class aggregation graph according to estimated access probabilities. Objects are clustered with their stronger weighted parent when created. Placements are re-evaluated afterward by the disk garbage collection process and may be modified asynchronously. This proposal has not been implemented. The authors do provide elements regarding feasibility and low cost, but this technique is intimately related to the presence of a disk garbage collector continuously working, which is costly and thus not much used in existing OODBMSs.
3. Studied Dynamic Clustering Algorithms

3.1. DSTC

DSTC is actually both a dynamic object clustering policy and its associated buffering policy, which aims at clustering together objects that are used together at near instants in time [3]. It measures object usage statistics, while respecting the following constraints: minimize the amount of data managed, maximize the pertinence of collected statistics, reduce the cost of persistent storage for these data, and minimize perturbations on running transactions. This goal is achieved by scaling collected data at different levels and using gradual filters on main memory-stored statistics. Hence, it is possible to store on disk only presumably significant statistics.

Database usage statistics concern object access frequencies and inter-object reference usage frequencies. All types of links are considered as physical references, whether they are structural links built at the schema level or logical links depending on applications or induced by physical object fragmentation. All physical accesses from one object toward another are detected and counted. Physical object reorganization is started by a trigger mechanism. Object disk storage is organized through an ordering algorithm that builds linear sequences of objects that capture “attraction forces” between objects. This sequence is sequentially transcribed in a cluster, i.e., a contiguous disk segment of variable size. The underlying algorithm was inspired by [7]. Flexibility in this approach is achieved through various parameters allowing the adaptation of system reactivity to database behavior. These parameters are set up by the database administrator. The DSTC strategy is organized into five phases.

1. **Observation phase:** During a predefined *observation period*, object usage statistics are collected and stored in an *observation matrix* in main memory.

2. **Selection phase:** Data stored in the observation matrix are sorted and filtered. Only significant statistics are retained.

3. **Consolidation phase:** Results from the selection phase are used to update data collected in previous observation phases, which are stored in a persistent *consolidated matrix*.

4. **Dynamic cluster reorganization:** Statistics from the consolidated matrix are exploited to suggest a reorganization of the physical space. Existing *clustering units* can be modified and new *clustering units* can be created.

5. **Physical database reorganization:** Clustering units are eventually used to consider a new object placement on disk. This phase is triggered when the system is idle.

The principle of the buffering management associated with DSTC is the following. When an object belonging to a cluster is accessed, the whole cluster is loaded. This avoids useless I/Os since objects in the cluster have a good probability to be used by the current transaction. A page replacement algorithm named LRU-C is also proposed. Its principle is to date clusters in the buffer rather than pages.

The DSTC strategy has been implemented in Texas [18] on Sun workstations and PCs under Linux. Performance studies have been performed with a benchmark based on OO1 [4] and baptized DSTC-CluB. They showed the efficiency of DSTC compared to a no-clustering policy on simple cases.
3.2. StatClust (Statistical Clustering)

This method extends Chang and Katz’ method (see Section 2) [5]. Its authors advocate replacing user-estimated access frequencies by more reliable usage statistics [10], for each of the considered types of links (aggregation, equivalence, version). Statistics regarding read or write accesses have also been added. Clustering is automatic at object creation or update time and when a bad clustering is detected. The user can influence the clustering process through a set of parameters. A bad clustering is detected when the ratio between the number of blocks (set of contiguous pages) read in the buffer and the number of blocks read on disk is smaller than a threshold computed by the system, and the amount of collected statistics is sufficient. The detection of a bad clustering ends the collection of statistics and starts up a reclustering phase that specifies which objects might be reclustered (i.e., which objects show satisfying usage statistics). The physical placement of objects uses an algorithm close to [5], but also supports object duplication. Objects may be duplicated to increase reference locality. An object that is more read than updated is a candidate for duplication.

StatClust has been compared by simulation to static clustering techniques (ORION and Cactis) [10], but not to dynamic clustering techniques, including Chang and Katz’ method, on which it is based. The results are actually very similar to those reported in [8].

3.3. DRO

Overview. The design of DRO makes use of the experience accumulated with both the DSTC and StatClust clustering methods, especially at the implementation level. Since these methods were quite sophisticated, they were also very difficult to implement properly and lots of problems occurred in the development process. Furthermore, though they attempt to minimize the amount of usage statistics stored, they use various statistical data that are not easy to manage and whose size often increases drastically. DRO is much easier to implement. It exploits both basic usage statistics and the graph of inter-object references (derived from the schema) to dynamically cluster the database. Its principle is to store together the objects that are the most frequently accessed overall. DRO has been implemented in Texas.

Usage Statistics. DRO stores and exploits two principal types of indicators. They are updated dynamically when the database is in use.

- The object access frequency measures the number of times each object is accessed. During the clustering phase, only the objects with the highest access frequencies are taken into account.
The page usage rate is the ratio between the size of the data effectively stored in the page and the page size, a page being the unit of transfer between disk and memory. This ratio helps determining which pages degrade the system performance. The mean usage rate for all pages and the number of pages loaded are also computed.

The data structure presented in Fig. 1 as a UML static structure diagram is used to store DRO’s usage statistics. The PageStat class concerns page statistics. It has three attributes: a page identifier, the number of times this page has been loaded into memory, and its page usage rate. The ObjectStat class concerns object statistics. It also has three attributes: an object identifier, the object access frequency, and a boolean usage indicator. The PageObjectStat class allows large objects to be stored on several pages. It has only one attribute: the size occupied by a given object in a given page.

Whenever an object is accessed, its access frequency is incremented by 1 and its usage indicator is set to true. Page statistics are updated whenever a page moves from the main memory to disk. The statistics attached to all the objects on this page are used to compute the size occupied on the page by objects that have actually been used. The page usage rate is then computed and Nb_Load is increased by 1. If an object is deleted from the database, the corresponding usage statistics are also deleted. If the page that contains this object does not have any more objects in its associated PageObjectStat object, its statistics are also deleted. If an object is merely moved from one page to another, its usage indicator is reset to false and its link to the starting page is deleted. Its statistics will then be linked to the destination page’s statistics when the object is used again.

Clustering. The clustering phase can be triggered manually or automatically. It is subdivided into four steps. Until physical object placement, a control procedure checks out after each step whether clustering must abort or resume.

Step 1: Determination of Objects to Cluster. This step helps defining the objects belonging to pages with usage rate lower than the minimum usage rate (MinUR) and that have been loaded in memory more times than the minimum loading threshold (MinLT). MinUR and MinLT are user-defined parameters. MinUR helps selecting pages containing a majority of unused objects or objects that are not used together. Objects stored into these pages and whose usage statistics (i.e., an ObjectStat object) are instantiated are selected for clustering. They are attached to instances of the Clustering class. Objects of class Clustering are linked together by two bi-directional relations called Object_Sort and Object_Placement, which store objects sorted by access frequency and a placement order of objects on disk, respectively. To proceed
to step 2, two conditions must be met: a) the number of pages to cluster must be greater than one, and b) the ratio between the number of pages to cluster and the number of pages actually used is greater than the page clustering rate parameter (PCRate).

Step 2: Clustering Setup. This step helps defining a sequential placement order of objects on disk. The algorithm input is the list of objects to cluster sorted by decreasing access frequency. This step is subdivided into three phases.

- **Object clustering using inter-object references.** This first phase links objects regarding reference links. The algorithm shown in Figure 2 runs up to a user-defined maximum distance $MaxD$, i.e., the first iteration considers all the objects referenced by the starting object (distance 1), then the process reiterates for each object found, up to distance $MaxD$. When linking together objects $O_i$ and $O_j$ of access frequencies $AF_i$ and $AF_j$, the dissimilarity rate $|AF_i - AF_j| / \max(AF_i, AF_j)$ must be lower than the maximum dissimilarity rate $MaxDR$ not to link objects that are too weakly bound. Objects are sorted by descending order of access frequency to generate a list defining a placement order of objects so that they can be sequentially written on disk.

- **Linking of placement order lists.** This phase links together the list parts made up in the first phase to obtain a single list. The list parts are considered in their generation order and simply concatenated.

- **Resemblance rate computation.** The third phase establishes a resemblance rate between the current object placement and the new placement proposed by the clustering algorithm. This resemblance rate helps evaluating how different the new clustering proposal is from the current physical placement of the objects. If the new cluster is found similar (for instance, if the considered objects have already been clustered), no action is undertaken. The resemblance rate is the number of objects in the proposed cluster that are not moved regarding current object placement divided by the number of objects in the cluster.

Step 3: Physical Object Clustering. Physical clustering is performed if the resemblance rate computed at step 2 is lower than a user-defined maximum resemblance rate ($MaxRR$). This operation clusters objects identified in the previous steps, but must also reorganize the database in order to retrieve space made available by movement or deletion of objects.

Step 4: Statistics Update. This update depends on a user-defined statistics update indicator ($SUInd$). If $SUInd$ is set to true, all statistics are deleted. Otherwise, only statistics regarding pages containing objects that have been moved are deleted.

**DRO Parameters.** The parameters defining the behavior of the DRO strategy are setup by the database administrator. They are recapitulated in Table 1. We obtained the default values through many experiments on Texas.
D = 0
End = false
While D < MaxD and not End do
    D = D + 1
    // Browse objects to cluster
    Starting_object = Clustering.Sort_first
    While Starting_object ≠ NIL and
        Starting_object.Placement_previous ≠ NIL do
        Starting_object = Starting_object.Sort_next
    End While
    While Starting_object ≠ NIL do
        Object_to_link = Starting_object
        While Object_to_link ≠ NIL and
            Object_to_link.Placement_previous ≠ NIL do
            Object_to_link = Object_to_link.Sort_next
        End While
        Found = TRUE
        While Found do
            // Find an object to cluster different from
            // Starting_object, referenced on a distance lower
            // than MaxD, with a dissimilarity rate lower than
            // MaxDR, and attribute Clustering.Placement_previous
            // set to NIL
            Found_object = Research_procedure_result()
            If Found_object ≠ NIL then
                Object_to_link.Placement_next = Found_object
                Object_found.Placement_previous = Object_to_link
                Object_to_link = Object_found
            Else
                Found = FALSE
            End if
        End while
        While Starting_object ≠ NIL and
            Starting_object.Placement_previous ≠ NIL do
            Starting_object = Starting_object.Sort_next
        End While
    End while
End while

Fig. 2. Object clustering

Table 1. DRO parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Default value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum usage rate</td>
<td>MinUR</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum loading threshold</td>
<td>MinLT</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page clustering rate</td>
<td>PCRate</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum distance</td>
<td>MaxD</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dissimilarity rate</td>
<td>MaxDR</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum resemblance rate</td>
<td>MaxRR</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics update indicator</td>
<td>SUInd</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example of Clustering with DRO. Let us consider the graph of inter-object references from Fig. 3 and the associated access frequencies from Table 2. With the
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$MaxDR$ parameter set up to 0.1, Fig. 4 shows how the clustering algorithm builds an ordered sequence of objects that will be sequentially written on disk.

![Sample inter-object reference graph](image1)

**Table 2. Sample access frequencies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OID</th>
<th>Access Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Sample execution of the DRO clustering algorithm](image2)

Let $MaxD$ be 1. Objects are considered by the order of access frequency. The dissimilarity rates between object couples (6, 5) and (5, 4) are both 0. The dissimilarity rates of the (6, 3), (5, 3), (5, 8), and (4, 7) couples are all greater than $MaxDR$, so the first sub-list we obtain is (6, 5, 4). The dissimilarity rate for the (7, 8) couple is 0.575 and hence greater than $MaxDR$, so (7) remains a singleton. The dissimilarity rates for the (1, 3), (3, 2), and (3, 10) couples are 0, 0, and 0.1, respectively (links to already treated objects are not considered), so the third sub-list is (1, 3, 2, 10). (8) forms the last sub-list since object #9 has never been accessed and thus must not be clustered. Now if $MaxD$ is 2, we have to consider dissimilarity rates up to a “distance” (in number of objects) of 2 from the starting object. For instance, we must consider the (6, 10) couple. Its dissimilarity rate is 0.7, greater than $MaxDR$. The only change regarding the sub-lists obtained with $MaxD$ set to 1 is the integration of object #8 in the (1, 3, 2, 10) sequence, because the dissimilarity rate of the (10, 8) couple is 0.05, lower than $MaxDR$. Eventually, the sub-lists are merged in one list by the order of creation.

![Sample execution of the DRO clustering algorithm](image3)

**Fig. 4. Sample execution of the DRO clustering algorithm**
4. Performance Comparison

4.1. Experiment Scope

Our initial goal was to compare the performances of StatClust, DSTC, and DRO. However, StatClust proved exceedingly difficult to implement in Texas. Since Texas exploits the operating system’s virtual memory, it considers the memory buffer to be of infinite size. Thus, it is impossible to implement StatClust’s module for detecting a bad clustering, because it needs to count the number of pages accessed from the disk and the buffer. Furthermore, substantial additions to Texas would be necessary to support the object replication process advocated by StatClust. Eventually, the object clustering algorithm initially builds a list of candidate pages containing objects related to the current object. To build this list, the database schema must be known. Techniques can be devised to automatically infer the schema, but none of them is easy to implement. In addition, when implementing StatClust, we found that Texas could not handle numerous transactions and the associated statistics on reasonably large databases and invariably crashed. Thus, we were not able to properly compare StatClust to the other algorithms. Hence, we only compare DSTC and DRO here.

To compare the performances of DSTC and DRO, we used a mid-sized OCB database composed of 50 classes and 100,000 objects, for a size of about 62 MB. The other OCB parameters defining the database were set to default. Two series of standard OCB transactions (1000 transactions and 10,000 transactions) were executed on this database, before and after object clustering. System performance was measured in terms of I/Os, response time, and relative performance improvement due to clustering. Only the results concerning I/Os are presented in this paper because response time plots present exactly the same tendencies and do not bring additional insight. Eventually, these experiments have been performed in several memory configurations. Since Texas makes an intensive use of virtual memory, it was interesting to see how the system behaved when the ratio main memory size / database size varied. The whole process was reiterated 100 times so that mean tendencies could be achieved. In each iteration, the same random seed was selected for the DSTC and DRO experiments so that they were rigorously identical.

4.2. Experiment Hardware and Software

The version of Texas we used is a prototype (version 0.5) running on a PC Pentium 166 with 64 MB of RAM, and version 2.0.30 of Linux. The swap partition size was 64 MB. StatClust, DSTC and DRO are integrated in Texas as a collection of new modules, and a modification of several Texas modules. Texas and the additional StatClust, DSTC and DRO modules were written in GNU C++ version 2.7.2.1.
4.3. Experiment Results

**DSTC.** Fig. 5 and 6 show that clustering with DSTC indeed allows a significant gain in performance, especially when the amount of main memory available is small. Clustering is definitely more useful when the database does not fit wholly within the main memory, since its effects are felt as soon as the system swaps and not only at page load time. This assumption is neatly confirmed by the clustering gain factor graph in Fig. 6. Clustering gain factor is equal to the number of I/Os necessary to execute the transactions after clustering divided by the number of I/Os necessary to execute the transactions before clustering. A discrepancy appears between Fig. 5 and 6 due to the fact that 1000 transactions are not enough: objects are used, clustered, but rarely reused following the same patterns, thus provoking an useless clustering) on small memory configurations. On the other hand, the 10,000 transaction workload appears more representative of actual database usage, allowing an average gain factor of about 2.5.

![Fig. 5. DSTC results – 1000 transactions](image1)

![Fig. 6. DSTC results – 10,000 transactions](image2)
**DRO.** Fig. 7 and 8 show that DRO bears the same overall behavior as DSTC. However, the gain factor achieved with DRO on the 10,000 transaction workload looks much better. It is indeed about 15. The comparison is unfair, though, because we selected the optimal set of parameters for DRO clustering, while we could not do it for DSTC. Due to technical problems with big databases, we had to parameterize DSTC so that clustering was not the best possible. There was a threshold effect on a set of DSTC parameters. Below this “threshold”, everything worked out fine but clustering was average. Beyond the “threshold”, clustering units were too big for Texas to manage and the system invariably crashed.

![Fig. 7. DRO results – 1000 transactions](image1)

![Fig. 8. DRO results – 10,000 transactions](image2)
Comparison of DSTC and DRO. To eventually compare DSTC and DRO on a fair ground, we used a smaller database so that DSTC could properly work. We used OCB’s default database (50 classes, 20,000 instances, about 20 MB) and ran two series of typical transactions that were likely to benefit from clustering: depth-3 hierarchy traversals (that always follow the same type of reference) and depth-2 simple traversals (depth-first traversals). The depth of traversals was reduced regarding OCB’s default parameters so that the generated clusters were not too big and the effects of clustering were clear. The traversals have been performed from 100 predefined root objects and each of them was executed 10 times.

Table 3 displays the mean number of I/Os concerning database usage before and after clustering. It shows that DSTC and DRO both achieve a substantial increase in performance (factor 6-7). DRO looks even better, though more tuning with DSTC should bring this method on the same level. Unfortunately, such tuning still provoked execution errors in Texas. The big difference between DSTC and DRO lies in clustering overhead (the number of I/Os necessary for an algorithm to cluster the database). DSTC induces a high overhead, which renders it difficult to implement truly dynamically. Its authors actually advocate its triggering when the database is idle. On the contrary, DRO, which is much simpler, present a lower overhead (about 4 times lower) and is certainly better suited to a dynamic execution.

Table 3. Clustering efficiency comparison between DSTC and DRO (I/Os)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hierarchy traversals</th>
<th>Simple traversals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSTC</td>
<td>DRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-clustering usage</td>
<td>1682.6</td>
<td>1686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-clustering usage</td>
<td>270.8</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering gain factor</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>7.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clustering overhead</td>
<td>12219.4</td>
<td>3286.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

We have presented in this paper a representative panel of dynamic object clustering techniques, including our first effort in this field: the DSTC and StatClust techniques, which both make an intensive use of statistical counters and include clustering mechanisms with elaborated features. We have also presented a new clustering method, DRO, whose principles are based on those of DSTC and StatClust, but that is much simpler and deals with fewer statistical counters. The idea behind DRO is to provide a clustering method equivalent to or better than DSTC and StatClust while achieving simplicity of implementation.

We validated the idea that a simple dynamic clustering technique could provide better results than an elaborated one by comparing DSTC and DRO. Our results showed that DRO indeed performed better than DSTC, which could not be set up in an optimal fashion due to its inherent complexity. Furthermore, the clustering overhead induced by DRO was much lower than that induced by DSTC, definitely proving that a simple approach is more viable in dynamic context than a complex one.
To summarize, we showed that DRO was a better choice than DSTC in all circumstances. We also underlined the fact that a dynamic clustering technique is perfectly viable in an OODBMS and could achieve significant gains in performances. Since DRO is based on usage statistics, it fits well with the concept of autoadmin databases that is currently researched in major companies to automate the database tuning process [6].

The perspectives opened by this study are divided into two axes. First, the evaluation of DRO should be carried on on other systems besides Texas, which is a persistent object store rather than a full OODBMS. Such evaluations could be conducted on real OODBMSs like O₂, or achieved by simulation. Second, DRO itself could be improved so that clustering overhead is minimized. Some optimizations can be achieved in its code itself (at the list manipulation level, for instance), while others relate more to tuning DRO’s parameters, which could also be achieved by simulation.
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Abstract. Ever since the ‘early days’ of database management systems, clustering has proven to be one of the most effective performance enhancement techniques for object oriented database management systems. The bulk of the work in the area has been on static clustering algorithms which re-cluster the object base when the database is static. However, this type of re-clustering cannot be used when 24-hour database access is required. In such situations dynamic clustering is required, which allows the object base to be reclustered while the database is in operation. We believe that most existing dynamic clustering algorithms lack three important properties. These include: the use of opportunism to imposes the smallest I/O footprint for re-organisation; the re-use of prior research on static clustering algorithms; and the prioritisation of re-clustering so that the worst clustered pages are re-clustered first. In this paper, we present OPCF, a framework in which any existing static clustering algorithm can be made dynamic and given the desired properties of I/O opportunism and clustering prioritisation. In addition, this paper presents a performance evaluation of the ideas suggested above. The main contribution of this paper is the observation that existing static clustering algorithms, when transformed via a simple transformation framework such as OPCF, can produce dynamic clustering algorithms that out-perform complex existing dynamic algorithms, in a variety of situations. This makes the solution presented in this paper particularly attractive to real OODBMS system implementers who often prefer to opt for simpler solutions.

1 Introduction

The current rate of performance improvement for CPUs is much higher than that for memory or disk I/O.

CPU performance doubles every 18 months while disk I/O improves at only 5-8 % per year. On the other hand, cheap disks mean object bases will become bigger as database designers realise that more data can be stored \cite{12}. A consequence of these facts is that disk I/O is likely to be a bottleneck in an increasing
number of database applications. It should also be noted, memory is also beco-
moving a more prevalent source of bottleneck on modern DBMS [1]. However their
study was conducted on relational DBMS. We believe for object-oriented DBMS
where navigation is common, I/O may be a more common source of bottleneck.

Ever since the ‘early days’ of database management systems, clustering has
proven to be one of the most effective performance enhancement techniques [7].
The reason for this is that the majority of object accesses in an object oriented
database are navigational. Consequently, related objects are often accessed con-
secutively. Clustering objects in an object oriented database reduces disk I/O by
grouping related objects into the same disk page. In addition to reduced I/O,
clustering also uses cache space more efficiently by reducing the number of unu-
sed objects that occupy the cache. Periodical re-clustering allows the physical
organisation of objects on disk to closer reflect the prevailing pattern of object
access.

The majority of existing clustering algorithms are static [15,2,8,6]. Static
clustering algorithms require that re-clustering take place when the database is
not in operation, thus prohibiting 24 hour database access. In contrast, dynamic
clustering algorithms re-cluster the database while database applications are in
operation. Applications that require 24 hour database access and involve frequent
changes to data access patterns may benefit from the use of dynamic clustering.

In our view, there are a number of properties that are missing from most
existing dynamic clustering algorithms. These properties include:

- The use of opportunism to impose the smallest I/O footprint for re-organi-
sation;
- The re-use of existing work on static clustering algorithms; and
- A prioritisation of re-clustering so the worst clustered pages are re-clustered
  first.

The goal of dynamic clustering is to generate the minimum number of I/Os
for a given set of database application access patterns. The clustering process
itself may generate I/O, loading data pages for the sole purpose of object base
re-organisation. However, most researchers have chosen to ignore these sources
of I/O generation and instead concentrated on developing the dynamic cluste-
ing algorithm that minimises the number of data pages loaded during normal
database operation.

Despite the great body of work that exists on static clustering[15,2,8,6], there
has been little transfer of ideas into the dynamic clustering literature. In this
paper we address this omission by incorporating two existing and yet vastly con-
trasting types of static clustering algorithms into our dynamic clustering frame-
work. These are the ‘graph partitioning’ and the ‘probability ranking principle’

1 Throughout this paper we use the term ‘cache’ to refer to the in-memory portion of
an object base.
2 Pages where the objects reside.
3 Normal database operation as opposed to re-clustering operation.
(PRP) algorithms. We show that by using our framework these two existing static clustering algorithms outperform an existing and highly competitive dynamic clustering algorithm (DSTC [3]) in a variety of situations.

The disruptive nature of re-clustering dictates that dynamic clustering algorithms must be incremental. This means that only a small portion of the object base can be re-clustered in each iteration. When faced with a variety of different portions to target for re-organisation, the clustering algorithm must select the portion to re-cluster first. We term this the selection problem. To our knowledge, this problem has not been previously identified in the literature. To solve this problem we propose that it should be the worst clustered memory-resident page that should be selected first for re-clustering. To this end, our dynamic clustering framework, incorporates prioritisation.

In summary the main contributions of our paper include: a new framework (OPCF) by which any existing static clustering algorithm can be made into a dynamic clustering algorithm and given the desirable properties of I/O opportunism and clustering prioritisation; an example of how two existing static clustering algorithms, can be made dynamic using OPCF; a comparative performance evaluation between the two new dynamic clustering algorithm produced by OPCF, with an existing and highly competitive dynamic clustering algorithm, DSTC.

2 Related Work

The re-organisation phase of dynamic clustering can incur significant overhead. Two of the key overheads are increased write lock contention\(^4\), and I/O.

To reduce write lock contention, most dynamic clustering algorithms are designed to be incremental and thus only consider a portion of the object base for clustering during each re-organisation. However, we are aware of only one algorithm [16] that takes care to not to introduce extra I/O during the re-organisation phase. Knafla [16] accomplish this by calculating a new placement when the object graph is modified, either by a link (reference) modification or object insertion. The algorithm then reclusters the objects that are effected by the modification or insertion. Once the new placement is determined, only the objects in memory are re-organised and the remaining objects are only rearranged as they are loaded into memory. However, the objects considered for re-organisation can include any object in the store. The drawback of this approach is that information about any object in the store may be needed. OPCF produces algorithms that differ from these algorithms by only needing information on objects that are currently in memory and only re-organising those objects. This makes dynamic clustering algorithms produced by OPCF more opportunistic\(^5\) than existing algorithms.

\(^4\) Note that in an optimistic system this would translate to transaction aborts.

\(^5\) By opportunistic we refer to our opportunistic use of in-memory data in order to minimise both read and write I/O.
The incremental nature of dynamic clustering requires that only a small portion of the entire database to be re-clustered at each iteration. However, the choice as to which portion to re-cluster is where many existing algorithms differ. Chang and Katz [14] suggest targeting the portion that was accessed after the previous re-organisation. However, this may involve a very large portion of the database if the re-clustering is not triggered frequently. Wietrzyk and Orgun [16] re-cluster effected objects as soon as an object graph modification occurs. They use a threshold mechanism\(^6\) to determine when re-clustering is worthwhile. However, this approach may still be too disruptive. An example of when its disruptiveness is likely to be felt is when the system is in peak usage and frequent object graph modifications are occurring. In such a scenario the object graph would be continuously re-clustered during peak database usage. The algorithm thus lacks a means of controlling when the re-clustering takes place. In contrast, the dynamic algorithms developed with OPCF can be easily made adaptive to changing system loads. This is due to the fact re-clustering can be triggered by an asynchronous dynamic load-balancing thread rather than a object graph modification.

A large body of work exists on static clustering algorithms [15,2,8,6]. However only relatively few static algorithms have been transformed into dynamic algorithms. Change and Katz [14] combined the existing static clustering algorithms, Cactis [10] and DAG [2] to create a new dynamic clustering algorithm. However Cactis and DAG are only sequence-based clustering algorithms which have been found to be inferior when compared to graph partitioning algorithms[15]. Wietrzyk and Orgun [16] developed a new dynamic graph partitioning clustering algorithm. However their graph partitioning algorithm was not compared with any existing static graph partitioning clustering algorithm. In this paper two existing static clustering algorithms were transformed into dynamic clustering algorithms using OPCF and compared to an existing dynamic clustering algorithm, DSTC [3].

The fact that dynamic clustering algorithms re-organise objects on-line mean that objects are required to be moved when application transactions are running. Care must be taken to make the movement as non-intrusive as possible. Lakhamraju, Rastogi, Seshadri and Sudarshan [13] presents a re-organisation algorithm that can be used in a complementary manner with OPCF, to produce less disruptive dynamic clustering algorithms.

3 The Opportunistic Prioritised Clustering Framework (OPCF)

The opportunistic prioritised clustering framework offers a generic way in which existing static clustering algorithms can be made dynamic. OPCF possesses two key properties: read and write I/O opportunism; prioritisation of re-clustering,\(^7\) Based on the heuristic that says that a more frequently accessed object that is clustered badly is more worth while re-clustering.
so the worst clustered page is re-clustered first. The framework ensures the resulting clustering algorithm can be made both read and write opportunistic but does not limit the algorithms to opportunism.

OPCF works at the page grain, instead of cluster grain. This means that when re-clustering occurs, all objects in an integer number of pages are re-clustered. This contrasts with dynamic cluster grain algorithms like DSTC [3] where individual objects that are determined to need re-clustering are removed from existing pages and placed into new pages.

In order to apply OPCF, a series of steps must be applied. These steps are outlined below.

- Define Incremental Reorganisation Algorithm: In this step, a strategy is developed by which the existing static clustering algorithm is adapted to work in an incremental way. That is, at each iteration of re-organisation the algorithm must be able to operate with a limited scope.

- Define Clustering Badness Metric: OPCF prioritises re-clustering by re-clustering the worst clustered pages first. This means there must be a way of defining the quality of clustering at a page grain. We term this the clustering badness metric. The way in which clustering badness is to be defined for a particular static clustering algorithm depends on the goal of the clustering algorithm. For instance, the PRP clustering algorithm has the goal of grouping hot objects together and therefore it may have a clustering badness metric that includes a measure of the concentration of cold objects in pages that contain hot objects.

At each clustering analysis iteration a user defined number of pages (NPA) have their clustering badness calculated. Once the page’s clustering badness is calculated, the clustering badness is compared against a user-defined clustering badness threshold (CBT). If the page has a higher clustering badness value than the threshold then the page is placed in a priority queue sorted on clustering badness. At each re-organisation iteration a page is removed from the top of the priority queue and used to determine the scope of re-organisation for that re-organisation iteration. A user-defined number (NRI) of re-organisation iterations are performed at the end of each clustering analysis iteration.

- Define Scope of Re-organisation: To limit the work done in each re-organisation iteration of the dynamic clustering algorithm, a limited number of pages must be chosen to form the scope of re-organisation. The scope of re-organisation should be chosen in such a way that re-organisation of those pages will produce the maximum amount of improvement in clustering quality while preserving the property of incrementality.

---

7 The distinction between read and write opportunism is that, read opportunism prevents read I/O to be generated during the clustering process and write opportunism prevents the clustering process from updating any cache page that is clean and thus reduces write I/O.

8 By hot objects we mean objects accessed more frequently.

9 Cluster analysis simply refers to calculating clustering badness of pages of the store.
The way the scope of re-organisation is chosen dictates whether the clus-
tering algorithm is opportunistic or non-opportunistic. To achieve read oppor-
tunism, only *in-memory* pages are included in the scope of re-organisation.
To achieve write opportunism, only *in-memory* and *updated* pages are inclu-
ded in the scope of re-organisation.

- *Define Cluster Placement Policy:* Because OPCF works at a page rather
  than cluster grain, the initial stages of each re-organisation iteration target
  an integer number of pages and so will, in general, identify multiple clusters,
  some of which may be small. The existence of clusters which are smaller
  than a page size raises the important issue of how best to pack clusters into
  pages.

A simple way in which cluster analysis can be triggered in OPCF is by
triggering cluster analysis when a user specified number of objects (N) has been
accessed this is similar to the technique used in DSTC [3]. However any other
triggering method may be used, including triggering via asynchronous thread
for load balancing reasons.

### 4 Graph Partitioning

Partition-based clustering algorithms consider the object placement problem as
a graph partitioning problem in which the min-cut criteria is to be satisfied for
page boundaries. The vertices and edges of the graph are labeled with weights.
Vertex weights represent object size and depending on the clustering algorithm,
edge weights represent either the frequency with which a reference between the
pair of objects is traversed, or the frequency with which the pair of objects were
accessed in close temporal proximity.

There are two types of partition based static clustering algorithms: *iterative
improvement* and *constructive partitioning*. Iterative improvement algorithms
such as the Kernighan-Lin Heuristic (KL) [11], iteratively improve partitions
by swapping objects between partitions in an attempt to satisfy the min-cut
criteria. Constructive algorithms such as greedy graph partitioning (GGP) [8]
attempt to satisfy the min-cut criteria by first assigning only one object to a
partition and then combining partitions in a greedy manner.

The study carried out by Tsangaris and Naughton [15] indicates that graph
partitioning algorithms perform best for both the working set size metric and
long term expansion factor metric. However, they are generally more expensive
in terms of CPU usage and statistic collection than sequence based algorithms
[2,6]

---

10 In contrast, when re-organisation occurs at a cluster grain, each re-organisation can
be more strongly targeted towards a particular cluster or clusters, and so is more
likely to identify larger clusters.

11 Working set size [15] is a measure of the performance of the clustering algorithm
starting with a cold cache.

12 Long term expansion factor[15] is an indicator of the steady state performance of an
object clustering algorithm when the cache size is large.
4.1 Online Graph Partitioning

This section outlines how we applied the opportunistic prioritised clustering framework onto static graph partitioning algorithms.

- **Incremental Reorganisation Algorithm**: At each re-organisation iteration the graph partitioning algorithm is applied to the pages in the scope of re-organisation as if these pages represent the entire database.

- **Clustering Badness Metric**: The static graph partitioning algorithms attempt to satisfy the min-cut criteria. This means that they minimise the sum of edge weights that cross page boundaries. In order to include this criteria into our clustering badness metric we have included external tension in the metric. External tension is the sum of weights of edges of the clustering graph which cross page boundaries. A page with higher external tension is worse clustered. In addition, heat is included in the metric to give priority for reorganising hotter pages. Below is a definition of clustering badness for page $p$:

\[
CB(p) = \sum_{i \in p} \text{heat}_i \times \sum_{i \in p} \text{external tension}_i
\]  

The calculation of external tension differs between the opportunistic version of the dynamic graph partitioning algorithm and the non-opportunistic version. In the read opportunistic version, the external tension is calculated from only weights of edges that cross the boundary of the page under consideration to other in-memory pages. By contrast, the non-opportunistic algorithm also counts edge weights that crosses page boundaries onto disk pages.

- **Scope of Reorganisation**: The scope of re-organisation is the worst clustered page and its related pages. Two pages are considered to be related if at least one object link crosses the boundary between the two pages. If the dynamic clustering algorithm is to be run read opportunistically then only in-memory related pages are in the scope of re-organisation. See figure 2 for an example. When write opportunism is required the scope of re-organisation is further restricted, to only updated and in-memory pages.

- **Cluster Placement Policy**: For this application of OPCF, we have chosen to place clusters into pages in order of heat. The reason for this choice is that cold clusters will be placed away from hot clusters and thus pages containing hot clusters which are more likely to be in memory will have less wasted space occupied by cold clusters. This is similar to the goal of PRP (see section 5).

The particular graph partitioning algorithm implemented for the results section of this paper is the greedy graph partitioning (GGP) algorithm [8]. However, the above methodology can be applied to any static graph partitioning

\[\text{In-memory and updated pages in the case of write opportunism.}\]

\[\text{In our particular implementation we assigned edge weights to the clustering graph using the temporal proximity of object accesses, this was the same approach used in DSTC.}\]
clustering algorithm. GGP first places all objects in a separate partition and then iterates through a list of edges in descending edge weight. If the two objects on the ends of the currently selected edge are in different partitions and the sum size of the two partitions are smaller than a page then the partitions are joined.

5 Probability Ranking Principle Clustering Algorithm (PRP)

The simplest static clustering algorithm is the probability ranking principle (PRP) algorithm[17]. PRP just involves placing the objects in the object graph in decreasing heat (where ‘heat’ is simply a measure of access frequency). This surprisingly simple algorithm yields near optimal long term expansion factor[15]. The reason that PRP achieves near optimal expansion factor is that it groups together those objects that constitute the active portion of the database. Therefore when the size of the active portion of the database is small relative to the available cache size and the steady state performance of the database is of interest, then this algorithm yields a near optimal solution. However, when a small traversal is conducted on a cold cache, PRP tends to perform poorly for working set size, since it does not take object relationships into consideration. [15]

The simplicity of the PRP algorithm combined with its minimal requirements with respect to statistics makes it particularly suitable for dynamic clustering. However, to our knowledge, a dynamic version of PRP has not been suggested before in the literature.

Due to space constraints the way in which PRP is transformed into a dynamic algorithm is not included in this paper, however it can be found in [9].

\[\text{CPU and I/O resources are precious}\]
6 Dynamic Statistical and Tunable Clustering Technique (DSTC)

DTSC is an existing dynamic clustering algorithm [3] which has the feature of achieving dynamicity without adding high overhead and excessive volume of statistics.

The algorithms is divided into five phases:

- **Observation Phase**: In order to minimise disruptiveness of statistics collection, DSTC only collects statistics at predefined observation periods and the information is stored in a transient observation matrix.
- **Selection Phase**: In order to reduce the volume of statistics stored, at the selection phase the transient observation matrix is scanned and only significant statistics are saved.
- **Consolidation Phase**: The results of the selection phase are combined with statistics gathered in previous observation phases and saved in the persistent consolidated matrix.
- **Dynamic Cluster Reorganisation**: Using the information in the updated consolidated matrix, new clusters are discovered or existing ones are updated. In order to achieve incrementality the re-organisation work is broken up into small fragments called clustering units.
- **Physical Clustering Organisation**: The clustering units are finally applied to the database in an incremental way (that is one clustering unit at a time). This phase is triggered when the system is idle.

DSTC is not an opportunistic clustering algorithm since its scope of reorganisation can be objects that are currently residing on disk. In order to make DSTC opportunistic we have chosen to restrict the scope of objects that can be chosen from when forming clustering units to those objects that are currently in memory for read opportunism and updated and in memory for write opportunism. In the results section, results of both opportunistic and non opportunistic DSTC are presented.

7 Results

In this section we present results of experiments we conducted with the object clustering benchmark OCB [4] using the virtual object oriented database simulator, VOODB [5]. VOODB is based on a generic discrete-event simulation framework. Its purpose is to allow performance evaluations of OODBs in general, and optimisation methods like clustering in particular.

OCB is a generic object-oriented benchmark that was designed to benchmark OODB systems and clustering polices in particular. The OCB database has a variety of parameters which make it very user-tunable. A database is generated by setting parameters such as total number of objects, maximum number of references per class, base instance size, number of classes, etc. Once these
parameters are set, a database conforming to these parameters is randomly generated. The database consists of objects of varying sizes. In the experiments conducted in this paper the objects varied in size from 50 to 1200 bytes and the average object size was 268 bytes. The parameters of OCB and VOODB used to conduct the experiments in this paper are specified in table 1.

Table 1. Parameters used for OCB and VOODB. VOODB parameters involving time have been omitted from this table, since the results reported are in terms of I/O performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of classes in the database</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum number of references, per class</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instances base size, per class</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total number of objects</td>
<td>20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of reference types</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference types random distribution</td>
<td>uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class reference random distribution</td>
<td>uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects in classes random distribution</td>
<td>uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects references random distribution</td>
<td>uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of reference types</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system class</td>
<td>centralised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disk page size</td>
<td>4096 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer size</td>
<td>varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer replacement policy</td>
<td>LRU-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-fetch policy</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiprogramming level</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of users</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object initial</td>
<td>optimised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>placement</td>
<td>sequential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) OCB parameters

(b) VOODB parameters

Throughout the remainder of this section, we will use the following abbreviations:

NC  no clustering
DSTC  dynamic statistical and tunable clustering technique [3]
GP  dynamic greedy graph partitioning [8]
PRP  dynamic probability ranking principle clustering algorithm [17]

The algorithm names are given the suffix ‘N’ if the algorithm run was non-opportunistic and ‘O’ if the algorithm was read opportunistic. We conducted experiments with write opportunistic variants of all the above clustering algorithms. However the results showed that write opportunistic clustering performed in all situations nearly the same as no clustering and therefore the results of write opportunistic algorithms are not included in this paper\(^\text{16}\).

\(^{16}\) It appears the limitations placed on the clustering algorithms by only allowing updated pages to be involved in the clustering process was too restrictive.
The read workload used in the experiments consisted of simple traversals, hierarchical traversals and stochastic traversals\cite{4}. The update transactions used consisted of object attribute updates, object insertions, object deletion, object link insertions and object link deletions.

The parameters used for the clustering algorithms investigated in this paper are presented in table 2. For a description of DSTC parameters, see \cite{3}.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
Parameter & Value \\
\hline
\hline
n & 200 \\
p & 1000 \\
T_{fa} & 0.0 \\
T_{fe} & 0.0 \\
T_{fc} & 0.0 \\
w & 0.0 \\
s & 10 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Parameters used for the clustering algorithms DSTC, PRP and GP.}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
Parameter & PRP Value & GP Value \\
\hline
\hline
N & 200 & 200 \\
CBT & 0.1 & 0.1 \\
NPA & 50 & 50 \\
NRI & 25 & 25 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{(b) OPCF parameters}
\end{table}

7.1 Varying Buffer Size Experiment

This experiment was designed to investigate the effects of changing buffer size in two different conditions, read only transactions and 10% update transactions. We divided the 20MB (20000 object) database into hot and cold regions. The hot region was made to be 1.5% of the total size of the database and 99% of transactions were directed at the hot region. (Skewing the access distribution has the effect of highlighting the importance of clustering. An algorithm that does not cluster well will perform very poorly under such a workload.)

The results are shown on figure 2. When updates are introduced into the workload, GP-O appears to outperform DTSC-O and DSTC-N algorithms by a large margin. A possible explanation for this behavior is that DSTC works at the cluster grain and thus places each newly constructed cluster of objects into a new page. This generates a lot of empty space in pages where the cluster size is small. The end result is that objects are more spread out and when random updates occur, a larger number of pages are updated, resulting in a larger number of write I/Os. This contrasts to the graph partitioning algorithm where multiple clusters may reside in the same page and thus random updates are confined to a smaller number of pages.
Secondly, when the buffer size is small the PRP algorithms do not perform as well as GP. This result is consistent with the static behavior of the algorithms[15]. The reason for this is that PRP does not take inter-object relationships into consideration when clustering.

7.2 Varying Percentage of Updates Transactions

In this experiment we investigated what effect varying the percentage of update transactions has on the performance of the dynamic clustering algorithms. For this experiment we set the buffer size to 600 KB and the other system settings were the same as in section 7.1. The results of this experiment can be seen in figure 3.
As observed in section 7.1, GP-O and PRP-O are the best performers when the buffer size is large. What is interesting here is the point at which clustering becomes worse than no clustering for the different algorithms. PRP-O and GP-O do not perform worse than no clustering until the percentage of update transactions is greater than 27% however DTSC-O becomes worse than no clustering at 8%. This seems to indicate that the read opportunistic algorithms proposed by this paper are more robust to update transactions when compared to DSTC. The reason for this can again be explained by the fact GP and PRP have less empty spaces among pages. Therefore random updates become less dispersed when compared to DSTC which places every cluster on a separate page.

7.3 Varying Hot Region Size

In this experiment we investigated the effect that varying the size of the hot region has on the performance of the dynamic clustering algorithms. The buffer size was again set to 600 KB. The remaining settings with the exception of hot region size (which we will vary) were the same as for section 7.1.

Figure 4 shows the results of running the experiment with both read only transactions and 10% update transactions. The most important observation that can be made from these graphs is that as the hot region’s size increases, GP-O outperforms DSTC-O by an increasing margin. A possible reason for this observation is that when the size of the hot region is small, the hot objects are initially dispersed very thinly across the pages of the database and therefore a clustering algorithm such as GP which works at the page grain can only find a few

This is not inconsistent with the results of section 7.1 since the buffer size used in this experiment is slightly larger than the maximum buffer size used in section 7.1.
clusters per re-clustering iteration. However DSTC-O, which picks out objects that belong to the same cluster from anywhere in memory, and DTSC-N, which picks from anywhere in the database, can quickly form large clusters even if the objects are dispersed among many pages. However this advantage begins to diminish as the hot region size increases and every page begins to have a larger portion of hot objects. That is to say, as more hot objects appear in every page, each re-organisation iteration of GP (page grain re-clustering) becomes more productive. The bad performance of GP-N may be attributed to its tendency to generate excessive read I/O as the hot region size increases. As the hot region size increases, GP-N’s scope of re-organisation increases dramatically because its scope of re-organisation is all the worst clustered page’s related pages (anywhere in the database). Therefore any productive work that the algorithm performs gets quickly overshadowed by the excessive I/O generated by the clustering processes.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented OPCF, a generic framework which when applied to static clustering algorithms, can produce dynamic clustering algorithms that possesses the two desirable properties of opportunism and prioritisation of clustering. In addition, application of the framework is straightforward and yet it produces clustering algorithms that outperform an existing highly competitive dynamic clustering algorithm, DSTC [3], in a variety of situations.

For further work, we plan to add more existing dynamic clustering algorithms to our simulation study. We would also like to experiment with transforming other static clustering algorithms using OPCF and see how they perform in relation to the algorithms presented in this paper.
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Abstract. One of the consequences of evolution can be the inability to access objects created using the older schema definition under the new definition and vice versa. Instance adaptation is the conversion of objects to a compatible definition or making objects exhibit a compatible interface. Existing evolution approaches are committed to a particular instance adaptation strategy. This is because changes to the instance adaptation strategy or an attempt to adopt an entirely different strategy would be very costly. This paper proposes a flexible instance adaptation approach for systems employing class versioning to manage evolution. Flexibility is achieved by encapsulating the instance adaptation code in aspects - abstractions introduced by aspect-oriented programming to localise cross-cutting concerns. This makes it possible to make cost-effective changes to the instance adaptation strategy. The flexibility of the approach is demonstrated by using two instance adaptation strategies: error handlers and update/backdate methods.

1 Introduction

The conceptual structure of an object-oriented database may not remain constant and may vary to a large extent [46]. The need for these variations (evolution) arises due to a variety of reasons e.g. to correct mistakes in the database design, to add new features during incremental design or to reflect changes in the structure of the real world artefacts modelled in the database. Two types of anomalous behaviour can arise as a consequence of evolution:

- Objects created under the older schema definition might not be accessible under the new definition and vice versa.
- Application programs accessing the database prior to evolution might contain invalid references and method calls.

The former has been termed a structural consistency issue and the latter a behavioural consistency issue [49].
One of the various evolution strategies\textsuperscript{1} employed to address the above issues is class versioning [11, 12, 33, 47, 50]. In this approach a new version of a class is created upon modification. Applications are bound to specific versions of classes or a common interface while objects are bound to the class version used to instantiate them. When an object is accessed using another type version (or a common type interface) it is either converted or made to exhibit a compatible interface. This is termed instance adaptation. This paper proposes a flexible instance adaptation approach for class versioning systems. From this point onwards instance adaptation (and hence structural consistency) will be the focus of the discussion. Behavioural consistency problems will not be discussed. An analysis of such problems in the context of both untyped and strongly typed programming languages can be found in [8].

Existing class versioning approaches are committed to a particular instance adaptation strategy\textsuperscript{2}. For example, ENCORE [47] and AVANCE [11] employ error handlers to simulate compatible interfaces while CLOSQL [33] uses update/backdate methods to dynamically convert instances between class versions. Although it is possible to make changes to the instance adaptation strategy or adopt an entirely different strategy, such an attempt would be very costly. All the versions of existing classes might need to be modified to reflect the change. In other words, the evolution problem will appear at a different level. Therefore, existing systems are, to a great extent, bound to the particular instance adaptation strategy being used. Our case studies at an organisation where day-to-day activities revolve around the database have brought to front the need for application or scenario specific instance adaptation. One such case involved the need to simulate a move attribute evolution primitive. This could either be achieved by adding an additional primitive to the evolution taxonomy or customising the instance adaptation approach to simulate the primitive. Over the lifetime of the database there might also be a need to move to a better, more efficient instance adaptation strategy. Due to the lack of flexibility in existing instance adaptation approaches such customisation or exchange will be very expensive.

In this paper we propose a flexible approach which localises the effect of any changes to the instance adaptation strategy, hence making such changes possible and cost-effective. This is achieved by encapsulating the instance adaptation code into aspects. Aspects are abstractions introduced by aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [21, 22] to localise cross-cutting concerns. A detailed description of the applicability of aspects in OODBs has been provided in [44]. From the above discussion it is clear that the instance adaptation strategy cross-cuts class versions created over the lifetime of the database and, hence, can be separated using aspects. It can be automatically woven into the class versions when required and can also be automatically rewoven if the aspects are modified.

The next section provides an overview of aspect-oriented programming. This is followed by a description of the flexible instance adaptation approach. Section 4 uses

\textsuperscript{1} Other evolution strategies include schema evolution [5, 14, 25, 26, 36, 48], where the database has one logical schema to which class definition and class hierarchy modifications are applied and schema versioning [3, 6, 23, 25, 34, 35, 38], which allows several versions of one logical schema to be created and manipulated independently of each other.

\textsuperscript{2} This is also true of schema evolution and schema versioning approaches.
error handlers and update/backdate methods as examples to demonstrate the flexibility of the approach. Section 5 discusses related work while section 6 concludes the discussion and identifies directions for future work.

2 Aspect-Oriented Programming

Aspect-oriented programming [21, 22] aims at easing software development by providing further support for modularisation. Aspects are abstractions which serve to localise any cross-cutting concerns e.g. code which cannot be encapsulated within one class but is tangled over many classes. A few examples of aspects are memory management, failure handling, communication, real-time constraints, resource sharing, performance optimisation, debugging and synchronisation. Although patterns [17] can help to deal with such cross-cutting code by providing guidelines for a good structure, they are not available or suitable for all cases and mostly provide only partial solutions to the code tangling problem. With AOP, such cross-cutting code is encapsulated into separate constructs: the aspects. As shown in fig. 1 classes are designed and coded separately from code that cross-cuts them (in this case debugging and synchronisation code). The links between classes and aspects are expressed by explicit or implicit join points. These links can be categorised as [20]:

- **open:** both classes and aspects know about each other
- **class-directional:** the aspect knows about the class but not vice versa
- **aspect-directional:** the class knows about the aspect but not vice versa
- **closed:** neither the aspect nor the class knows about the other

An aspect weaver is responsible for merging the classes and the aspects with respect to the join points. This can be done statically as a phase at compile-time or dynamically at run-time [19, 22].

![Fig. 1. Aspect-Oriented Programming](image)

Different AOP techniques and research directions can be identified. They all share the common goal of providing an improved separation of concerns. AspectJ [4] is an aspect-oriented extension to Java. The environment offers an aspect language to

---

3 The categorisation determines the reusability of classes and aspects.
formulate the aspect code separately from Java class code, a weaver and additional
development support. AOP extensions to other languages have also been developed.
[10] describes an aspect language and a weaver for Smalltalk. An aspect language for
the domain of robust programming can be found in [16].

Other AOP approaches aiming at achieving a similar separation of concerns
include subject-oriented programming [18], composition filters [1] and adaptive
programming [29, 32]. In subject-oriented programming different subjective
perspectives on a single object model are captured. Applications are composed of
“subjects” (i.e. partial object models) by means of declarative composition rules. The
composition filters approach extends an object with input and output filters. These
filters are used to localise non-functional code. Adaptive programming is a special
case of AOP where one of the building blocks is expressible in terms of graphs. The
other building blocks refer to the graphs using traversal strategies. A traversal strategy
can be viewed as a partial specification of a class diagram. This traversal strategy
cross-cuts the class graphs. Instead of hard-wiring structural knowledge paths within
the classes, this knowledge is separated.

Experience reports and assessment of AOP can be found in [20, 37].

3 The Flexible Instance Adaptation Approach

Our approach is based on the observation that the instance adaptation code cross-cuts
the class version definitions. This is because existing systems introduce the adaptation
code directly into the class versions upon evolution. Often, the same adaptation
routines are introduced into a number of class versions. Consequently, if the
behaviour of a routine needs to be changed maintenance has to be performed on all
the class versions in which it was introduced. There is a high probability that a
number of adaptation routines in a class version will never be invoked as only newer
applications will attempt to access properties and methods unavailable for objects
associated with the particular class version. The adaptation strategy is fixed and
adoption of a new strategy might trigger the need for changes to all or a large number
of versions of existing classes.

Since instance adaptation is a cross-cutting concern we propose separating it from
the class versions using aspects (cf. fig. 2(a)). It should be noted that although fig.
2(a) shows one instance adaptation aspect per class version, one such aspect can serve
a number of class versions. Similarly, a particular class version can have more than
one instance adaptation aspect. Fig. 2(b) depicts the case when an application
attempts to access an object associated with version 1 of class A using the interface
offered by version 2 of the same class. The aspect containing the instance adaptation
code is dynamically woven into the particular class version (version 1 in this case).
This code is then invoked to return the results to the application.

It should be noted that the instance adaptation code in fig. 2 has two parts:

- Adaptation routines
- Instance adaptation strategy

An adaptation routine is the code specific to a class version or a set of class
versions. This code handles the interface mismatch between a class version and the
accessed object. The instance adaptation strategy is the code which detects the interface mismatch and invokes the appropriate adaptation routine e.g. an error handler [47], an update method [33] or a transformation function [14].

Based on the above observation two possible aspect structures are shown in fig. 3. The structure in fig. 3(a) encapsulates the instance adaptation strategy and the adaptation routines for a class version (or a set of class versions) in one aspect. This has the advantage of having the instance adaptation code for a class version (or a set of class versions) in one place but unnecessary weaving of the instance adaptation strategy (which could previously be woven) needs to be carried out. This can be taken care of by selective weaving i.e. only weaving the modified parts of an aspect if it has previously been woven into the particular class version. Such a structure also has the advantage of allowing multiple instance adaptation strategies to coexist. One set of class versions could use one strategy while another could use a different one. This choice can also be application dependent. A disadvantage of this structure is the need to modify a large number of aspects if the instance adaptation strategy is changed. This is addressed by the structure in fig. 3(b) which encapsulates the instance adaptation strategy in an aspect separate from the ones containing the specific adaptation routines. In this case only one instance adaptation aspect exists in the system providing better localisation of changes as compared to the structure in fig. 3(a). Any such change will require aspects containing the adaptation routines to be rewoven. Issues relating to this and a solution based on assertions have been discussed in [24]. If more than one instance adaptation aspects are allowed to exist multiple instance adaptation strategies can coexist (similar to the structure in fig. 3(a)). If only one instance adaptation strategy is being used and the system is single-rooted (this implies that the system has a root class which has only one class version) the instance adaptation aspect can be woven into the root class version and rewoven only if the instance adaptation strategy is modified. Versions of subclasses will need a small amount of code to be woven into them in order to access the functionality.
woven in the root class. This code can be separated in an aspect if a generic calling mechanism is being used. Otherwise, it can reside in aspects containing the adaptation routines.

![Two Possible Aspect Structures](image)

**Fig. 3. Two Possible Aspect Structures**

The above discussion shows that aspects help in separating the instance adaptation strategy from the class versions. Behaviour of the adaptation routines can be modified within the aspects instead of modifying them within each class version. If a different instance adaptation strategy needs to be employed only the aspects need to be modified without having the problem of updating the various class versions. These are automatically updated to use the new strategy (and the new adaptation routines) when the aspects are rewoven. The need to reweave can easily be identified by a simple run-time check based on timestamps.

The approach has been implemented as part of the SADES evolution system [39, 40, 41, 43, 45] which has been built as a layer on top of the commercially available Jasmine object database management system. Applications can be bound to particular class versions or a common interface for the class. An example of switching between two different instance adaptation strategies in the SADES system is discussed in the following section.

### 4 Example Instance Adaptation Strategies

In this section we discuss the use of two different instance adaptation strategies in SADES: error handlers from ENCORE [47] and update/backdate methods from CLOSQL [33]. The example aims to demonstrate the flexibility of the approach. We first discuss how to implement the error handlers strategy using our approach. We then present the implementation of the update/backdate methods strategy. This is followed by a description of seamless transformation from one instance adaptation strategy to another.

---

We have employed the aspect structure in fig. 3(b) in SADES as the class hierarchy is single-rooted with strictly one version for the root class. Versions of all classes directly or indirectly inherit from this root class version. Although not shown in the following example, it should be assumed that appropriate code has been woven into the class versions to access the adaptation strategy woven into the root class version.

4.1 Error Handlers

We first consider the instance adaptation strategy of ENCORE [47]. As shown in figure 4, applications access instances of a class through a version set interface which is the union of the properties and methods defined by all versions of the class. Error handlers are employed to trap incompatibilities between the version set interface and the interface of a particular class version. These handlers also ensure that objects associated with the class version exhibit the version set interface. As shown in fig. 4(b) if a new class version modifies the version set interface (e.g. if it introduces new properties and methods) handlers for the new properties and methods are introduced into all the former versions of the type. On the other hand, if creation of a new class version does not modify the version set interface (e.g. if the version is introduced because properties and methods have been removed), handlers for the removed properties and methods are added to the newly created version (cf. fig. 4(c)).

![Diagram showing error handlers in ENCORE](image)

Fig. 4. Error Handlers in ENCORE

The introduction of error handlers in former class versions is a significant overhead especially when, over the lifetime of the database, a substantial number of class versions exist prior to the creation of a new one. If the behaviour of some handlers needs to be changed maintenance has to be performed on all the class versions in which the handlers were introduced. To demonstrate our approach we have chosen the scenario in fig. 4(b). Similar solutions can be employed for other cases. As shown in fig. 5(a), instead of introducing the handlers into the former class versions they are encapsulated in an aspect. In this case one aspect serves all the class versions existing prior to the creation of the new one. Links between aspects and class
versions are open [20] as an aspect needs to know about the various class versions it can be applied to while a class version needs to be aware of the aspect that needs to be woven to exhibit a specific interface. Fig. 5(b) depicts the case when an application attempts to access the age and height attributes in an object associated with version 1 of class Person. The aspect containing the handlers is woven into the particular class version. The handlers then simulate (to the application) the presence of the missing attributes in the associated object.

Fig. 5. Error Handlers in SADES using the Flexible Approach

4.2 Update/Backdate Methods

We now discuss implementation of the instance adaptation strategy of CLOSQL [33] using our approach. In CLOSQL, unlike ENCORE, instances are converted between class versions instead of emulating the conversion. The conversion is reversible, hence allowing instances to be freely converted between various versions of their particular class. When a new class version is created the maintainer specifies update functions for all the attributes in the class version. An update function specifies what is to happen to the particular attribute when it is converted to a newer class version. Backdate functions provide similar functionality for the conversion to older class versions. All the update and backdate functions for the class version are grouped into an update method and a backdate method respectively. Applications are bound to the class versions. Therefore, the access interface is that of the particular class version being used to access an object. When an instance is converted some of the attribute values can be lost (if the class version used for conversion does not define some of the attributes whose values exist in the instance prior to conversion). This is addressed by storing removed attribute values separately.
Figure 6 shows the implementation of the update/backdate methods strategy using our approach. As shown in fig. 6(a) an aspect containing an update method is associated with version 1 of class Person in order to convert instances associated with version 1 to version 2. An aspect containing a backdate method to convert instances associated with version 2 to version 1 is also introduced. Although not shown in fig. 6(a) when an instance is converted from class Person version 2 to version 1 a storage aspect will be associated with the converted instance in order to store removed information. Fig. 6(b) depicts the case when an application attempts to access an object associated with version 1 of class Person using the class definition in version 2. The aspect containing the update method is woven into version 1. The method then converts the accessed object to the definition in version 2. The converted object is now associated with the new class version definition (i.e. version 2) and returns information to the application.
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**Fig. 6.** Update/Backdate Methods in SADES using the Flexible Approach

### 4.3 Changing the Instance Adaptation Strategy

This section describes how the flexible approach allows seamless transformation from one instance adaptation strategy to another. As discussed earlier such a need can arise due to application/scenario specific adaptation requirements or the availability of a more efficient strategy. We assume that the system initially employs the error handlers strategy (as shown in fig. 5) and discuss how this strategy can be replaced by the update/backdate methods strategy (as shown in fig. 6). In order to adopt this new strategy in SADES the aspect containing the instance adaptation strategy in fig. 3(b) (in this case error handlers) is replaced by an aspect encapsulating the new strategy (in this case update/backdate methods). The instance adaptation strategy aspect is reweoven into the root class version. There is no need to reweave access from subclass versions as the code for this is independent of the instance adaptation strategy in SADES. The aspects containing the handlers are replaced by those containing update/backdate methods. Let us assume that the scenario in fig. 6 corresponds to the
one in fig. 5 after the instance adaptation strategy has been changed. As shown in fig. 6(a) the aspect containing error handlers for version 1 of class Person will be replaced with an aspect containing an update method to convert instances associated with version 1 to version 2. An aspect containing a backdate method to convert instances associated with version 2 to version 1 will also be introduced. Since the approach is based on dynamic weaving the new aspects will be woven into the particular class version when required. It should be noted that it is also possible to automatically generate the aspects encapsulating update/backdate methods from those containing error handlers and vice versa. This eases the programmer’s task who can edit the generated aspects if needed.

5 Related Work

A number of approaches have been employed to ensure structural consistency. [7, 9] provide theoretical foundations for the purpose. [13] proposes the use of a special consistency checking tool. [14] employs transformation functions and object migration. [5] suggests screening deleted or modified information from application programs instead of deleting or modifying it physically. Only conversion functions have access to the screened information. The screening information and transformation functions can be encapsulated in aspects. [25] exploits the difference between old and new definitions through a program generator used to produce transformation programs and tables. A similar approach can be employed to generate required aspects upon creation of a new class version.

Separation of concerns in object-oriented databases has been explicitly considered in [44] which identifies some of the cross-cutting concerns in object databases and proposes an aspect-oriented extension to capture these explicitly. Some existing work has also addressed separation of concerns implicitly. The concept of object version derivation graphs [31] separates version management from the objects. A similar approach is proposed by [39, 40, 41, 43, 45] where version derivation graphs manage both object and class versioning. Additional semantics for object and class versioning are provided separately from the general version management technique. [30] employs propagation patterns [27, 28] to exploit polymorphic reuse mechanisms in order to minimise the effort required to manually reprogram methods and queries due to schema modifications. Propagation patterns are behavioural abstractions of application programs and define patterns of operation propagation by reasoning about the behavioural dependencies among co-operating objects. [42] implements inheritance links between classes using semantic relationships which are first class-objects. The inheritance hierarchy can be changed by modifying the relationships instead of having to alter actual class definitions. In the hologram approach proposed by [2] an object is implemented by multiple instances representing its many faceted nature. These instances are linked together through aggregation links in a specialisation hierarchy. This makes objects dynamic since they can migrate between the classes of a hierarchy hence making schema changes more pertinent.
6 Conclusions

We have proposed a flexible approach for instance adaptation during class versioning. The approach has been implemented as part of the SADES system. Changes to the instance adaptation strategies in existing systems are expensive due to the cross-cutting nature of the instance adaptation code. The adaptation routines are spread across various class versions making maintenance difficult. We have employed aspects to separate the instance adaptation code from the class versions. This localises the effect of any changes to the instance adaptation code. As a result the behaviour of adaptation routines can be modified in a cost-effective manner. It is also possible to seamlessly move to an entirely different instance adaptation strategy. This has been demonstrated by using error handlers and update/backdate methods as examples. Our approach also allows multiple instance adaptation strategies to coexist in the system. This makes it possible to use different strategies for different parts of the system or to use one strategy when data is accessed using one application and a different one when using another application.

One of the essential requirements for the approach to be effective is the need for a highly efficient weaver. Reflecting on experiences with our initial prototype we are building a sophisticated weaver for the purpose. Our future work will explore the applicability of the approach in systems employing schema evolution and schema versioning as evolution strategies. We are also interested in developing an aspect-oriented evolution framework for object-oriented databases.
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1 Introduction

Not only is it difficult to pre-determine the database schema for many complex applications during the first pass, but worst yet application requirements typically change over time. For example [17] documents the extent of schema evolution during the development and the initial use of a health management system at several hospitals. There was an increase of 139% in the number of relations and an increase of 274% in the number of attributes, and every relation in the schema was changed at least once during the nineteen-month period of the study. In another study [13], significant changes (about 59% of attributes on the average) were reported for seven applications which ranged from project tracking, real estate inventory and accounting to government administration of the skill trades and apprenticeship programs. These studies reveal that schema changes are an inevitable task not only during the development of a project but also once a project has become operational. For this reason, most object-oriented database systems (OODB) today support some form of schema evolution [18,3, 14,10].

The state of the art in OODB evolution is to offer seamless change management by providing transparency between the database schema and the application source files representing the schema. Systems such as ObjectStore [14] allow users to directly edit the application source leaving the OODB system to handle the propagation of this sequence of changes to the database schema. Other systems such as Itasca [10] provide a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows the users to specify a set of their schema changes graphically while the system again is responsible for propagating the schema changes to the database. Other systems such as O2 [18,2], TESS [12] and SERF [5] all deal with more advanced schema changes, such as merging of two classes, which are often composed of a sequence of schema evolution primitives. All of these systems deal with applying not a single schema change but a sequence of schema changes to the underlying database.

Unfortunately, schema evolution remains a very expensive process both in terms of system resource consumption as well as database unavailability [9]. Even a single simple schema evolution primitive (such as add-attribute to a class) applied to a small database of 20,000 objects (approx. 4MB of data) has been reported to already take about 7.4 minutes [7]. With the current database technology for the specification of schema changes as a sequence of changes the performance of the system is further compromised, with evolution costs for large databases possibly escalating to hours, perhaps even days for entire sequences.

In previous work, researchers have looked at improving system availability during schema evolution by proposing execution strategies such as deferred execution [18,9]. No work, however, has been undertaken to actually optimize or reduce the sequence of operations that are being applied to a given schema. Kahler et al. [11] have looked at pre-execution optimization for reducing the number of update messages that are sent to maintain replicated sites in the context of distributed databases. In their approach, the messages are simple data updates on tuples. He sorts the number of messages by their tuple-identifier, and
then condenses (with merge or remove) the change history of the tuple into one update operation.

We now present a similar approach (merge, cancel, eliminate) for optimizing a sequence of schema evolution operations. Our optimization strategy, called CHOP, exploits two principles of schema evolution execution within one integrated solution:

- Minimize the number of schema evolution operations in a sequence by for example canceling or eliminating schema evolution operations. For example, adding an attribute and then deleting the same attribute is an obvious case of cancellation where neither operation needs to be executed.
- Merge the execution of all schema evolution changes that operate on one extent to amortize the cost of schema evolution over several schema changes. For example, consider a sequence that adds two or more attributes to the same class. Object updates for these done simultaneously can potentially half the cost of executing these sequentially.

To the best of our knowledge ours is the first effort to provide an optimization strategy for a sequence of changes prior to execution a la Kahler [11]. Our approach is orthogonal to the existing execution strategies for schema evolution, i.e., it can in fact be applied to both immediate and the deferred execution strategies [9].

To summarize, in this paper, we present a general strategy for the reduction of a given sequence of schema evolution operations prior to its actual execution. Our work is based on a taxonomy of schema evolution operations we developed for the ODMG object model but it can easily be applied to any other object model. We present here an analysis of the schema evolution operations and of the schema to characterize the conditions under which operations in a sequence can be optimized. Based on this analysis we present the merge, cancel and eliminate optimization functions and the conditions under which they can be applied. We have also been able to show both formally and experimentally that the order in which these functions are applied is not relevant for the final optimized sequence, i.e., they will all produce the same unique final sequence. As a conclusion to our work we also present a summary of our experimental results.

Outlook. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents the taxonomy of schema evolution primitives on which we base our analysis. Section 4 gives a formalization of the schema evolution operation properties. Section 5 presents the actual optimization functions while Section 6 describes how these are combined to form the overall CHOP strategy. Section 7 presents our experimental evaluation. We conclude in Section 8.

2 Related Work

Current commercial OODBs such as Itasca [10], GemStone [3], ObjectStore [14], and O₂ [18] all provide some schema evolution - be it a set of schema evolution
primitives or some mechanism for global changes. Some work in schema evolution has focused on the areas of optimization and database availability, in particular on deciding when and how to modify the database to address concerns such as efficiency and availability. In [9,8], a deferred execution strategy is proposed for the O2 database system that maintains a history of schema evolution operations for a class and migrates objects only when actually accessed by the user. This allows not only for high database availability but also amortizes the cost of the object transformations with that of a query lookup. However, no optimizations are applied to this sequence of schema evolution operation(s) and the performance of this deferred mechanism deteriorates as the set of queried objects grows larger. Our approach, while primarily optimizing the immediate update mode, also complements the deferred mechanism by offering time savings as the queried set of objects and the number of schema evolution operations to be applied on it grows larger.

Similar work has also been done in database log recovery mechanisms. In [11], Kahler et. al use hashing to compute the net effect of changes in a log by eliminating and/or collapsing redundant log entries due to insert-remove pairs, replace-remove pairs, etc. We use a similar approach (cancel and eliminate optimizations) for removing redundancy from a sequence of schema evolution sequences. The focus of work is however, beyond simply condensing all changes into one change. In this work, we have shown that if one or more optimizations are applied, giving precedence to one over the other is immaterial as they all lead to the same minimal optimized sequence of operations. Segev et al. have applied similar pre-execution optimizations for updating distributed materialized views since data sequences of updates must be shipped from the base tables to the view [16].

3 Background - Taxonomy of Schema Evolution Primitives

The CHOP approach is based on the Object Model as presented in the ODMG Standard [4]. The ODMG object model encompasses the most commonly used object models and standardizes their features into one object model, thus increasing the portability and applicability of our prototype. Here we present a taxonomy of schema evolution primitives (Table 1) that we have defined for the ODMG model based on the other data models as O2 or Itasca [18,3,14,10]. The taxonomy given in Table 1 is a complete set of schema evolution primitives such that it subsumes every possible type of schema change [1]. The taxonomy is the essential [19] set of schema evolution primitives, i.e., each primitive updates the schema and the objects in a unique way that cannot be achieved by a simple composition of the other primitives.
Table 1. The Taxonomy of Schema Evolution Primitives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Capacity Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>add-class((c, C))</td>
<td>Add new class (c) to (C) in schema (S(A,C))</td>
<td>augmenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delete-class((c))</td>
<td>Delete class (c) from (C) in schema (S) if subclasses((C)) = (\emptyset) ((DC))</td>
<td>reducing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rename-class((c_x, c_y))</td>
<td>Rename class (c_x) to (c_y) ((CCN))</td>
<td>preserving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add-ISA-edge((c_x, c_y))</td>
<td>Add an inheritance edge from (c_x) to (c_y) ((AE))</td>
<td>augmenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delete-ISA-edge((c_x, c_y))</td>
<td>Delete the inheritance edge from (c_x) to (c_y) ((DE))</td>
<td>reducing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add-attribute((c_x, a_x))</td>
<td>Add attribute (a_x) to class (c_x) ((AA))</td>
<td>augmenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delete-attribute((c_x, a_x))</td>
<td>Delete the attribute (a_x) from the class (c_x) ((DA))</td>
<td>reducing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rename-attribute((a_x, b_x, c_x))</td>
<td>Rename the attribute (a_x) to (b_x) in the class (c_x) ((CAN))</td>
<td>preserving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Foundations of Schema Evolution Sequence Analysis

To establish a foundation for our optimization principles we have developed a formal characterization of the schema evolution operations, their impact on the schema, as well as their interactions within a sequence. Due to space constraints we only summarize these characterizations here. For more details please see [6].

Table 2 defines the various relationships that can exist in general between schema evolution operations. Table 3 applies these to the schema evolution operation presented in Table 1.

Table 2. Classification of Operation Properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation Relation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>same-operation-as</td>
<td>(\text{op1} \text{ is same-operation-as } \text{op2}) if they both have the same operation name irrespective of the particular parameters they are being applied to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inverse-operation-of</td>
<td>(\text{op1} \text{ is inverse-operation-of } \text{op2}) if the effects of one operation (\text{op1}) could be canceled (reversed) by the effects of the other operation (\text{op2}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>super-operation-of</td>
<td>(\text{op1} \text{ is super-operation-of } \text{op2}) if the functionality of (\text{op1}) superimposes the functionality of (\text{op2}), i.e., (\text{op1}) achieves as part of its functionality also the effects of (\text{op2})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Classification of Operation Properties for the Schema Evolution Taxonomy in Table 1 (with same = same-operation-as, inverse = inverse-operation-of and super = super-operation-of).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AC()</th>
<th>DC()</th>
<th>CCN()</th>
<th>AA()</th>
<th>DA()</th>
<th>CAN()</th>
<th>AE()</th>
<th>DE()</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC()</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>inverse</td>
<td>same/ inverse</td>
<td>super</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC()</td>
<td>inverse</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>super</td>
<td>super</td>
<td>super</td>
<td>super</td>
<td>super</td>
<td>super</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE()</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, for optimization it is not sufficient to categorize the schema evolution operations based on just their functionality. It is important to also know the parameters, i.e., the context in which these operations are applied. Table 4 presents the schema element relationships.

Table 4. Classification of Schema Element Relations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schema Relation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>definedIn</td>
<td>gives the scope for all schema elements (from ODMG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extendedBy</td>
<td>gives the inheritance relationship of schema elements of the type Class (from ODMG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>same-as</td>
<td>gives the identity of a class or a property based on unique name in given scope (CHOP extension).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aliasedTo</td>
<td>gives the derivation of a schema element from another element through a series of name modifications (CHOP extension).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the operation properties (Table 2) and the context properties (Table 4) provide necessary criteria for when an optimization function can be applied, they are not always sufficient in the context of a sequence. Here we briefly summarize the relationships of operations in a sequence.

- **Schema-Invariant Order Property.** When operation op1 is sameAs op2, we identify the schema-invariant-order property as:
  - For two capacity-augmenting and capacity-reducing operations, op1 is in schema-invariant-order with op2 if the order of their parameters is the same.
  - For capacity-preserving operations, op1 is in schema-invariant-order with op2 if the order of their parameters is reversed.
Object-Invariant-Order Property - \( \text{op}_1 \) is object-invariant-order with \( \text{op}_2 \), if \( \text{op}_1 \) is capacity-augmenting and \( \text{op}_2 \) is capacity-reducing and in the sequence of evolution operations the capacity-augmenting operation appears prior to the capacity-reducing operation. There is no specific object-invariant-order for the capacity-preserving operations.

Dependency Property - The schema elements used as parameters by the two operations \( \text{op}_1 \) and \( \text{op}_2 \) being considered for optimization must not be referred to by any other operation which is placed between the two operations in the sequence.

5 The CHOP Optimization Functions

The integral component of the CHOP optimization algorithm are the optimization functions that can be applied to pairs of schema evolution operations within the context of their resident schema evolution operation sequence. In this section we present the general description of an optimization function and three instantiations of the optimization functions (merge, cancel, eliminate), that we have formulated for the optimization of the primitive set of schema evolution operations given in Section 3.

5.1 An Optimization Function

The crux of the CHOP optimization algorithm is an optimization function which takes as input two schema evolution operations and produces as output zero or one schema evolution operation, thereby reducing the sequence of the schema evolution operations. Formally, we define an optimization function as follows:

**Definition 1.** Given a schema evolution operation sequence \( \Sigma, \text{op}_1, \text{op}_2 \ldots \text{op}_n \) with \( \text{op}_1 \) before \( \text{op}_2 \) (i.e., if the index position \( i \) of \( \text{op}_1 \) is less than the index position \( j \) of \( \text{op}_2 \) in \( \Sigma \), index(\text{op}_1) = i < j = index(\text{op}_2) \)), an optimization function \( F_{\Sigma} \) produces as output an operation \( \text{op}_3 \) which is placed in the sequence \( \Sigma \) at the index position \( i \) of the first operation, \( \text{op}_1 \). The operation at index position \( j \) is set to a no-op. The operations \( \text{op}_1, \text{op}_2 \) and \( \text{op}_3 \) can be either schema evolution primitives as described in Table 1 or complex evolution operations as defined in Section 5.2.

A major requirement for the CHOP optimization is to reduce the number of schema evolution operations in a sequence such that the final schema produced by this optimized sequence is consistent and is the same as the one that would have been produced by the unoptimized sequence for the same input schema. Thus, an optimization function must not in any way change the nature of the schema evolution operations or the order in which they are executed. Towards that goal, any optimization function must observe several properties characterized below.
Invariant-Preserving-Output Operations. Schema evolution operations guarantee the consistency of the schema and the database by preserving the invariants defined for the underlying object model [1]. An important property of the optimization function therefore is for its output (any of its output operations) to also preserve the schema consistency by preserving the invariants defined for the object model.

Schema-State Equivalent. Above all an optimization function must guarantee correctness, i.e., the schema produced by output of the optimization function (optimized sequence) must be the same as the schema produced by the unoptimized sequence when applied to the same input schema. This property can in fact be proven formally. In [6] we provide a formal set of definitions and proofs for this.

Relative-Order Preserving. As discussed in Section 4, the order in which the schema evolution operations appear with respect to one another in a sequence is relevant to the application of an optimization function. This relative order of an operation op1 in a sequence is defined by its index, index(op1), with respect to the index of the other operations, e.g., index(op2), in the sequence. For example, if index(op1) < index(op2), then op1 is before op2 in the sequence, denoted by op1 < op2. Operations executed out-of-order can cause unexpected variance in the final output schema. For example, consider two operations in a sequence with the order as given here: < DA(C,a), AA(C,a) >. When executed in the order given the attribute a is first deleted from the class C and then re-added. However, all of the information stored in the attribute a is lost. Now, switching the order of execution of the two operations leads to a very different schema.

Thus, it is essential for an optimized sequence to preserve the relative-order of the input sequence.

Using the above stated properties, we now refine the definition of an optimization function as follows:

Definition 2 (Optimization Function.). Any optimization function in CHOP defined as in Definition 1 must be invariant-preserving, schema-state-equivalence preserving and relative-order preserving.

For the CHOP approach, we define three such optimization functions, Merge, Eliminate and Cancel.

5.2 The Merge Optimization Function

The time taken for performing a schema evolution operation is largely determined by the page fetch and page flush times [7]. In our proposed CHOP approach we amortize the page fetch and flush costs over several operations by collecting
all transformations on the same set of objects and performing them simultaneously. A collection of schema evolution operations for the same class which affect the same set of objects, i.e., it is possible to perform all the object transformations for these operations during the same page fetch and flush cycle, is called a complex operation denoted by \(< \text{op}_1, \ldots, \text{op}_k >\), with \(k \geq 2\). For two complex operations, \(\text{op}_1 = < \text{op}_j, \ldots, \text{op}_j >\) and \(\text{op}_2 = < \text{op}_m, \ldots, \text{op}_n >\), the operation pairs \((\text{op}_j, \text{op}_m)\) and \((\text{op}_n, \text{op}_j)\) are termed complex-representative pairs.

Definition 3. Merge is an optimization function (Definition 2) that takes as input a pair of schema evolution operations, either primitive or complex, \(\text{op}_1\) and \(\text{op}_2\), and produces as output a complex operation \(\text{op}_3 = < \text{op}_1, \text{op}_2 >\). If one or both of the input operations are a complex operation, e.g., \(\text{op}_1 = < \text{op}_i, \text{op}_j >\) and \(\text{op}_2 = < \text{op}_m, \text{op}_n >\), then a relative order within the complex operations \(\text{op}_3\) is maintained such that the output operation \(\text{op}_3 = < \text{op}_i, \text{op}_j, \text{op}_m, \text{op}_n >\). The input operations \(\text{op}_1\) and \(\text{op}_2\) must satisfy:

- Context Property
  - If \(\text{op}_1\) and \(\text{op}_2\) are related by the same-operation-as property, then their context parameters must be defined in same scope.
  - If \(\text{op}_1\) and \(\text{op}_2\) are related by the super-operation-of property, then for the sub-operation the definedIn scope of the context must be the same as the context of the super-operation.
  - If \(\text{op}_1\) and \(\text{op}_2\) are related by the inverse-operation-of property, then the context of \(\text{op}_1\) must be same as the context of \(\text{op}_2\) and definedIn same scope.

- Dependency Property must hold.

When one or both of the input operations \(\text{op}_1\) and \(\text{op}_2\) are complex, then all the merge conditions given above must be satisfied by at least one pair of operations in the complex operation. This is the complex-representative pair.

A complex operation is thus a sub-sequence of schema evolution operations and other optimization functions (cancel and eliminate) can be applied on the primitive schema evolution operations inside of a complex operation. However, the merge optimization function itself cannot be applied inside of a complex operation as this can lead to infinite recursion.

---

1 This merge of operations relies on the underlying OODB system to be able to separate the schema evolution operation into a schema change at the Schema Repository level and into object transformations at the database level.
5.3 The Eliminate Optimization Function

In some cases a further optimization beyond merge may be possible. For example, while it is possible to merge DA(Employee, name) and DC(Employee) the execution of DC(Employee) makes the prior execution of DA(Employee, name) redundant. Hence, some operations may be optimized beyond a merge by being completely eliminated by other operations, thus reducing the transformation cost by one operation.

**Definition 4. Eliminate** is an optimization function as defined in Definition 2 that takes as input a pair of schema evolution primitives $op_1$ and $op_2$ and produces as output $op_3$, such that $op_3 = op_1$ if $op_1 = \text{super-operation-of} (op_2)$ or $op_3 = op_2$ if $op_2 = \text{super-operation-of} (op_1)$. The input operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ must satisfy:

- **Operation Property** such that either $op_1 = \text{super-operation-of} (op_2)$ or $op_2 = \text{super-operation-of} (op_1)$,
- **Context Property** such that the $\text{definedIn}$ scope of the sub-operation is $\text{sameAs}$ the context parameter of the super-operation, and
- **Dependency Property** must hold.

5.4 The Cancel Optimization Function

In some scenarios further optimization beyond a merge and eliminate may be possible. Some schema evolution operations are inverses of each other, for example, AA(Employee, age) adds an attribute and DA(Employee, age) removes that attribute. A cancel optimization thus takes as input two schema evolution operations and produces as output a no-op operation, i.e., an empty operation that does nothing.

**Definition 5. Cancel** is an optimization function as in Definition 2 which takes as input a pair of schema evolution primitives $op_1$ and $op_2$ and produces as output $op_3$, where $op_3 = \text{no-op}$, an empty operation, assuming the input operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ satisfy:

- **Operation Property** such that $op_1$ and $op_2$ are related by the $\text{inverse-operation-of}$ property,
- **Context Property** such that $op_1$ and $op_2$ are $\text{definedIn}$ the same scope and $op_1$ is $\text{sameAs}$ $op_2$,
- **Schema-Invariant-Order Property** for capacity-reducing operations must hold, and
- **Object-Invariant-Order Property** must hold, and
- **Dependency Property** must hold.
6 CHOP Optimization Strategy

The CHOP optimization algorithm iteratively applies the three classes of optimization functions: **merge**, **eliminate**, and **cancel** introduced in Section 5 until the algorithm terminates and a minimal solution is found.

However, before we can address the issue of minimality it is necessary to examine two issues: (1) if one or more functions are applicable, is choosing the right function essential? and (2) when there are more than one pair of operations that can be optimized, is choosing the right pair essential?

**Choosing the Right Optimization Function.** We note that the conditions under which the **merge** optimization function can be applied is a *superset* of the conditions under which an **eliminate** or a **cancel** can be applied, while the conditions under which a **cancel** and an **eliminate** can be applied are mutually exclusive. Thus, often a **merge** can be applied to a pair of operations where either an **eliminate** or a **cancel** can be also applied. However, as these optimizations offer different degrees of reduction for a pair of schema evolution operations (with **merge** offering the least and **cancel** the most), choosing the optimization function that offers the most reduction is very desirable.

We can however formally show that doing a **merge** where a **cancel** or an **eliminate** is also applicable does not prevent the application of a **cancel** or an **eliminate** during the next iterative application of these functions. A formalization of this property and its proof can be found in [6].

**Operation Dependencies and Optimization Functions.** An important criteria for the successful application of any of the three optimization functions is that the *Dependency Property* as given in Section 4 must hold. That is, there must be no reference to the schema elements used as parameters in the two operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ being considered for optimization by any other operation which is placed between the two operations in the sequence. However, the order in which the pairs of operations are selected can have an effect on this dependency.

Consider a sequence of three operations $op_1$, $op_2$, and $op_3$. Consider that the pairs $(op_1, op_2)$ and $(op_2, op_3)$ can be immediately optimized while a successful optimization of the pair $(op_1, op_3)$ requires removing the dependency operation $op_2$. In this case, there are two possibilities for applying the optimization functions on the pairs of operations. We could either apply the respective optimization functions on the pair $(op_1, op_2)$ and then on the pair $(op_2, op_3)$ and not be concerned about the optimization possibility between $op_1$ and $op_3$. Or we could first apply the optimization function on the pair $(op_2, op_3)$, reduce the dependency $op_2$ and then optimize the pair $(op_1, op_3)$. However, as before our goal is to achieve the maximum optimization possible.

\[\text{Note that in some cases } op_2 \text{ may not exist any more and hence optimizing } (op_2, op_3) \text{ may no longer be possible.}\]
We can formally show that the order of selection for pairs of schema evolution operations in a sequence for the application of one of the three optimization functions does not prevent the achievement of maximum optimization [6].

**Confluence.** While the main goal for the optimization is to achieve maximum optimization possible in an effort to reduce schema evolution costs, we also want to keep the overhead of optimizing to a minimal. However, there are multiple permutations and combinations of the optimization functions and the pairs of schema evolution operations that can potentially achieve the maximum optimization. Enumerating all the possible choices prior to selecting one for execution results in an exponential search space. This overhead from enumerating these choices alone would cancel any potential savings achieved by the optimization.

However, based on the function properties in [6], we can show that all possible combinations of optimization functions for a given sequence converge to one **unique minimal**, thereby eliminating the need to enumerate all the possible choices. The following states the theorem of confluence. We have formally and experimentally proven this result [6].

**Theorem 1. [Confluence Theorem]:** Given an input schema evolution sequence, $\Sigma_{in}$, all applicable combinations of optimization functions $f_i$ produce minimal resultant sequences $\Sigma_i$ that are all exactly the same.

### 7 Experimental Validation

We have conducted several experiments to not only evaluate the potential performance gains of the CHOP optimizer. Our experimental system, CHOP, was implemented as a pre-processing layer over the Persistent Storage Engine (PSE Pro2.0). All experiments were conducted on a Pentium II, 400MHz, 128Mb RAM running WindowsNT and Linux. We used a payroll schema (refer [6]). The schema was populated with 5000 objects per class in general or are otherwise indicated for each individual experiment. Due to lack of availability of a benchmark of typical sequences of schema evolution operations, the input sequences themselves were randomly generated sequences.

The applicability of CHOP is influenced by two criteria, the performance of the optimized vs the unoptimized sequence of schema evolution operations, and the degree of optimization achievable on average by the optimization functions of CHOP. Due to space limitations we only present a brief summary of our experimental observations. The details can be found in [6].

- The SE processing time for a sequence is directly proportional to the number of objects in the schema. Hence, for larger databases we can potentially have larger savings.
- The optimizer algorithm overhead is negligible when compared to the overall cost of performing the schema evolution operations themselves. Thus our optimization as a pre-processor offers a win-win solution for any system handling sequences of schema changes (Figure 1).
The degree of optimization increases with the increase in the number of class-related operations in the sequence. Hence, depending on the type of sequence, major improvements are possible (Figure 2).

A random application of the optimization functions on the same sequence resulted in the same final sequence of schema evolution operations.

We have experimentally tested that on a small-sized database of 20,000 objects per class, even the removal of a single schema evolution operation on a class already results in a time saving of at least 7000 ms. This time savings is directly proportional to the number of attributes and the extent size of a class thus offering huge savings for today’s larger and larger database applications.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the first optimization strategy for schema evolution sequences. CHOP minimizes a given schema evolution sequence through the iterative elimination and cancellation of schema evolution primitives on the one hand and the merging of the database modifications of primitives on the other hand. Important results of this work are the proof of correctness of the CHOP optimization, a proof for the termination of the iterative application of these functions, and their convergence to a unique and minimal sequence. A version of this system along with the SERF system has been implemented and was presented as a demo at SIGMOD’99 [15]. We have performed experiments on a prototype system that clearly demonstrate the performance gains achievable by this optimization strategy. For random sequences an average optimization of about 68.2% was achieved.
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Abstract. Data mining is the discovery of knowledge and useful information from the large amounts of data stored in databases. The emerging data mining tools and systems lead to the demand of a powerful data mining query language. The concepts of such a language for relational databases are discussed before. With the increasing popularity of object-oriented databases, it is important to design a data mining query language for such databases. The main objective of this paper is to propose an Object Data Mining Query Language (ODMQL) for object-oriented databases as an extension to the Object Query Language (OQL) proposed by the Object Data Management Group (ODMG) as a standard query language for object-oriented databases. The proposed language is implemented as a feature of an experimental object-oriented database management system that is developed as a testbed for research issues of object-oriented databases.

1. Introduction

Data Mining means the discovery of knowledge and useful information from the large amounts of data stored in databases [12]. There is a lot of research that has been conducted on data mining in relational databases to mine a specific kind of knowledge such as [3, 10, 15, 17, 18, 19]. Also, there are some data mining experimental systems that have been developed for relational databases, such as DBMiner [9], Explora [14], MineSet [5], Quest [2], etc. The objective of such systems is to mine different kinds of knowledge by offering isolated discovery features. Such systems cannot be embedded into a large application and typically offer just one knowledge discovery feature [13]. The ad hoc nature of knowledge discovery queries in large applications needs an efficient query language much more general than SQL, and this query language is called Data Mining Query Language (DMQL). An example of such language in relational databases is found in [11].

Although the wide variety of advanced database systems relying deeply on the object-oriented data model, there is no data mining query language for object-oriented databases. This motivates us to propose such a language in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design principles of object data mining query languages. Section 3 introduces the main features of the proposed language. A formal and complete definition of the language
is given in Section 4. Section 5 gives a large number of examples serving a wide variety of data mining requests. Section 6 discusses briefly the implementation of the language as a feature of ALEX object-oriented database management system [8, 16]. Section 7 summarizes the paper and presents different work to be done in the future.

2. Principles

The definition of data mining may imply that the two terms, Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, have the same meaning. However, there are some trials to distinguish between those two terms since the first international KDD conference in Montreal in 1995. It was proposed that the term Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) refers to the overall process of discovering useful knowledge from databases while Data Mining refers to a particular step in this process. This step considers specific algorithms for extracting specified patterns from data. The additional steps in the KDD process, which are essential before the step of data mining, are data selection, data preparation and data cleaning. Also, there is an additional step after data mining. That is the proper interpretation of the results of data mining algorithms.

Data Selection means to select the set of data in relevance to the knowledge discovery process. Data Preparation prepares the background knowledge helping in the data mining step. Data Cleaning applies some basic operations, such as the removal of noise and handling missing data fields, on data. Interpretation of the mined patterns involves the proper representation of the mined patterns to what may mean knowledge. It may involve visualization and/or evaluation. Hence, the main principle in designing a data mining query language is to support the specifications of four main primitives:
1. the set of data in relevance to the knowledge discovery process,
2. the background knowledge,
3. the justification of the interestingness of the knowledge (thresholds), and
4. the kind of knowledge to be discovered.

The first primitive can be specified in a way similar to that of an object query used to retrieve a set of objects from the database. The second primitive is a set of concept hierarchies which assist data mining process. The third primitive can be specified through a set of different mining thresholds depending on the kind of knowledge to be discovered, that is the fourth primitive, that can be specified by stating explicitly the type of knowledge to be mined in the current knowledge discovery process. In the next sub-sections, each one of these primitives, except the first, will be discussed in more detail.

2.1 Concept Hierarchies

A concept hierarchy defines a sequence of mappings from a set of concepts to their higher-level correspondences. Concept hierarchies represent necessary background knowledge to control the generalization process that is a preliminary step in most data mining algorithms. Generalization of an attribute means to replace its value by a higher one based on a concept hierarchy tree. For example, a person’s address can be
generalized from a detailed address, such as the street, into a higher leveled one, such as a district, a city, a country, etc. based on the concept hierarchy tree shown in Figure 1. Hence, generalization of an object means to generalize one or more of its properties using a pre-specified concept hierarchy tree for each property. The trees shown in Figures 1 show different levels of concepts. Note that the word “ANY” is a reserved word for the root of the tree. Using concept hierarchies, the knowledge mined from the database can be represented in terms of generalized concepts and stated in a simple and explicit form.

\[
\text{ANY} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{Egypt} \quad \text{Other} \\
\downarrow \downarrow \\
\text{Cairo} \quad \text{Alexandria} \quad \text{Suez} \\
\downarrow \downarrow \\
\text{Roushdy} \quad \text{Bolkly} \\
\downarrow \downarrow \\
\text{Moaskar} \quad \text{Souria} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{Excellent} \quad \text{Good} \quad \text{Fair} \\
\downarrow \downarrow \downarrow \\
3.5 - 4.0 \quad 3.0 - 3.5 \quad 2.5 - 3.5
\]

Fig. 1. (A) A concept hierarchy tree for the attribute “address”. (B) A concept hierarchy tree for the attribute “gpa”.

2.2 Rules

The extracted patterns may be represented in many forms according to the data mining method used. Some of those forms are classification trees, neural networks, multidimensional regression, or more generally rules. An example of such rules represented in first-order predicate calculus is

\[\text{x\_diagnosis = "Heart" And x\_sex = "Male" => x\_age > 50 [1200, 0.70]}\]

indicating that there are 1200 male persons with heart attack and that 70% of them are over 50.
A rule is composed of a Body, a Consequent, a Support, and a Confidence. The Body of the rule is the part before the implication operator representing the examined data. The Consequent is what follows the implication operator representing a discovered property for the examined data. The Support is the value representing the number of records in the whole data satisfying the body clause. The Confidence is the value representing the percentage of the records satisfying both the body and the consequent clauses to those satisfying only the body clause.

There are different types of knowledge to be discovered. Hence, there are so many types of rules including Characteristic, Discriminant, Classification, Association, Data Evolution, and Deviation rules according to the data mining method applied. The literature contains so many algorithms and techniques for mining these different kinds of rules from different kinds of databases. It is beyond the scope of this paper to refer to those algorithms. However, those different kinds of rules will be defined.

A characteristic rule is an assertion that characterizes the concepts satisfied by all or most of the objects in the set of relevant data. For example, the symptoms of a specific disease can be summarized by a characteristic rule. Another example characterizing graduate students is

\[
x_{\text{status}} = \text{"Graduate"} \implies (x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Egyptian"} \text{ And } x_{gpa} > 3.5 [0.75])
\]

indicating that a graduate student is either Egyptian with an excellent GPA (with 75% probability) or foreign with a good GPA (with 25% probability). The body of a characteristic rule contains the specification of the set of relevant data being characterized, while the consequent contains the characterizing attribute values.

A discriminant rule is an assertion that discriminates concepts of two contrasting sets of data. For example, to distinguish one disease from another, a discriminant rule should summarize the symptoms that discriminate this disease from the other. Another example discriminating graduate students from undergraduate ones is

\[
x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Foreign"} \text{ And } x_{gpa} > 3.5 \implies x_{\text{status}} = \text{"Graduate"} [1.00]
\]

\[
x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Egyptian"} \text{ And } x_{gpa} > 3.0 \implies x_{\text{status}} = \text{"Under"} [0.90]
\]

indicating that a foreign student with an excellent GPA is certainly a graduate, and an Egyptian student with a good GPA is an undergraduate with 90% probability. The consequent of a discriminant rule contains the specification of one of the two contrasting sets, while the body contains the discriminating attribute values.

A classification rule is a set of rules, which classifies the set of relevant data according to one or more specific attributes. For example, a classification rule can classify diseases into classes and provide the symptoms for each. Another example classifying students is

\[
x_{\text{status}} = \text{"Graduate"} \implies x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Egyptian"} [0.60] \text{ Or } x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Foreign"} [0.40]
\]

\[
x_{\text{status}} = \text{"Under"} \implies x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Egyptian"} [0.85] \text{ Or } x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Foreign"} [0.15]
\]

indicating that regarding the status and nationality, students are either graduates (60% Egyptians and 40% foreign) or undergraduates (85% Egyptians and 15% foreign). Each distinct value of the attribute, according to which the data is classified, must appear in the consequent of a rule. The body contains the classifying attribute values for each distinct value.

An association rule describes association relationships among the set of relevant data. For example, an association rule may discover a set of symptoms frequently occurring together. Another example is the one given in the beginning of this section.
Each attribute of the relevant set of data being examined can appear either in the body or in the consequent of the association rule according to its role in the rule.

A Data Evolution Rule reflects the general evolution behavior of the set of relevant data. Clearly, this kind of rules is valid only in time-related (temporal) data. For example, a data evolution rule can describe the major factors that influence the fluctuations of stock values through time. Another example is

\[ x_{\text{term}} = \text{"Previous"} \land x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Egyptian"} \implies x_{\text{gpa}} > 3.5 \] [0.80]

\[ x_{\text{term}} = \text{"Current"} \land x_{\text{nationality}} = \text{"Egyptian"} \implies x_{\text{gpa}} > 3.5 \] [0.70]

indicating that in the previous term, 80% of the Egyptian students had excellent GPA, but in the current term, only 70% of the Egyptian students have excellent GPA. A data evolution rule may be a characteristic rule describing the general behavior of a set of data fluctuating with time, just like the above example, or a discriminant rule comparing the behaviors of two different sets of data changing with time.

2.3 Thresholds

There are many kinds of thresholds that should be specified to control the mining process. The attribute threshold is the maximum number allowed of distinct values for an attribute in the generalized objects. It is specified independent of the kind of rules since it is considered in the generalization step before considering the kind of rules to be mined. The other kinds of thresholds depend on the specified type of rules being mined. For example, mining association rules should specify a support threshold that is the minimum support value of a rule, and a confidence threshold that is the minimum confidence value of a rule. Also, mining classification rules should specify a classification threshold such that further classification on a set of classified objects may become unnecessary if a substantial portion (no less than the specified threshold) of the classified objects belong to the same class.

3. Features

The proposed ODMQL allows the user (data miner) to write data mining queries and specify each primitive presented above in a OQL-like syntax. The following sub-Sections discuss the main features of the proposed language.

3.1 Kind of Rules

The proposed ODMQL supports the specification of the kind of rules to be extracted in the current query. Certainly, the specification should include the name of this kind and some other specifications according to the specified kind. For example, mining discriminant rules should specify the two contrasting classes. The kinds of rules supported are characteristic, discriminant, classification and association. There is no need to support explicitly data evolution rules since they can be considered as any other kind of rules with the specification of one or more time-related attributes in any part of the data mining query.
Note that in the following examples, the **bold** and *italic* words indicate keywords of the language. **Bold** ones must be written, while *italic* ones are selected from alternatives. The complete syntax will be discussed in Section 4.

**Example 1:**
```
mine for Characteristic rules
```

**Example 2:**
```
mine for Discriminant rules

contrasting x.status = "Graduate" with x.status = "Under"
```

**Example 3:**
```
mine for Classification rules

according to x.term
```

### 3.2 Relevant Data

The set of relevant data is specified in the proposed ODMQL just like the way in OQL replacing the word “`select`” with “`with relevance to`” to follow the meaning of the data mining query.

**Example 4:**
```
mine for Characteristic rules

with relevance to x.rationality, x.gpa

from Student x

where x.status = "Graduate"
```

### 3.3 Thresholds

The proposed ODMQL supports the specification of the previously discussed thresholds. Note that each attribute could have a different attribute threshold. Mentioning just one attribute threshold means that this threshold is applied for all the attributes.

**Example 5:**
```
mine for Association rules

with relevance to x.store, x.product, x.date

from Sales x

where x.date.year = "1998"

with thresholds (Attribute = 4, Support = 0.35, Confidence = 0.25)
```

**Example 6:**
```
mine for Characteristic rules

with relevance to x.rationality, x.gpa

from Student x

where x.status = "Graduate"

with thresholds (Attribute = 3, Attribute = 4)
```

### 3.4 Concept Hierarchies

The proposed ODMQL allows the user to specify concept hierarchies for the attributes of the schema. The specification includes both defining a new hierarchy, and modifying a pre-defined one. Note using the object type name before the attribute to distinguish that attribute.
Example 7: define hierarchy for Student.major :
ANY -> { Science, Art },
Science -> { Biology, Chemistry, Computer },
Art -> { Music, Literature, ... },
Chemistry -> { Analytical, Biochemistry, ... },
Music -> { Rock, Pop, Arabic, ... }

Example 8: define hierarchy for Student.gpa :
ANY -> { Excellent, Good, Fair },
Excellent -> [ 3.5 .. 4.0 ],
Good -> [ 3.0 .. 3.5 ],
Fair -> [ 2.5 .. 3.5 ]

Example 9: modify hierarchy for Student.gpa :
delete ANY -> Fair,
insert ANY -> { Average, Poor },
insert Average -> [ 1.5 .. 2.5 ],
insert Poor -> [ 0.0 .. 1.5 ],
update Good -> [ 2.5 .. 3.5 ]

Since object-oriented data model defines more data types other than numerical and string, such as collections and structures, the proposed ODMQL should allow the user to define concept hierarchies for such attributes. In the next two examples, “hobbies” is a collection attribute, and “address” is a structure attribute that has a member called “street”.

Example 10: define hierarchy for Student.hobbies :
ANY -> { Sport, Music, ... },
Sport -> { Football, Tennis, ... },
Music -> { Pop, Rock, ... }

Example 11: define hierarchy for Student.address.street :
ANY -> { Egypt, Other },
Egypt -> { Cairo, Alex, Suez },
Alex -> { Roshdy, Bolky },
Roshdy -> { Maaskar, Soura }

One of the concepts of the object-oriented database model is the inheritance [4], that is, a class (object type), called sub-class, can inherit the attributes and the methods of another class, so called super-class. The inheritance hierarchy describes the inheritance relationships between object types. Therefore, the inheritance hierarchy can be considered as the concept hierarchy of the entire object model. The proposed ODMQL, similar to the OQL, allows the user to reference the object itself same as an attribute. In this case, the inheritance hierarchy is automatically viewed as the concept hierarchy of this object without the need that the user defines this concept hierarchy. See Example 7 in Section 5.2.
4. Syntax

The proposed ODMQL syntax is given in an extended BNF grammar using the following notations:

- \{symbol\} represents zero or more occurrences of this symbol.
- [symbol] represents zero or one occurrence of this symbol.
- keyword represents a terminal of the grammar.
- <symbol> represents a non-terminal of the grammar.
- symbol1 | symbol2 represents either the first symbol or the second.

Note that in this grammar, any non-terminal without definition stands for a non-terminal of the OQL BNF presented in [6].

Grammar

\[ \text{ODMQL} ::= \text{<data minning query>} | \text{<concept hierarchy query>} \]
\[ \text{<data minning query>} ::= \text{<mining for <rule specification>}} \]
\[ \text{with relevance to <projection attribute>}} \]
\[ \text{<projection attribute>} \{ \text{<variable declaration>} {, \text{<variable declaration>}} \} \]
\[ \text{<variable declaration>} \{ \text{<query>}} \]
\[ <\text{rule specification}> ::= \text{<characteristic rule> | <association rule> | <classification rule>}} \]
\[ <\text{threshold}> ::= <\text{threshold type}> - <\text{numeric value}> \]
\[ <\text{threshold type}> ::= \text{Attribute | Support | Confidence | Classification} \]
\[ <\text{concept hierarchy query}> ::= \text{<define hierarchy> | <modify hierarchy>}} \]
\[ \text{<define hierarchy>} ::= \text{<define hierarchy for <projection>}} \]
\[ \text{<define hierarchy for <projection>}} ::= \text{\text{ANY} -> <concept set> \{, <concept definition>\}} \]
\[ \text{<modify hierarchy> ::= \text{<modify hierarchy for <projection>}} \]
\[ \text{<modify hierarchy for <projection>}} ::= \text{<modification> \{, <modification>\}} \]
\[ \text{<modification> ::= \text{<delete concept>} | <concept> | <insert concept definition> | <update concept definition>}} \]
\[ \text{<concept definition>} ::= \text{<concept>} \rightarrow <\text{concept set}} \]
\[ \text{<concept set>} ::= \text{\text{ANY} | <string literal>}} \]
\[ \text{<numeric value>} ::= <\text{integer literal}} | <\text{float literal}> \]

5. Examples

In this Section, we try to develop extensive examples to show the various capabilities of the proposed ODMQL. The examples presented here are grouped into two sub-sections, one for the concept hierarchy queries, and the other for the data mining queries.
5.1 Concept Hierarchy Queries

Example 1 shows how to define the concept hierarchy shown in Figure 1(A) for a member of a structure attribute.

**Example 1:**

```plaintext
define hierarchy for Student.address.street :
    ANY -> { Egypt, Other },
    Egypt -> { Cairo, Alex, Suez },
    Alex -> { Rouschy, Boiky },
    Rouschy -> { Moaskar, Soura }
```

Example 2 shows how to define a concept hierarchy for a numerical attribute. Example 3 shows how to modify that previously created concept hierarchy by insertion of new concepts, deletion of pre-existing ones, and updating the values of pre-existing ones. Figure 2 shows the concept hierarchy tree before and after the modification.

**Example 2:**

```plaintext
define hierarchy for Employee.salary :
    ANY -> { Low, Big },
    Low -> [ 0 .. 1500 ],
    Big -> [ 1500 .. 5000 ]
```

**Example 3:**

```plaintext
modify hierarchy for Employee.salary :
    insert ANY -> { Medium, High },
    delete ANY -> Big,
    update Low -> [ 0 .. 500 ],
    insert Medium -> [ 500 .. 2000 ],
    insert High -> [ 2000 .. 5000 ]
```

![Diagram](attachment:concept_hierarchy_diagram.png)

**Fig. 2.** A concept hierarchy tree for the attribute “salary”.
5.2 Data Mining Queries

Example 4 shows a query to mine the characteristic rules related to the attributes “nationality” and “gpa” of the graduate students. Each attribute has its own attribute threshold.

Example 4:

```
mine for Characteristic rules 
with relevance to x.nationality, x.gpa
from Student x 
where x.status = "Graduate"
with threshold ( Attribute = 3, Attribute = 4 )
```

Example 5 shows a query to mine the discriminant rules contrasting graduate students with undergraduates in the computer science department according to the attributes “nationality” and “gpa”.

Example 5:

```
mine for Discriminant rules 
contrasting s.status = "Graduate" with s.status = "Under"
with relevance to s.nationality, s.gpa
from Student s
where s.into.name = "cs"
with threshold ( Attribute = 5, Confidence = 0.90 )
```

Example 6 shows a query to mine the classification rules, related to the attribute “nationality”, which classify the graduate students according to their departments. Note using a path expression s.into.id in the according to clause since it is supported in the object-oriented data model. This path expression means the department id of this student since s.into refers to an object of the class department and id is an attribute of that class.

Example 6:

```
mine for Classification rules
according to s.into.id
with relevance to s.nationality
from Student s
where s.status = "Graduate"
with thresholds ( Attribute = 4, Classification = 0.85 )
```

Example 7 shows a query to mine the association rules, related to the attributes “hobbies”, “age” and the object identifier of the department class, considering only the graduate students. Note using two classes in the from clause and an explicit join condition in the where clause. Note also the possibility to use a set-valued attribute “hobbies” and a method “age” which calculates the age from the attribute “birth_date”. Note also that mentioning the object itself in the relevance attributes means the object identifier that is generalized using the inheritance hierarchy.

Example 7:

```
mine for Association rules 
with relevance to s.hobbies, d.age ()
from Student s, Department d
where ( s.status = "Graduate" ) And ( s.into.id = d.id )
with thresholds ( Attribute = 4, Support = 0.75, Confidence = 0.85 )
```

Example 8 shows a query to mine the discriminant rules contrasting the sales performed in 1998 with those performed in 1997 according to the attributes “store”
and “product”. Those rules may be considered as data evolution rules comparing the behaviors of some data in two contrasting times.

Example 8:

```
mine for Discriminant rules
contrasting x.date.year = "1998" with x.date.year = "1997"
with relevance to x.store, x.product
from Sales x
with threshold ( Attribute = 5 )
```

6. Implementation

The proposed Object Data Mining Query Language (ODMQL) is a simple language used to mine knowledge from object-oriented databases. Integration of such language into the ALEX object-oriented database management system [8] makes it possible to examine this language and extract knowledge from object-oriented databases. ALEX is a continuous research project whose objective is to build an OODBMS that follows the standards put forward by the Object Data Management Group (ODMG) to be used as a testbed for developing and evaluating different query processing algorithms, indexing techniques, clustering techniques, and data mining tools for Object-Oriented Databases.

The ALEX system enables the user to define the object database model through an Object Definition Language (ODL), and to build queries about the data through an Object Query Language (OQL). Also, the system enables the user to write the object methods code using the C++ language, and to call these methods through the OQL.

![Data Mining subsystem in ALEX](image-url)
The proposed language is integrated into ALEX by implementing an ODMQL processor that executes the data mining statements (Figure 3). The ODMQL processor includes a parser that parses the statements, a concept hierarchy manager that manipulates the concept hierarchies, and data mining techniques to mine the different kinds of rules supported. The ODMQL processor uses the OQL processor to retrieve the set of relevant objects that will participate in the current data mining process.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a new query language for mining object-oriented databases is proposed. The concepts and features of this language are outlined, and its syntax grammar is presented. Also, some examples of queries written in that language are encountered. Finally, the implementation of this language is discussed.

This language can be extended to support other kinds of knowledge that can be discovered from databases such as data deviations and clusters.

Other kinds of databases such as spatial databases, multimedia databases and video databases must be examined to discuss the design of data mining query languages for them.
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Abstract. In this paper, we try to outline the goodness of using an O-O model on designing multidimensional Data Marts. We argue that multidimensional modeling is lacking in semantics, which can be obtained by using the O-O paradigm. Some benefits that could be obtained by doing this are classified in six O-O-Dimensions (i.e. Classification/Instantiation, Generalization/Specialization, Aggregation/Decomposition, Behavioural, Derivability, and Dynamicity), and exemplified with specific cases.
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1 Introduction

Data warehousing is a relatively new research area. W. Inmon is considered the father of the “Data Warehouse” (DW), whose definition can be read in [7]: “A data warehouse is a subject oriented, integrated, non-volatile, and time variant collection of data in support of management’s decisions”. Note that the definition does not refer to the size of the warehouse. However, if it is integrated and we assume that its scope is the whole corporation, it will contain a huge volume of data. Smaller storage systems, called “Data Marts” (DMs), with the same characteristics but devoted to satisfy the needs of a reduced set of users, are defined in order to improve response times. The DMs are customized to obtain good query performance (most of times by means of a query-driven design).

Closely related to the DMs are OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) applications, which, as said in [10], are intended for “Fast Analysis of Shared Multidimensional Information” by using the data contained in DMs. Multidimensionality is just a design technique that separates the information into facts (what we want to analyze) and dimensions (what we use to analyze the facts). It gives rise to schemas with star shape (like that one depicted in figure 1(a)), having the abstraction representing the facts in the middle, and the analysis dimensions around it. The fact in a multidimensional schema is the entity containing the measures to be analyzed (mainly numeric attributes). The analysis dimensions
Multidimensional modeling are the points of view that will be used to analyze the fact, and mainly contain descriptive attributes that describe it. Frequently, the “Data Cube” metaphor (depicted in figure 1(b)) is used to explain multidimensionality. Each cell in the cube represents a unit of data (for instance, in the example above, Sales as the intersection of a Product, Place, and Time). A given position in every analysis dimension, by defining a position in the space, allows you to select exactly one of those cells. This kind of representation is close to the analysis concepts, and eases the usage of the data by final users.

Multidimensional modeling tries, on the one hand, to make the data schemas understandable to final users, and on the other hand, to improve query performance. The way to do it is by simplifying the data schemas, so that they only contain the essential things (i.e. a fact to be analyzed and its analysis dimensions). These schemas are close to the analysts conception of data, and suggest a specific kind of queries, so that the system can be easily customized to solve them with good response times.

One of the main focus of data warehousing and OLAP literature is on improving query response times. Always having performance on mind, the direct design of logical (usually Relational) schemas, skipping conceptual modeling, is well accepted. A survey of logical models is in [16]. Very few publications recognize the importance of conceptual design in this area. The existence of one fact table related by foreign keys to other flat, denormalized tables (one for each analysis dimension) is encouraged in the literature (see [8]). By denormalizing the dimension tables, unnecessary joins are avoided, adding a little redundancy (with regard to the size of the fact table). However, other people argue for some kind of conceptual modeling (usually by means of E/R, like [5], [13], [15]). Others even propose the usage of semantically richer models (e.g. description logics in [6], or O-O in [4], [14]).
Leaving aside the importance of performance, and paying special attention to conceptual design, in [2], we proposed a seven layers conceptual schemas architecture to integrate the DW in a federation of databases. It allowed us to see everything in a different context. Since [12] found O-O models as good “Canonical Data Models” for a federation (from a semantical point of view), we suggested the usage of a multidimensional O-O model to conceptually design the DMs. In next sections, we go further discussing the advantages of using the O-O paradigm in multidimensional design. In this paper, we are not proposing a new multidimensional model. The aim is just to outline how the O-O paradigm could be used to help multidimensional modeling by giving some examples.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2. Three-level schemas**

In figure 2, it can be seen the level where the discussion is located. We are not interested neither in the best user model, nor the best kind of database to use (either ROLAP -Relational OLAP-, MOLAP -Multidimensional OLAP-, or even O3LAP -Object Oriented OLAP- presented in [3] could be good). What we want is to present the benefits of an O-O data model to integrate the different multidimensional views and keep the semantics of the data at the conceptual level. If the user wishes to use a different one, it could always be translated to the desired model (maybe due to the tools being used). The same can be said about the internal level, the usage of an O-O multidimensional model does not imply we are storing the data in an O-O database.

Probably, the most important advantage of conceptualizing (multidimensionally or not) the Universe of Discours (UoD) by means of an O-O model is that the result is closer to the user conception. It reflects people’s way of thinking. Every object or class modeled will have a correspondence with some UoD entity, making it quite easy to be understood. We can find other, not that abstract, benefits in the O-O paradigm, like the usage of Object Identifiers (OIDs), that solves the identification problem of being using keys; the allowance to use Non-First Normal Form (NF$^2$), which means the design of objects containing non-atomic values; semantics, an Object-Oriented model is semantically richer than others (for instance E/R or Relational); or even its proximity to Object-Oriented Software Engineering, which, for instance, eases some specific tasks like designing a Distributed Object System.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, six O-O-Dimensions (i.e. Classification/Instantiation, Generalization/Specialization, Aggregation/Decomposition, Behavioural, Derivability, and Dynamicity) are presented, and their usage in multidimensional modeling, one by one, is exemplified; the paper ends with some conclusions, acknowledgements, and references.

2 Benefits by O-O-Dimension

"Expressiveness" or "Semantic Power", as it is defined in [12], is the degree to which a model can express or represent a conception of the real world. It measures the power of the structures of the model to represent conceptual structures, and to be interpreted as such conceptual structures. The most expressive a model is, the better it represents the real world, and the more information about the data gives to the user.

In [11], there were enumerated six O-O-Dimensions (i.e. Classification/Instantiation, Generalization/Specialization, Aggregation/Decomposition, Behavioural, Derivability, and Dynamicity). Each one of these O-O-Dimension adds a little of Semantic Power to a data model. We are going to see how each one of them helps multidimensional modeling, by allowing to represent different relationships among data.

Along these sections, we call nexus any relationship (tagged or not) between two objects. Usually, it is graphically represented by arrows. The nexus are specialized for every one of the O-O-Dimension to obtain the different meanings.

2.1 Classification/Instantiation

This O-O-Dimension distinguishes between the occurrences and the schema. Every instance is related to, at least, a class in the schema by nexus in this O-O-Dimension. All instances sharing some attributes, and representing related concepts are grouped into a given class. In the same way, all elements in a schema (i.e. classes, nexus, ...) representing related concepts in a data model are grouped into a metaclass. To finish the recurrence, all metaclasses can be grouped into exactly one metametaclass, which is instance of itself. Of special interest in this dimension, present in all data models in one way or another, is the dynamic and multiple classification, explained in [9].

Dynamic classification refers to the ability of the instances to change the class they belong to. If we want to analize the sales depending on the goodness of our clients, and we have them classified into different classes, it is a matter of time we want to move a given client from a class to a different (hopefully better) one. We cannot delete the instance of the client in the database and create a new one in the new desired class because we would get a new identity (OID) for it. That is not what we want to represent, we did not lose a client and found a new one. It was just our consideration (classification) about a client what actually changed, and that is exactly what the data model should be able to represent.
On the other hand, multiple classification refers to the possibility of having an instance classified in more than one class (not related by Generalization/Specialization nexus) at the same time. For instance, it is absolutely possible to have a client as provider at the same time. Since there is not any relationship between the Clients and Providers classes, we need to have the same instance classified at both of them (multiply classified).

These characteristics are always desirable. Specifically in the field of data warehousing, the words “non-volatile” and “time variant”, together with the OLAP need of analyzing relatively long periods of time, emphasizes their importance. Dynamic and Multiple Classification are really interesting due to the flexibility needed to represent the big amount of changes present along the long period of time that uses to be taken into account in analysis tasks.

2.2 Generalization/Specialization

Another O-O-Dimension is that of Generalization/Specialization relationships. The nexus in this O-O-Dimension relate two classes (or metaclasses). One of those classes has a more specific meaning than the other. The more general class is called “Superclass” with regard to the specific one, referred as “Subclass”. As a consequence of this kind of nexus, we obtain inheritance. That is, the Subclass inherits the properties and methods of its Superclass (or Superclasses). If it is allowed to have more than one Superclass, we gain multiple inheritance (a class inherits from all its Superclasses at a time). Every class will have (besides its own attributes) the attributes and relationships of each one of its Superclasses. Note this is absolutely different from Multiple Classification where an instance is classified in multiple classes.

![Fig. 3. Sales example](image-url)
In figure 3, we can see an example of a multidimensional schema\(^1\). It has \textit{Sales} as fact, and \textit{Clerk}, \textit{Time}, \textit{Product}, and \textit{Client} as analysis dimensions. Thus, the subject of analysis is \textit{Sales}, and we want to analyze it depending on the clerk who sold, the moment it was done, the product sold and the client who bought. Besides that basic information, other details are also represented by means of nexus in this O-O-Dimension:

- the \textit{Sales} fact is specialized in two different facts (i.e. \textit{Cash}, and \textit{Credit}) depending on the kind of payment, and
- two analysis dimensions (i.e. \textit{Clerk}, and \textit{Client}) are related by generalizing them in the same class (\textit{Person}).

Specializing facts, you can generate new data cubes (if they contain any different data), or, at least, show a criteria to select the facts involved in the analysis. In our example, if \textit{Sales} would have different attributes depending on the kind of payment, we would obtain three different cubes to be analyzed i.e. two containing the measures specific to each kind of payment, and another one with those measures shared by both of them. Conversely, if it would not have any other attribute but those common to both kinds of payment, we could analyze the \textit{Sales} cube depending on whether the payment was done by cash, or by credit card. This could also be achieved by just adding an attribute to the facts, but it would give a slightly different tint.

With regard to relating two analysis dimensions, it shows a common domain between them, so that it is allowed to compare the classes, or restrict both at the same time. In the example, the analyst could formulate queries comparing instances of \textit{Client} and \textit{Clerk}, because the data schema shows both as Subclasses of the same class (i.e. \textit{Person}). Moreover, we can consider the possibility of class \textit{Person} being used in a different multidimensional schema, which would become directly related to that of \textit{Sales} by means of the generalization nexus between the analysis dimensions. This would point out the relationship between facts, easing the navigation through the data.

2.3 Aggregation/Decomposition

By means of this O-O-Dimension, it is possible to build new objects as result of the aggregation of others, which in turn can be aggregations, as well. We distinguish two different nexus belonging to it. Attending to their strength, a nexus in the Aggregation/Decomposition O-O-Dimension can denote:

\textbf{Composition}, if the new object is conceived as composed by others, which are its parts. This is called “Part-Whole Relation” by some authors, and implies an existence dependency between both sides of the nexus (i.e. the whole cannot exists without its parts).

\(^1\) The syntax used in the example schemas along this paper is that of BLOOM99, and can be found in [1]
**Simple Aggregation**, if the aggregating objects are just characteristics of the new one. They could have an existence dependency too, but it is not an implication of the existence of the nexus itself.

The usage of this O-O-Dimension in multidimensional design is mandatory. It helps to represent some of the most common situations, and other maybe not so common:

- Firstly, it helps to define the analysis dimension hierarchies by means of Composition links. A dimension hierarchy must be a lattice with the class corresponding to the maximum level of detail in the facts at the bottom, and a class representing the whole set of points in the dimension at the top. In between, we have other levels corresponding to different data granularities. For instance, if we collect data hourly, the time analysis dimension would have *Hours* class at the bottom, which would compose *Days* above it, which would give raise to *Weeks* and *Months*, and so forth. The lattice would be closed at the top by an *Eternity* class containing exactly one instance representing all time points in the database. These hierarchies are used to roll-up the data in the database, augmenting its granularity. Moving a query up (e.g. rolling-up from days to months) or down (e.g. drilling-down from months to weeks) along a hierarchy we obtain more or less detail in the data.

- On the other hand, using any kind of aggregation, we can relate either analysis dimensions classes or facts classes to their attributes. These attributes will be used to ease the selection of facts to be considered in a given analysis by allowing to group them depending on the values.

- Nexus between the facts class and the bottom classes in every dimension hierarchy are aggregation nexus, as well. They can be Composition or Simple Aggregation nexus, but whether denoting composition or not, a fact will be identified by exactly one object at each linked analysis dimension (or more than one if the dimension has more than one nexus with the facts class). Thus, the nexus with the analysis dimensions will form the class-key of the facts, and that is what really distinguishes them from other attributes. In figure 3, we associate a sale with a point in the 4-dimensional space defined by dimensions *Clerk*, *Time*, *Product*, and *Client*. Therefore, *Sales* functionally depends on those four dimensions.

- Finally, Composition relationships can be found between facts classes. By reflecting them in the schema, we will allow the navigation between them.

The example in figure 4 depicts two facts classes, sharing some analysis dimensions, and related by a Composition nexus. The first facts class is that of *Flight*. We are interested in analyzing each flight depending on the time it takes place, the airline company that owns the plane, and its origin and destination airports (it is related to the corresponding analysis dimensions by Simple Aggregation nexus). At the same time, we want to analyze the sequences of flights that give rise to whole trips sold by travel agencies. *Trip* and *Flight* being connected by a composition nexus represents the fact that an instance of *Trip* is composed of a set of instances of *Flight*. *Trip* is also connected to the corresponding analysis dimensions by Simple Aggregation nexus. Moreover, it is important to
notice that two of those dimensions contain more than one class, connected by Composition nexus. A Region is composed of a set of Airports, in the same way that a Day is a set of Times.

In order to keep it simple and understandable, the example does not contain the nexus representing the attributes of the facts and dimension classes, which would belong to the Aggregation/Decomposition O-O-Dimension, as well. Because of the same reason, the four classes at the top of each one of the analysis dimension hierarchies are not depicted (i.e. in the time dimension, the Eternity class mentioned above). These classes always exist and contain exactly one instance corresponding to the whole set of instances in the lowest granularity level of the dimension. Therefore, one can infer them.

2.4 Behavioural (Caller/Called)

In O-O, the objects interchange messages. A class accepts certain kinds of messages from instances of other classes, which trigger the execution of methods (i.e. queries, updates, calculations, etc.). The nexus in this Behavioural O-O-Dimension, also known as “Caller/Called”, show when a class is allowed to invoke a given method in another class.

As pointed out in [4], Relational entities represent tables, purely passive containers for data, and since they are not real objects, are independent of behaviours. The inclusion of methods in the data model helps to model the behaviour together with the data. It looks like a bad idea to have two different, separated models for statics and dynamics. Specifically, in multidimensional modeling, by associating operations to a domain, we will be able to know which aggregation functions can be used on a given fact measure. For instance, as explained in [5], we can find semi-additive attributes (those that are not additive along one or more dimensions), or non-additive attributes (which are additive along no dimension). Temperature should be marked as non-additive (nobody could call an additive method on it), and Inventory level as semi-additive, since it cannot always be added (e.g. along Time dimension). It does not imply that other aggregation operations could be applied on those measures. Therefore, we need to show the applicability of every different operation.
Moreover, methods facilitate the implementation of complex aggregate functions. In an analysis environment, it is important to keep track of the way the measures are obtained. It is not advisable to allow the users to implement their own ad hoc functions. It is error prone, and drive to misunderstandings. O-O concepts such as inheritance, polymorphism, or encapsulation look really nice at this point. For instance, suppose we would like to obtain the delay of a flight, defined as the difference between the expected and real durations (actually, not a complex function). The problem could arise if the expected duration of the flight were kept as a time interval. If this is the case, the difference could be done by subtracting the minimum, maximum, or even midpoint expected duration, which result in completely different values. Probably, it does not matter how it is obtained, but we must ensure it is always calculated in the same, easy to change way to be able to compare the obtained values among different users or even sessions.

Leaving those considerations aside, this O-O-Dimension is also important because of security reasons, but that is completely out of the scope of this paper.

2.5 Derivability

“Semantic Relativism” of a data model is defined in [12] as the degree to which the model can accommodate not only one, but many different conceptions. It is really important because since different persons perceive and conceive the world in different ways, the data model should be able to capture all of them.

The Derivability O-O-Dimension, also known as “Point of View”, helps to represent the relationships between abstractions in different conceptions of the UoD. The database does not need to physically keep all those conceptions, but only their definitions and different relationships among them. In general, it is not good to store derived data (unless because of performance reasons, not considered in this paper). What we do really need to store is that derived data exists and how it is obtained. Here is the importance of this O-O-Dimension. Derivation mechanisms can be used to easily restructure the schemas to show them in the way the user wants, in order to be closer to his/her thoughts. Summing up, it is used to define derived data.

Some analysts do not mind whether a data is atomically stored in the database or not. In this sense, it is desirable that either derived or atomic measures are treated equally. However, others would like to know how measures are obtained. Therefore, the definition of the derived measures should be in the schema of the database, as Relational views are. It allows either to hide the complexity, or to know where something comes from, depending on the user needs. At the same time, as in the Behavioural O-O-Dimension, this also makes possible that groups of users have available the same definitions.

In multidimensional modeling, it is specially important to have the powerful possibilities offered by this O-O-Dimension. When a fact is being analyzed, what really matters is to be able to see it from as many points of view as possible. Therefore, it is crucial to have the mechanisms to define those different views of the data. For instance, all summarized data is related to its detail data by a
nexus in this O-O-Dimension. If we did not have it, we would not have any kind of summarized data.

Going back to our example in figure 4, we can see that the origin of a Trip would be derived from the origins of the Flights that compose it, by taking the first one; destination would be defined in the same way; the duration of a Trip would be function of the duration and taking off times of the different Flights; and so on.

2.6 Dynamicity

This O-O-Dimension refers to changes along time. We consider these changes at three different levels:

Object Objects are created, deleted, and also updated. Keeping the history of those updates is often referred as “Versioning”.

Class As well as the objects, the data schema can be updated, too. New classes are created, old ones are deleted, and others just modified in what is called “Schema Evolution”.

Metaclasse In the same way we can modify classes, we can add new metaclasses (notice we can neither modify nor delete them). This means having an “Extensible Data Model”.

If we just wanted to represent the current reality, we would not need to consider Dynamicity O-O-Dimension. However, it is common to need past states. Therefore, changes need to be kept, and often stamped with some kind of time tag to know when they happened.

In multidimensional analysis tasks, time is an omnipresent dimension. Moreover, to worsen it, analysts frequently consider a scale of years. If we add how fast things change nowadays, we can see the importance of this O-O-Dimension for multidimensional modeling. It is almost impossible to find a business that has not changed at all in the last three or five years, and those changes must be reflected in the corresponding information system. Leaving aside changes in metaclasses, we want to see the need of considering the other two kinds of changes (i.e. those in objects and classes).

The importance of user requirements makes Schema Evolution an important issue. When the user requirements or conceptions change, it is advisable to change the data schema in accordance with them. A change in a class or nexus should be shown in the schema by connecting the old an the new version with a Dynamicity nexus. By doing it, the analyst can easily see the available data, and the meaning of the results he is obtaining. For instance, when the definition of a derived measure changes, the analyst is able to compare the results using the new and the old definitions. Moreover, if some attribute is not kept any more, or a new one is added, the analyst can know whether it can be queried or not at a given point in time.

The problem of changes in the data is referred in [8] as “Slowly Changing Dimensions”. It arises when attributes in analysis dimension classes are modified. The old values must be kept, because the facts previous to the change are
probably still related to them, while the new ones will be referred by the facts occurring from now on. However, both instances represent the same entity in reality, and it has to be outlined by a nexus between them. Clearly, if an airport increases its number of tracks, it would be incorrect to analyze the air traffic previous to the enlargement with regard to the new number of tracks. Therefore, we need to have two instances of the same airport related by a Dynamicity nexus showing that they represent the same object.

3 Conclusions

Along the paper we have introduced the problematic of multidimensional modeling. Probably because of the interest of the industry in the subject, it is being mainly developed in a specially commercial way. This means stressing performance, and passing over semantics and conceptual modeling. Multidimensional semantics are really important because of their proximity to the inherent structure of the problem domain, but they are not the only ones to be represented. Other semantics should not be forgotten. It is not enough having an isolated multidimensional schema reflecting how the user will access the information, leaving aside the representation of other data relationships.

We have shown the applicability of six O-O-Dimensions (i.e. Classification/Instantiation, Generalization/Specialization, Aggregation/Decomposition, Behavioural, Derivability, and Dynamicity) to semantically enrich multidimensional schemas, by exemplifying how they could be used to interrelate and integrate some of those schemas. This is a really important point since most people consider isolated star schemas composed by a central fact table, and different flat, denormalized dimension tables arranged around it, each one related to the central table by a foreign key. That is not a bad idea at all, but we are sure there is much more information about the data subject of analysis that the schema could contain, which would be really useful to the analysts, users of the system.

For the sake of simplicity and understandability, the stars use to be represented in an isolated manner. We have tried to stress the necessity of providing an overall view of the data. Multidimensional analysis is used in decision making processes. Therefore, the most global view is provided, the more the schema helps the users. It is really important to offer an integrated vision of the business or subject of analysis, in order to give the analyst a unified set of data instead of lots of puzzle pieces. We have proposed to relate the puzzle pieces by means of nexus in the different O-O-Dimensions.

As a future work, we plan to add multidimensional semantics to a semantically rich data model (i.e. BLOOM, which syntax is described in [1], and has been used along this paper). Previously, the role of the O-O-Dimensions in multidimensional design has to be studied in more depth. Moreover, it would be interesting to find patterns in a semantically rich data schema that suggest the possibility of a multidimensional analysis.
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Abstract. This paper introduces the NODS project been currently con-
ducted at the LSR-IMAG laboratory, Grenoble – France. NODS aims at
defining an open, adaptable, evolutionary architecture that can be ex-
tended and customized on a per-application basis. A database system
is seen as an infrastructure comprised of co-operating adaptable and
extensible services from which applications can build their customized
NODS database components. Furthermore, services or database systems
configuration can be adapted at runtime (e.g., add new services, change
services internal policies), according to environmental changes.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivations

Large-scale distributed information systems with petabytes of data and thou-
sands of users are now a reality. Such systems access large sources of structured,
semi-structured or non-structured data under several formats (digitalized, mul-
timedia). Data of different sizes are stored in databases, files or devices (clocks,
radio, television, cell phones, heat control, etc.) all around the world. Applica-
tions are built from distributed components accessing and manipulating these
data. Some applications manage quite small sets of data (databases!) included
in Personal Information Systems, and do not want to pay the overhead of a full
database system, while others should be able to handle (at the same time) from
petabytes to yottabytes ($10^{24}$) of data and numerous connections including mo-
 bile ones. Thus, to be usable as highly distributed components, database systems
should be able to adapt and scale themselves to several kinds of data, different
sizes of databases, amounts of queries and complex environments.

The classical client-server architectures are not anymore suitable. Applica-
tions now follow the three-tier architecture (thick middleware). The software
running at the server level (the database system) and the one running in the
middle tier have to process a huge number of interactions/operations with data
sources and users with very high availability, security and fault tolerance. Mo-
 bile bases will be connected to “control” servers. So, there will be hundreds of
thousands of servers (of data and applications) and clients that cooperate. Also clients may play the role of (thin) servers.

To summarize, flexible and reactive networked information systems require infrastructures for making tools, services, software components and database functions inter-operate. Inter-operation should be efficient, with timely responses and it must preserve components autonomy. Programming such systems also needs specific environments and tools.

From the database point of view, we claim that future database software (i.e., applications, systems) can no longer be monolithic. Database technology is evolving towards cooperation and integration. Having database components that inter-operate, being self-tuned, scalable, highly available, adaptable and extensible is a new challenge. Such components should be implemented taking into account advances on hardware (RAID disks), operating systems (extensible and adaptable, 64-bit addressing), networks (high speed, with QoS) and parallel architectures (SMP machines).

1.2 Objectives

Capitalizing on our previous experiences on object-oriented, active and multi-media systems [42,23,2,61,24,30] we define the NODS project whose major goal is to investigate the construction of future database systems from Networked and Open Distributed Database Services (NODS services). As suggested in [57] we propose to (i) unbundling database systems for providing services of various granularities, and (ii) consider how such services can co-operate on a middleware.

Instead of proposing a “one-size-fits-all” set of software modules or services (communication and concurrency protocols, persistence, replication policies, etc.), NODS aims at defining an open, adaptable, evolutionary architecture that can be extended and customized on a per-application basis. We see a database system as an infrastructure comprised of co-operating adaptable and extensible NODS services from which one can build its customized NODS database components.

Thus, services have to be seen more as specifications of database components. Implementation of the components may either be done specifically for a given information system or integrating existing technologies (for example database systems, persistent storage systems, already existing implementations of our services, etc.). Thus, information systems will not be developed anymore with a database system as the center of communication, integration and exchange of data. Applications will use customized database services as other components. With such an approach they may “build” their own database systems. Furthermore, services/system configuration can be adapted at runtime (e.g., add new services, change services internal policies), according to environmental changes.

The following sections describes current aspects of the project. Section 2 overviews the NODS services and discusses their properties. Then, Section 3 describes some on-going research on specific services. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
2 NODS Overview

Our research mainly concerns the design of a software framework and the integration of the different infrastructure services as detailed in the next section while maintaining architectural consistency between them. Services/components can be tailored and combined according to specific needs of applications. The architectural support and the infrastructure rely on object-oriented technologies.

2.1 Services

As we have already said the main idea in NODS is not to see a database system as a closed software dedicated to data management, but rather as an open platform comprised of cooperating, adaptable and extensible services. The services we are currently working on are:

- services for storing and accessing distributed bases of data and code: persistence, replication, transactions and access (queries). The persistence service will provide mechanisms or components that can be combined and specialized for managing bindings and translations (typing) between persistent objects on disks and their distributed images in memories and caches, and also for grouping of objects on persistence storage (organization strategies). The replication service will be in charge of managing replicated data (coherency, synchronization, etc.) and replicated tasks/code (dispatching, coordination, etc.). It is the basic component for high-availability of data and code, improving also efficiency of applications. Aspects related to transactions (locking, logging, concurrency, etc.) may be included within the persistence / replication services as they can be used for other things than transactions management. These aspects may also define services. Basic object access mechanisms on which can be defined high-level associative queries should be provided. It is clear that all these services will share mechanisms and it might be difficult for example to isolate persistence functions from replication and access mechanisms to distributed data. Research on these aspects is at its beginning (see Section 3.3).

- services for supporting novel programming and execution environment that facilitate the structuring and cooperation of heterogeneous components. We are currently investigating on event and reaction services [61] for the generation of adequate distributed active systems comprised of event listeners and rule managers that can be easily deployed on the network [62](see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). The possible use of such components has been demonstrated [51]. As shown in [1] such event listeners and rule managers are basic components to support electronic commerce applications. [19] also shows that business rules can be used for changing statically and dynamically views of Web sites. Such rules can be processed with event managers at the client level and rule managers at the Web server level.
2.2 Architectural Support

Database cooperating components require to use mechanisms for managing distribution, synchronization, communication, localization, information sharing, access, etc. Industrial and research activities are currently being carried to develop suitable tools and related runtime infrastructures for supporting distributed component-based systems (with databases or not). Middleware has emerged as an important architectural component in supporting such distributed frameworks. The architectural support for our service infrastructure is the JONAT-HAN object bus (http://www.objectweb.com), developed at France Télécom R&D. Such a communication component will allow our services to inter-operate via different personalities (CORBA/IIOP, RMI, DCOM, etc.). For the time being we chose the CORBA personality to unify components of our framework. We will use an extension of the CORBA interface definition language (IDL) to specify interfaces of NODS services. Research on a dynamic database object naming and localization support for distribution is done in collaboration with France Télécom R&D, ASR department.

2.3 Originality of the Approach

The originality of the NODS approach comes from the extensibility and adaptability properties given to its services and to the (generated) networked information systems it may support. To reach this objective the services are:

- reusable: it is a basic property, inherent to the notion of service;
- adaptable: a service should be able to adapt statically and dynamically to some characteristics coming from the application and the environment;
- extensible: the service can be extended without losing its properties.

Adaptability and extensibility are achieved thanks to meta-programming and reflection techniques. Reflection is the capability of a computation system to reason about and act upon itself: it distinguishes what an object does (its base level) from the way it does it (its meta-level) [43]. Meta-programming defines different models that can be used to build reflective systems. Program characteristics can be instantiated –refined– created and modified by meta-programs. The use of reflection and meta-programming techniques to specify dynamic reconfigurable platforms is not new. Architectures have already been proposed [26,41] that support the development and execution of distributed applications. OpenCorba [41] is a reflexive ORB enabling users to adapt dynamically the representation and the execution policies of the software bus. Reflection is ensured by providing a set of meta-classes and a protocol for dynamically changing meta-classes allowing runtime evolution of systems. DART (Distributed Adaptive Run-Time) [52] proposes a software runtime which allows application programmers to develop distributed software without dealing with the details of distribution technology. The runtime is configurable to application requirements, to the system and to the networking environment using a reflective architecture.
NODS will share with these adaptive middleware approaches the ability to extend the internal characteristics of the platform and services with meta-classes to enable runtime adaptability. However, different to existing works, we do not add runtime adaptability and extensibility to applications using wrapping techniques.

Going back to the late 80s and beginning of the 90s, several research projects (e.g., EXODUS[15], GENESIS[9], SHORE[16], PREDATOR[10]) had for objective to provide open database management systems. Also there have been recent propositions for designing and building componentized database systems over an open infrastructure [57,34,36]. NODS shares such a generation and componentization approach with these projects, allowing developers to build adequate database technologies needed for a given class of applications. From services, one can build adequate NODS systems. NODS is different from extensible database systems because of the context and technologies have changed (internet, object brokers, components, etc.) and the properties and characteristics we want for the services.

3 Some Ongoing Research

3.1 Event Service

An event service is an architectural component that observes the occurrence of events or combinations of them and consequently notifies all the components that have declared their interest. Our event service compiles event processing strategies that are spread out in existing products and proposals (subscription, filtering) from different domains such as active databases [51,20], networks (communication protocols) [53,14,39], distributed systems [50] and middle-ware [50, 31,46]. Event processing with rich semantic can be tailored to different application needs.

Figure 1 depicts our service framework to specify, generate and execute event managers. Using the Specification Interface of the service one can define an Event Manager Schema (em-schema) that associates a set of event types definitions (structure and operations or semantics) with a management model: $S_{evt}: \varepsilon_T \rightarrow \varepsilon_M$. Such a schema ($S_{evt}$) is used for generating adaptable event managers for a group of applications sharing a set of event type definitions ($\varepsilon_T$), instances of the Event Type Meta Model. An event management model ($\varepsilon_M$) is an instance of the Event Management Meta Model that restricts domains of the proposed dimensions. The following introduces the two meta models on which is based our event service. More details are given in [60].

1. The Event Type Meta Model provides concepts for describing primitive event types (names and contexts) that concern specific application domains, as well as composition operators semantics. An event type has the following meta-structure: $(\text{instant} \ (\text{EventTypeName}, [s,v,e,v]) \ [\text{with delta}] \ [\text{where mask}]))$ instant represents the granularity of the observed situation. An event type can either represent a whole process or the fact that a process will be or
has been executed. The validity time interval is denoted by $[s_v, e_v]$ where $s_v$ and $e_v$ represent respectively the starting and ending points in a logical time line. This interval can also be specified as a period (i.e., every two seconds). The delta contains context information about the situation represented by the event type. The mask is a filter expressed in terms of conditions including predicates and temporal expressions that events must satisfy. Note that event types are defined in a parametric way. Once adopted by applications (i.e., consumers, producers) the instant of detection, the validity time interval, the delta and the mask are instantiated according to an event management model.

2. The Event Management Meta Model proposes a set of dimensions to characterize event processing: detection, production and notification. More information on these dimensions can be found in [60].

Detection dimensions describe the conditions in which events are detected and how they are recognized. They specify the observation granularity; properties such as scope (e.g., events concern the same object, they are produced within the same transaction); possible intervals during which events can be recognized. Production dimensions specify how to order and compute events production instants (with respect to a global reference, under which time representation); how to build events contexts using information contained in delta structures; how to combine events to produce composite events. Notification dimensions concern information delivery, filtering (visibility) and event life-span. Events can be delivered to consumers at different instants and with different degrees of visibility.

Finally, detection and notification dimensions describe interaction protocols depending on producers and consumers characteristics. In general, events can be detected (notified) under pull and push protocols. Both operations can be executed with (a)synchronous modes. The synchronous (asynchronous) mode implies that producer (consumer) executions are (not) interrupted by the detection (notification) mechanism.

Em-schema example. Let us consider a financial application example involving three actors: a financial trader, a stock exchange vendor, and a federation of bank agencies. Each actor has various views of data (e.g., a trader can only see his/her own purchase operations and banking information) and has specific access rights. Furthermore, each actor has different information needs (i.e., information is notified at different instants, with various reliability degrees). For example, traders need to be notified automatically as soon as stock exchange events are detected (e.g., actions upward trend, the stock exchange session is closed) while they can wait until the end of a stock exchange session to receive a summary of their banking information.

For this application example, we can define the em-schema $\mathcal{S}_{ext}: \mathcal{C}_1 \rightarrow \mathcal{C}_4$ with the set of event types $\mathcal{C}_1 = \{E_1: Actions\ upward\ trend, E_2: the\ Dow\ Jones\ changed\ by\ 20\%, E_3: The\ stock\ exchange\ session\ is\ closed, E_4: a\ purchase\ transaction\ has\ been\ completed, E_5: Update\ of\ an\ account\}$ and $\mathcal{C}_4$ that defines
different management policies taking into account sources and traders characteristics and needs. For instance, traders need to be notified automatically as soon as stock exchange events are detected while information sources can wait until the end of a session. Similarly, the trader can receive purchase and bank account events. An event manager can retrieve events from the bank server and notify them once atomic operations are completed. A valid definition of $E_1$ is: (after, ActionsUpwardTrend, [9:00, 17:00] with delta(company: string, domain: string, price: real, country: string) representing Upward trend of actions of a company of a country in a given domain domain. Event of this type will be detected after an update of the action’s price occurring during stock exchange sessions ([9:00,17:00]).

---

Fig. 1. Event and Rule services

**Event managers.** process events according to schema instances (internal functionalities) and offer mechanisms to control and execute adaption operations. Applications and other services such as rule service, transaction service, persistence service, Internet services, etc. use event managers to i) produce/consume events; and ii) to adapt managers (i.e., modify instances) according to their internal states and to the environment evolution¹. They can also interact with the specification interface to define and generate event managers.

Schemas can be updated on explicit demand of applications and according to changes stemming from the execution environment (e.g., network traffic, platform, connectivity). The Event Service Manager is responsible for observing such events. It also controls schema updates with respect to consistent execution of managers and to the administration of associated schema versions (see Figure 1). The Event Service Manager creates a new schema version and signals changes to the

¹ Each application can only modify its own instances.
corresponding event managers that consequently adapt themselves. Adaptation depends on the type of changes and it is executed at different points of event processing (as soon as they are produced, when a new instance is subscribed, at a particular checkpoint, etc.).

Figure 1 also shows that the object oriented environment CORBA has been chosen to unify components of our event service framework. CORBA interface definition language (IDL) is used to specify interfaces between event managers, event producers/consumers. The CORBA Event Service is used as a underlying “low level” communication infrastructure for event managers.

3.2 Rule Service

Existing proposals concerning distributed reaction support include active mechanisms for workflow environments [45,18,33], asynchronous reaction support for relational database systems [37], parametric wrappers enabling rule engines tailored to specific applications in a CORBA platform [40], and single reaction-event managers constructed for specific database environments [32]. Our Rule Service can be compared to these later proposals. It can be used for specifying and generating rule managers able to cooperate with event managers (through specific events, detection and notification protocols) and to execute reactions (conditions and actions) upon specific execution models. Reactions are executed within application frameworks and may concern database systems. Specifying a rule manager mainly corresponds to define a Rule Manager Schema (rm-schema) in Figure 1 that couples a rule definition model (for defining specific kind of rules) with a rule execution model, and the rule model with a cooperation one. Rule definitions concern EA or ECA rules. A rule execution model is an instance of the Rule Execution Meta Model that restricts domains of the proposed dimensions. A cooperation model is an instance of the Cooperation Meta Model that provides cooperation contracts (i.e., one per event, transaction or rule manager). The following introduces our rule meta models. More details can be found in [62].

1. The Rule Definition Meta Model provides concepts for specifying rules of the form:  
   \[ \text{behavior} \text{ ON } \text{EventType} \text{ [IF } \text{Condition}\text{] DO } \text{Action} \]  
   \text{behavior} describes the way i) a rule is executed with respect to event notification; and ii) how to couple its execution within application execution (e.g. transactions). \text{EventType} describes operations executed by (database) systems and applications, users or situations that happen within the execution context. \text{Condition} is optional and it can be a predicate on database states expressed in a query language, or on information contained in the event context. \text{Action} is a sequence of operations that can concern multiple applications, database systems, operating systems and services.

2. The Rule Execution Meta Model provides dimensions to characterize different aspects of rule execution such as event consumption, execution mode, transaction mode, multiple rule policies [54]. Rule triggering policies specify how to handle an event that has triggered a rule. For rule execution events are considered during their validity time interval.
An event can be taken into account either for one execution of the rule or for several executions after its notification until the end of its validity time interval. Rules can be triggered every time their triggering event is notified or only once for a set of triggering events. Furthermore, one can specify whether the net effect must be taken into account or not, for the execution of each rule. The net effect is the result of executing a sequence of operations on the same data (or object).

Reaction execution has to be coupled with the underlying transaction model of a database system (local, federated), a specific transaction service or an application execution. Rule execution can start either immediately after the notification of its triggering event or it can be deferred, for example to the end of the global triggering transaction\(^2\). A rule is executed either as a new transaction that belongs to the same global triggering transaction or as a separate global transaction. In addition, the global transaction in which a rule is executed can be dependent or independent of the global triggering transaction. Clearly, coupling aspects imply that the rule service has both sufficient access over global transactions to be informed of their execution status, and influence to abort, block and restart them according to rule behavior properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Cooperation with event managers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ActivateEM → connection(IdEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ActivateEvType(EvType) → subscribe(EvType)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. DisactivateEvType(EvType) → unsubscribe(EvType)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. reception(EvType(ev)) → trigger_rules(ev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. DisActivateEM → disconnection(IdEM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The Rule Cooperation Meta Model provides generic contracts describing the way a rule manager cooperates with other components such as event, transaction or other rule managers. Cooperation contracts are given as production rules. Table 1 gives rules characterizing the cooperation between a rule manager and an event manager. Once connections are established (1 in Table 1) a rule manager subscribes the set of event types (2) to be processed by event managers. Later, it receives event instances of subscribed event types (4). Rule managers unsubscribe a given event type (3) when there are no rules triggered by such an event because rules were either deleted or deactivated. Production rules describing the way a rule manager may cooperate with a transaction manager or another rule manager can be found in [24,62].

\(^2\) The triggering transaction is the transaction within which events are produced; a triggered transaction is the one that executes a triggered rule.
Actors of our application example can execute their activities either on explicit demand or automatically using active rules. Let us consider that the Telecom actions upturn will probably continue. A trader can therefore define the RTelecom rule (see Figure 2) to automatically buy such actions, every time their price raises. For other type of actions (e.g. Oil companies actions) traders prefer to decide and eventually to buy actions explicitly at the stock exchange site. Furthermore, purchase transactions are authorized by a bank only if the bill does not exceed the trader global credit (see rule RPurchase in Figure 2). The system keeps local credits below a specific threshold. Thus, money is transferred automatically from one account to another. This is also ensured using rules. Note that banking operations are executed within global transactions, consequently banking events are detected within such transactions ([GTbegin, GTend]).

Rule RTelecom
CONSUMPTION consume
E_PROCESSING instance
NET EFFECT on
COUPLING immediate, independent, separate
ON after ActionsUpwardTrend, [9:00, 17:00]
with delta(company: string, domain: string, price: real, country: string)
where domain = 'Telecom'
DO /* get_object purchase object */
purchase.buy(company, price, myaccount.number)

Rule RPurchase
CONSUMPTION consume
E_PROCESSING set_oriented
NET EFFECT off
COUPLING deferred, before, dependent, same
ON before UpdateAccount, [GTbegin, GTend]
with delta(accountId: string, amount: real)
IF select account from account in Accounts
DO abort
where account.accountId = accountId

For our financial application example we can define the rm-schema

\[ r_{\delta_1} \rightarrow r_{\varepsilon_1} ; r_{\varepsilon_1} \rightarrow coo_{\mu_1} \] where \( r_{\delta_1} = \{ \text{RTelecom} ; \text{RPurchase} \} \) and \( r_{\varepsilon_1} \) specifies different execution policies taking into account application needs.

For instance, since purchases are in general timely operations, RTelecom (triggered by instances of type ActionsUpwardTrend) must be executed immediately as separate independent operations. In contrast, RPurchase (triggered by instances of type UpdateAccount) execution is coupled with global transactions execution performed by the bank federation mediator. Since the rule implements an integrity constraint concerning accounts credit it must be executed as a dependent transaction within the same global triggering transaction (GTT). Also its execution can be deferred with respect to the prepare phase of GTT and it is executed for a set of events (event processing set oriented). Finally, cooperation policies are specified by \( coo_{\mu_1} = \{ \text{em-coop contract}, \text{tm-coop contract}, \text{rm-coop contract} \} \).

Considering \( S_{\text{rule}} \) and \( S_{\text{net}} \) a valid instance of \( \text{em-coop contract} \) is shown in Table 2. \( r_{\delta_1} \) contains two rules triggered by events of type \( E_1 \) and \( E_5 \). So, instances of production rules of Table 1 are created only for these event types. This shows that an instance of rule is created for every couple rule-event managers. Note also that for event subscription and reception a production rule is created for every event type associated to the rule manager.
### 3.3 Persistence Service

Persistence of data [4], meaning the seamless management of data that outlives computations, has motivated a lot of work in several research communities. The database research community has been largely concerned by the problem of providing persistence of data. Relational systems dominates since the early 70s. However, they have been considered as inappropriate for orthogonal persistence systems because of the dichotomy between database support (set-oriented manipulation of data, transactions, concurrency, recovery, etc.) and programming languages. Object-oriented database systems [8] have been proposed to unify database and programming language concerns. Database programming languages have been an attempt to embed databases capabilities into programming languages, but the data type orthogonality and the persistent independence properties have been thrown away. This means, that persistence has been integrated into the programming language with a weak level of transparency. Proposed database programming languages include Pascal/R [56], DBPL [44], ADAPLEX [58], TAXIS [48] and Galileo [3].

At the same time, the idea of having orthogonal persistent programming languages has been introduced [4]. The idea was to add persistence to programming languages in a way that persistent data are seamlessly managed with respect to transient data. Persistence is integrated into the programming language with high level of transparency. Representative projects include PS-Algol [5,4], Napier88 [28], and PJama [6].

In the early 80’s, Stonebraker pointed out the poor operating systems’ support for database management systems requirements [59]. Representative projects having taken into account such requirements include the work on Mach’s external mapers [65], single address space operating systems such as Angel [47], Opal [21] and Mungi [63], persistent virtual shared memories such as ARIAS [29] and RVM [55], reflective operating systems such as Apertos [64], orthogonal persistent operating systems such as Grasshoper [27] and Charm [38].

Projects trying to provide toolkits for the construction of database management systems can be put also in that category as they needed to identify the basic modules/functions of a database system that have to be developed or adapted from some tools offered by existing operating systems or memories supports. Approaches to making database systems extensible were very interesting. The approach taken at Wisconsin was to provide a general storage manager, as

---

**Table 2. Event manager cooperation instance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Cooperation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActivateEM</td>
<td>→ connection(IdEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dis)ActivateEvType(E1)</td>
<td>→ (un)subscribe(E1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dis)ActivateEvType(E5)</td>
<td>→ (un)subscribe(E5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reception(E1(ev))</td>
<td>→ trigger_rules(ev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reception(E5(ev))</td>
<td>→ trigger_rules(ev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DisActivateEM</td>
<td>→ disconnection(IdEM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
well as some tools (e.g. query compiler generators) in order to build a specific, ad-hoc system. This manager provides the basic storage functions, and a set of well-defined interfaces used by the database system programmer in case he/she has to add a functionality that is not included in the basic storage manager. In fact, both Exodus [15] and Shore [16] systems have been used for prototyping a large amount of systems. The other approach called “database compilers” was to give to the database system programmer a set of software components which have to be assembled following a given specification. Such a specification can be thought as a program describing the database management system architecture. The prototype proposed in the Genesis project [9] allowed the construction of mono-user and mono-transaction database management systems.

To conclude, there has been a lot of work related to persistence in several domains. Categorizing and comparing them is not easy and it is sometimes not simple to have a global view of what should be a distributed persistence support. Although the development of orthogonal persistence has led the unification of language and database concerns, the challenge remains to construct (and apply) orthogonally persistent systems providing full database facilities such as transactions, recovery, concurrency, distribution, and scalability.

Designing and building such persistent systems is an effort that should be shared by several communities. One way to do it is to provide what we called a persistence service, i.e. a framework capitalizing the best technologies in operating system supports, transaction management, cache management, concurrency control, recovery techniques, etc. and that allows the construction of customized data and application servers, i.e. persistent systems.

Toward a flexible persistence service. We accumulated knowledge on the design and development of data servers and transaction systems [42] and noticed that current persistent systems architecture is not flexible enough to serve applications built as cooperating components dealing with large set of distributed data and users. The proposed supports (storage managers or database servers) are often black boxes that impose specific execution environment even if they can be customized. They cannot easily cooperate or reuse services proposed for the construction of complex distributed systems such as the Persistent State Service 2.0 [49] and Java Data Objects [35]. These proposals provide a well defined framework to access the services required to integrate persistence into applications. However, their interfaces have been mostly oriented to resolve problems of interoperability and heterogeneity of the persistence underlying infrastructure. The standard definitions for the persistence services do not include hooks to tune the persistence to application’s needs and to include database facilities mainly transactions, caching and concurrency.

Our current work includes the design and development of a framework providing basic mechanisms to access and manage resources that can be used to implement any resource management policy. Therefore, implementing a persistent system “only” consists in implementing the policies but not the mechanisms. We have already defined some key mechanisms that will serve our framework or
Networked Open Database Services

4 Conclusion

NODS is a long-term research project that revisits extensible database technologies and combines them with other technologies coming from outside the classical database area. Our main research trends are:

- adopt a plug-and-play approach: this means to identify which interface(s) should be provided for our services – assuming their extensibility and adaptability properties;
- consider techniques and tools for programming with components and provide services to support them;
- make the services and the architectural support cooperate for application programming and execution;
- experiment our services in data warehouse management [11], querying and browsing the Web of information [22], providing persistence and highavailability to distributed virtual worlds and games (IST Ping project number IST-1999-11488).

As we already said the originality of our approach comes from the extensibility and adaptability properties given to our services and to the NODS generated (information) systems comprised of instances of these services.

With the NODS approach we should be able to contribute to the database research issues suggested in [25,12,7,36,13]: build database systems using a plugand-play approach, federate millions of database systems (mediation), offer concepts (workflow, component) and tools (trigger) for making application logic a first class citizen.
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Abstract. Visual object database browsers are essentially based on two kinds of interactions: navigation within a collection of objects, and navigation between objects by the way of their relationships. These two interactional operators have proven to adequately support the main user task addressed by these tools, that is, exploring the states of a set of related objects. In temporal object databases, visual browsing tools should additionally support users tasks such as examining a snapshot of a collection of objects at a given instant, or detecting changes within object states. In this paper, we show that the two interactional operators supported by classical object browsers do not adequately address these tasks. We consequently propose an interactional operator dedicated to navigation through time, and we study how it may be orthogonally integrated with the above two.

Keywords: temporal databases, object databases, user interface, data browsing

1 Introduction

Three main tasks involving intensive user interaction are classically identified in the context of database management: schema definition, query formulation, and data visualization. Accordingly, three kinds of visual interfaces have been designed and are currently provided by most commercial DBMS: schema browsers and editors, visual query languages, and data visualization tools (see [3] for a survey).

In this paper, we focus on a family of data visualization interfaces for object databases, known as object browsers [12,5,7,4]. The underlying principle of such interfaces is to provide a visual representation of the data residing within objects, and to offer visual operators for navigating through related objects. Two kinds of interactions are commonly supported by object database browsers: navigation within a collection of objects, and navigation between objects by the way of their relationships.
In the context of a database modeling the evolution of a set of objects and their relationships over a period of time (i.e. a temporal object database), the user interface must integrate additional interactional paradigms. Indeed, within such databases, time is a dimension of objects per se, orthogonal to their other components. Data visualization tools in this setting must therefore support time-dependent tasks, such as detecting and analyzing changes of object attributes and relationships over time, or exploring a snapshot of the database at a fixed instant. To illustrate these tasks, let us consider a database storing historical data about workers, supervisors and pieces of equipment in a factory’s assembly lines. Examples of users tasks are:

- Analyze data about an assembly line at a given date (including its supervisor, workers, equipment and productivity parameters).
- Compare at different dates, a given worker’s wage with respect to that of the supervisor of the assembly line to which he is assigned.
- Find out whether the composition of a given assembly line (equipment plus workers) considerably changes when its supervisor does.

In this paper we advocate that existing object database browsers do not adequately support the above tasks, and consequently propose a technique addressing them, namely pointwise temporal object browsing. The basic idea of this technique is to display a snapshot at a fixed instant, of a set of path expressions stemming from a given object or collection. The user interacts with this representation, either by navigating through related objects as in classical object browsers, or by modifying the instant with respect to which the visualization is performed. The resulting interface naturally stresses simultaneity by focusing on one instant at a time, but also supports change observation, by providing operators for “jumping” to the next/previous instant where a change occurs in a given visualized path expression.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we provide an overview of existing object database browsers and highlight their limitations with regards to temporal databases. We then describe our browsing technique, stressing important aspects such as support for null-valued and collection-valued properties. Lastly, we present the browser’s implementation and sketch some future work.

2 Problem Description and Related Works

2.1 Object Database Browsers

Most object database browsers, e.g. ODEVIEW [7], SUPER [5] and PESTO [4], rely on the concept of synchronous navigation. Basically, the browsing interface of these systems consists of a canvas containing a set of forms\(^1\), each of them denoting either a single object or a collection of objects. A form denoting a single object is structured into lines, one per property attached to that object. If

\(^1\)SUPER offers a graph-based visualization mode in addition to the form-based one. However, the underlying principles of both visualization modes are the same.
a property’s type is atomic, its value is directly displayed on the corresponding line. Otherwise, if a property’s type is a class or a collection, a clickable button stands in place of its value. When the user clicks on such button, a new form displaying the referenced object or collection is added to the canvas.

A collection is displayed in the same way as a single object, except that the corresponding form contains a couple of arrow-labeled buttons. At any time, this form displays the contents of one of the objects within the collection. Clicking on either of the arrow-labeled buttons allows the user to switch to the next or the previous object in the collection. As in the case of a single object, whenever the value of a property is a complex object or a collection, a button is used to denote its value, and clicking on this button opens a new form.

When a form F2 is opened from another form F1, F2 is said to be dependent upon F1. This dependency relationship defines a tree structure over the set of forms displayed on the canvas. The term synchronous navigation refers to the way dependent forms are semantically linked. Indeed, a form F2 directly dependent upon another form F1, is expected to reflect the value of one of the properties of the object displayed by form F1. Now, if F1 displays a collection of objects instead of a single one, the property values displayed by this form may vary as the user navigates through the objects of the collection. Hence, when the user clicks on the “Next” or “Previous” buttons of form F1, F2 is updated accordingly (in order to maintain the visual consistency between F1 and F2). This principle is then applied to all forms directly dependent upon F2, and subsequently to all forms transitively dependent upon F1.

As a working example, consider the ODMG [2] database schema in figure 1.

```
class Employee (extent Employees) {
    attribute string name;
    attribute float wage;
}
class Worker extends Employee (extent Workers) {
    attribute AssemblyLine worksIn;
}
class Supervisor extends Employee (extent Supervisors) {
    attribute set<AssemblyLine> supervises;
}
class AssemblyLine (extent AssemblyLines) {
    attribute string lineNumber;
    attribute Supervisor supervisor;
    attribute set<Worker> workers;
}
```

Fig. 1. ODMG schema of a non-temporal database.

Figure 2(a) depicts a “synchronized” visualization obtained by starting from the collection Workers and successively clicking on the properties worksIn, supervisor and workers. Notice that the forms dedicated to collections, contain two buttons at the top left corner that enable the user to navigate from one object to another. Figure 2(b) depicts the displayed forms after the user has selected the right arrow in the form entitled Workers.

Object database browsers not based on the concept of synchronous navigation include O₂Look [12] (a component of the O₂ DBMS). A visualization in O₂Look
is made up of a set of forms, each one denoting an object, a tuple or a collection. A form denoting a collection is composed of buttons denoting object references (one button per object in the collection). When a button within a form denotes an object reference, the user may invoke any method on this object, and in particular a predefined method for visualizing it, namely \texttt{display}. By default, this method opens a new form displaying the referenced object. Unlike ODEVIEW and PESTO, forms opened during a session are not explicitly linked.

2.2 Applying Object Database Browsers to Temporal Data

We define a temporal object database as one whose schema includes \textit{temporal classes and properties}. A class is said to be temporal if at least one of its properties is temporal. A property is temporal, if its value denotes the evolution of
an object characteristic over a period of time. The value of a temporal property is a *history*. At an abstract level, a history models a function from a finite set of instants to a set of objects of a given type. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that a history is simply a collection of instant-timestamped or interval-timestamped objects, although there are many other ways of representing a history [6].

Figure 3 describes the schema of our working temporal database, which is actually a “temporal” variant of the schema presented in figure 1. All classes in this schema are temporal. Property AssemblyLine::production is an example of a temporal property whose history is represented through an instant-timestamped collection of objects, while the history of property Employee::wage is represented using intervals. Note that all histories are observed at the granularity of the day, since instants are modeled through the ODMG type Date.

```c
typedef struct { Date lb; Date ub; } Interval;
typedef struct { Supervisor value; Interval timestamp; } TimestampedSupervisor;
typedef struct { set<Worker> value; Interval timestamp; } TimestampedWorkers;
typedef struct { long value; Date timestamp; } TimestampedProduction;
typedef struct { float value; Interval timestamp; } TimestampedWage;
typedef struct { AssemblyLine value; Interval timestamp; } TimestampedAssemblyLine;
typedef struct { set<AssemblyLine> value; Interval timestamp; } TimestampedAssemblyLines;

class AssemblyLine (extent Lines, key lineNumber) {
    attribute string lineNumber;
    attribute set<TimestampedSupervisor> supervisor;
    attribute set<TimestampedWorkers> workers;
    attribute set<TimestampedProduction> production;
}
class Employee (extent Employees, key name) {
    attribute string name; attribute set<TimestampedWage> wage;
}
class Worker extends Employee (extent Workers) {
    attribute set<TimestampedAssemblyLine> worksIn;
}
class Supervisor extends Employee (extent Supervisors) {
    attribute set<TimestampedAssemblyLines> supervises;
}
```

**Fig. 3.** ODMG schema of a temporal database.

Since histories are assimilated to collections, the concept of synchronous navigation may be applied to browse them. However, the resulting navigation approach is not suitable to explore a snapshot of a set of related temporal objects at a given point in time. Indeed, in the synchronous navigation paradigm, two forms corresponding to two distinct histories do not necessarily display data items with overlapping timestamps, even if one of the forms is dependent upon the other (see for instance figure 4). Therefore, if the user wishes to visualize
synchronous states of two temporal properties, he must establish this synchronization by hand.

In PESTO, this limitation can be partially circumvented using the concept of synchronizer, that is, a predicate semantically linking the values displayed by two forms. In the example of figure 4, synchronizers may be used to force the browser to choose the elements displayed by forms 2, 3 and 5, in such a way that the displayed timestamps overlap. In this way, the user always visualizes data with overlapping periods of validity. However, with respect to the task of exploring object attributes and relationships at fixed instants, the resulting navigation mode has two drawbacks:

- Synchronizers should explicitly be introduced each time that a new form is opened.
- Navigation through the objects composing a collection is not orthogonal to navigation through time. For instance, let us consider the example of figure 4 augmented with synchronizers. Suppose that while analyzing data about a given assembly line as of 1/10/1990 (i.e. the timestamps of forms 2, 3 and 5 all contain or are equal to this date), the user asks to visualize the next object in the collection of assembly lines (i.e. he clicks on the “Next” button of form 1). Although the resulting visualization is such that forms 2, 3 and 5 necessarily have overlapping timestamps (thanks to the synchronizers), there is no guarantee that these timestamps contain or are equal to instant 1/10/1990. Therefore, in order to view the data of the newly displayed assembly line as of this date, the user must furtherly interact with the “Next” and “Previous” buttons of forms 2, 3 and 5.

2.3 Other Related Works

In the previous section, we show that it is possible to use classical object browsers for temporal database exploration, by simply considering a history as a collection
of timestamped objects. Nevertheless, this approach does not fit several important user tasks, such as observing a snapshot of a set of related objects at a given point in time. Before describing our approach to this problem, we present some existing temporal database visualization tools, and discuss to what extent they address the above issue.

Data visualization has received little attention within the temporal database research domain\(^2\). This is probably due to the fact that efforts in this area have mainly focused on relational models, where visualization tools are often simple, given the flat structure of relations and the lack of explicit links between them.

A notable exception to the above remark is [14], which specifies a 3D interface for browsing temporal relational databases. In this approach, a temporal relation is represented as a sequence of time-indexed planes, each one displaying a snapshot of the browsed relation. Although the interface is not detailedly described, it seems that the interactional devices are limited to two scroll-bars: one for browsing through the records of a relation snapshot, and the other for navigating across the time dimension. This interface therefore integrates the concepts of “navigation through a collection” and “navigation through time”, but it does not support the concept of “navigation through object relationships” which is fundamental in the context of object databases.

In the setting of information visualization, many techniques for graphically displaying temporal data have been considered [1,16]. Contrarily to our work which aims at designing a technique for browsing any kind of temporal data, these techniques are specifically oriented towards quantitative time series (i.e. periodical series of numerical data items).

[13] adapts some concepts developed in [16] to design an interface for visualizing legal and medical personal records involving non-quantitative data such as texts and complex objects. However, this work does not address the issue of comparing the states of two complex objects at a given point in time, nor the issue of navigating through object relationships.

3 Pointwise Temporal Object Database Browsing

3.1 Overview

The pointwise browser interface is composed of two parts: a time-line and a tree of form-structured windows (called snapshot windows). A snapshot window displays either a non-temporal object\(^3\) or a snapshot of a temporal object at a given instant. The internal structure of a snapshot window is the same as that of the forms of classical database browsers presented in section 2.1. For the time being, we restrict our examples to snapshot windows displaying single objects or object snapshots. We will discuss afterwards how collections are accommodated.

\(^2\) On the contrary, several visual query languages for temporal databases have been proposed (e.g. [10]). We do not discuss them since the functionalities addressed by these proposals are beyond the scope of the present paper.

\(^3\) An object is temporal if it owns at least one temporal property and non-temporal otherwise.
The instant with respect to which the object snapshots are determined is the same for all the windows in the tree, and is subsequently called the \textit{reference instant}. The reference instant is constrained to reside within a given interval called the \textit{temporal browsing range}.

The role of the time-line window is to fix the reference instant. At the beginning of a session, the reference instant is at the middle of the temporal browsing range. Its position varies thereafter according to the user interactions with the sliders and buttons composing the time-line window. In its simplest form, the time-line window is composed of a slider (called the \textit{main slider}) and four buttons placed at the ends of this slider. Two of the buttons (labeled by simple arrows), allow the user to move the reference instant forward or backward by one unit. The other pair of buttons (labeled with double-arrows) are used to move the reference instant to the next/previous instant where the value of a given navigation path (called the \textit{visualized path}) changes. The instants at which the value of the visualized path changes are called \textit{change instants}. Change instants are visually represented as vertical marks lying within a horizontal line just beneath the main slider.

In figure 5, the visualized path is \texttt{Workers.worksIn.supervisor} and the change instants are those when the supervisor of the worker named “Daassi” changes, whether this change is due to the fact that the worker is assigned to a new assembly line possessing a different supervisor, or to the fact that the supervisor of the assembly line to which this worker is assigned, changes.

In addition to the main slider, the time-line window may contain several \textit{granular sliders}, which allow the user to move the reference instant with different “steps” according to a calendar. For instance, if the reference instant is a date, and that the user specifies the calendar Year/Month/Day (as in figure 5), three granular cursors appear in the time-line window: the first one allows the user to move the reference instant with a step of a year, the second one with a step of a month, and the third one with a step of a day (within the limits of a month).

Snapshot windows are structured as forms containing one line per property of the visualized object or object snapshot. Each line is composed of two boxes: one labeled with the name of the property, and the other labeled with its value at the reference instant\textsuperscript{4}. The value of a non-temporal property is always the same regardless of the reference instant. The value of a temporal property at a given instant is equal to the value of its history at that instant, which is itself defined as follows:

- The value at instant $I$, of a history represented as an instant-timestamped collection of objects, is equal to the object within this collection whose timestamp is equal to $I$. If no such object exists, the history’s value is null.
- The value at instant $I$, of a history represented as an interval-timestamped collection of objects, is equal to the object within this collection whose timestamp contains instant $I$. If no such object exists, the history’s value is null.

\textsuperscript{4} If the value of a property at the reference instant is not “printable”, the name of its class is used as its label.
An outcome of this definition is that the pointwise browser displays temporal properties in the same way as it displays non-temporal ones. For this reason, there is a slight difference between the apparent schema of an object visualized through the pointwise browser, and its actual one. For instance, the schema of the database visualized in figure 5 is the one described in figure 3, and not the one of figure 1 as it may appear at first glance (e.g. the actual type of property Worker::wage is bag<TimestampedWage> instead of float).

All the boxes within a snapshot window are clickable buttons, except those which denote literal values (i.e. integers, reals, string, and characters). For instance, in figure 5 all the boxes within the snapshot windows are clickable, except the white-colored ones.

At the beginning of a session, there is a single snapshot window. Other snapshot windows are incrementally added to the tree as the user clicks on the buttons denoting object references. The object displayed by a given snapshot window other than the main one, is equal to the object referenced by the button from which this window was opened. For instance, the configuration shown in figure 5 is obtained by displaying the worker named “Daassi” and successively clicking on the buttons labeled `AssemblyLine` and `Supervisor`.

The user may also click on the buttons labeled with property names (i.e. the buttons on the left column of a form). The semantics of this interaction is that the selected property becomes the visualized path expression and the set of “change instants” attached to the time-line window are updated accordingly. For instance, clicking on the button labeled `production` on window 2 of figure 5, sets the visualized path to be `Worker.worksIn.production`.

A whole sub-tree of windows can be removed from the screen by clicking on the button from which the root of this sub-tree was opened. For instance, in figure 5, window 2 was opened by clicking on the button denoting the value of
property \texttt{Worker::worksIn}. Therefore, clicking on this button again closes windows 2 and 3. The main snapshot window is closed when the time-line window does.

Whenever the user modifies the reference instant by interacting with the time-line window, the new reference instant is notified to the main snapshot window. Upon receiving this notification, the main window computes the snapshot at the new reference instant, of the object that it displays, and updates itself so as to reflect this new snapshot. During this process, if the value of a temporal property changes, the new value is transmitted to its dependent window if any. Finally, the main window propagates the notification of the new reference instant to all its dependent windows, and the above process is carried out recursively.

Figure 6 shows the result of modifying the reference instant over the example of figure 5.

Fig. 6. Modification of the reference instant upon the configuration given in figure 5.

As stated before, the reference instant ranges through an interval called the temporal browsing range. This range is chosen so as to cover all the instants where at least one of the temporal properties of the object displayed by the main snapshot window (called the \textit{main object}) is defined. In other words, the temporal browsing range is taken to be the smallest interval containing all the timestamps within the temporal property histories of the main object. For instance, if the main object is a worker (say \texttt{W}) such that:

\begin{align*}
\texttt{W.salary} &= \text{set}(\text{struct(VT: [1..4], VS: 10.0), struct(VT: [6..9], VS: 12.0)}) \quad \text{and} \\
\texttt{W.worksIn} &= \text{set}(\text{struct(VT: [2..4], VS: X), struct(VT: [6..8], VS: Y)})
\end{align*}

(where \texttt{X} and \texttt{Y} are two assembly lines), then the temporal browsing range is taken to be interval \([1..9]\). This definition entails that the main object is temporal, since otherwise, the browsing range would be empty.
3.2 Pointwisely Browsing in the Presence Null-Valued Properties

Heretofore, we have implicitly assumed that all properties displayed within snapshot windows have non-null values. However, null-valued properties within a snapshot window may arise in two cases:

- The value of the property at the reference instant was actually set to “null” through an update (this can occur whether the property is temporal or not).
- The history of a temporal property is not defined at the reference instant, in which case we consider that its value is null. This situation can occur in the middle of a pointwise browsing session, since the temporal browsing range may include instants at which some of the temporal properties of the main object are defined while others are not.

As in O₂Look, we visually denote a null value through a black rectangle. However, this does not solve all the problems arising from nulls. Indeed, suppose that the worker displayed in figure 6 is not assigned to any assembly line at instant 1/5/97 (i.e. there is no element in its history whose timestamp contains this date). If the reference instant is set to this date, the value of property worksIn becomes null, and therefore something has to be done with the forms of the sub-tree stemming from this property (i.e. windows 2 and 3 in figure 6).

In our approach, if further a modification of the reference instant, one of the properties displayed by a snapshot window becomes null, and if this property has a snapshot window attached to it, then all the windows in the sub-tree stemming from this property become inactive. Inactivity of a snapshot window can be visually rendered in at least two ways:

- Hide the window (and redisplay it when it becomes active again).
- Modify the appearance of some elements within the window, e.g. by graying out the labels denoting property names and erasing the labels denoting property values.

We believe that the second approach is to be preferred, since hiding and redisplaying windows goes against the screen stability ergonomic principle.

3.3 Pointwisely Browsing Collections of Temporal Objects

To accommodate collections, we augment the pointwise browser with the synchronous navigation concept that we described in section 2.1. As illustrated in figure 7, the user can, as a result of this augmentation, navigate through a collection of objects using the arrow-labeled buttons. This new type of navigation is orthogonal both to the navigation via object relationships (which is carried out using the buttons within the right columns of the snapshot windows) and to the navigation through time (which is carried out using the time-line). For instance, in figure 7, when the user clicks on the right-labeled button of the main snapshot window, the next object in the collection of workers is displayed, while the reference instant remains unchanged.
Fig. 7. Pointwisely browsing a collection of temporal objects. Configuration 2 is the result of clicking on the right arrow of the main snapshot window in configuration 1. Notice that the value of the reference instant remains unchanged, although the time-line is redrawn.

As before, the temporal browsing range is defined with respect to the object visualized by the main snapshot window. Therefore, when this object changes, the browsing range is recomputed. This is the reason why the time-line is redrawn when transitioning from configuration 1 to 2 in figure 7. Notice also from figure 7, that the change instants are recomputed when transitioning from one object to another within a collection.
3.4 Implementation Issues

We have prototyped the pointwise browsing technique on top of Tempos [6], a temporal extension of the ODMG’s standard implemented on top of the O2 DBMS.

The response time of the prototype is acceptable for all kinds of interactions, except for the computation of the change instants. Indeed, under some circumstances this computation involves a relatively large amount of data. For instance, consider the example of figure 5 and suppose that the visualized path expression is Worker.worksIn.supervisor.wage. Computing the change instants involves the following histories:

- The history of the employee’s assembly lines.
- The histories of the supervisors of each assembly line in which the visualized employee has ever worked.
- The histories of the wages of each supervisor appearing within any of the histories referenced in the previous item.

In the current version of the prototype, we use a naive algorithm to compute the change instants. Under some situations, the execution of this algorithm takes about half a second. This leads to some undesirable interactional discontinuities, especially when the main snapshot window displays a collection of objects. Indeed, the change instants have to be recomputed each time that the user clicks on the Next or the Previous button of the main snapshot window. Designing an efficient technique for computing the change instants would therefore considerably improve the current implementation.

The generation of the visual interfaces is carried out using XForms5, an Xlib-based toolkit providing a rich set of graphic objects such as texts, buttons, sliders and menus. The choice of XForms was guided by its simplicity, efficiency, and adequacy regarding the design of form-structured windows. Thanks to these features, the implementation of the browser’s presentation module required less than 800 lines of C source code.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new technique for browsing temporal object databases. This technique orthogonally supports three kinds of navigation: (i) navigation through time, (ii) navigation via object relationships, and (iii) navigation within the elements of a collection. Our approach to navigation through time is based on the idea of systematically displaying synchronous values of attributes, relationships, and more generally, arbitrarily complex path expressions involving temporal properties.

In temporal database research, synchronization of temporal attributes and relationships has usually been associated with querying (e.g. SQL/Temporal’s sequenced queries [15] and TempOQL’s pointwisely generalized operators [8]).

5 http://world.std.com/~xforms
With respect to these works, our contribution has been to demonstrate the need to integrate this synchronization at the browsing level, and to propose a browsing technique to this end.

As a future work, we aim at extending the pointwise browser into a visual query language. A seamless approach towards this goal is to exploit the concept of "query in place" developed in PESTO. This concept allows one to transform a form-based interface designed for object browsing, into a query formulation tool. Another seamless approach to extend the pointwise browser into a visual query interface, is to integrate its underlying principles into the visual interface to ODMG’s OQL reported in [9].

Data contained in a temporal database may either be timestamped so as to reflect the evolution of the modeled reality (valid-time), or to reflect the time when it was inserted/deleted into/from the database (transaction-time). In the former case, the database is said to be historical, while in the latter case it is said to be rollback [11]. In some situations, it is necessary to timestamp data both with respect to the modeled reality and the database evolution, leading to bitemporal databases. Up to now, we have limited ourselves to temporal databases managing a single dimension of time, whether valid-time or transaction-time. Extending our work to bitemporal databases could constitute another interesting perspective, provided that concrete applications requiring interactive browsing in this context are exhibited.
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Abstract. A generic graphical query language for ODMG-compliant object databases – called Unified Query By Example (UQBE) – is proposed, based on the ideas of Zloof’s Query-By-Example, and using UML-like diagrams as schema notation. Both ease of learning for users coming from the relational world and support for non object-oriented data sources are also considered as design goals. The overall layout and some important features of the query language are described, along with its relationship with the UML repository architecture and several ODMG OQL translations of sample UQBE queries.

1. UQBE: A Simple Graphical Query Language for Object Databases

Query-By-Example (QBE) is a graphical query language for relational databases developed decades ago at IBM by Moshe Zloof [1][2]. QBE is a complete domain calculus language [3] and its expressive power is proved to be equivalent to that of SQL [4]. Although it has been included in a variety of commercial products, ranging from mainframe character-terminal programs (like IBM OS/390 Query Management Facility [5]) to personal database engines (like Borland’s Paradox [6]), it was originally designed to be used “sitting at a terminal”. Modern Visual Query Languages (like Visual Query Builder, included in Borland’s Delphi) can also be considered as descendants of the QBE philosophy, but they’re adapted to modern workstation bitmapped user interfaces. In this paper, we present our initial results in the effort of designing a graphical query language for object databases, called Unified Query By Example (UQBE), based on the underlying ideas of QBE, but designed specifically for a modern graphical user interface (GUI). Unlike other QBE-inspired languages for the object world, like OOQBE [7], we have devised a generic language, capable of supporting non object-oriented data sources and concepts as well (although we do not cover this point in detail in this paper).
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We have focused on usability and simplicity and not on expressive power, and therefore our current UQBE definition lacks many advanced features compared to other visual query languages. Our ultimate aim was an “entry-level” query language, and as a consequence, UQBE design goals were the following:

- UQBE should be standards-based.
- UQBE should be simple and intuitive (just the way QBE is).
- UQBE should be strongly GUI-based.
- UQBE should be easy to learn to object database users, and also to users coming from the relational world (and it should be capable of querying relational sources).

The rest of this section describes the relationship between UQBE and other standards and the overall appearance of UQBE. Section 2 describes UQBE queries on single classes, and Section 3 does the same for queries that involve association traversal. Section 4 describes some additional features of the language and conclusions are provided in Section 5.

1.1. Related Standards

QBE queries are constructed by filling “table skeletons” extracted from a relational database schema. We have selected a similar approach by showing class diagrams, extracted from the object database schema, and letting the user fill some information to build his/her query. Given that the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is becoming mainstream in the software industry, we have selected UML-like diagram elements as the UQBE notation, trying to respect UML notation [8] as much as possible, but adding the needed user interface elements for querying. On the other hand, ODMG version 2 Object Query Language (OQL), a textual language based on SQL92 among other influences [9], is the only non-vendor-specific or non-system-specific query language for object databases. The work presented here focuses only on UQBE definition, ignoring most implementation issues, and therefore, our current implementation translates UQBE queries to OQL text that can be used with commercial object databases.¹ From here, we assume to be making queries on a database that supports ODMG 2.0 (or some equivalent model), and therefore we will use ODMG object model concepts.

¹ Due to the generic nature of UQBE, we also support other kinds of data sources through the use of SQL queries via Microsoft’s ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) interfaces on OLEDB data sources or JDBC libraries on ODBC data sources. We consider relational schemas as restricted versions of object schemas, but details are not described in this paper.
1.2. UQBE Graphical Interface

User interface design for UQBE is a mixture of QBE and existing modeling tools like Rational Rose. In fact, UQBE would ideally be packaged with a modeling tool capable of importing object database schema. Figure 1 sketches UQBE overall screen layout.

![UQBE interface layout](image)

When UQBE starts, the user is prompted for the database to be queried (a relational data source or an object database). Then, a tree view on the left side of the main UQBE window shows the available database-scope navigation entries for the database, namely, extents and object names. The user opens the schema and can “drag-and-drop” some of them from the tree-view to one of the windows in the right pane, originating UML-like class boxes to be displayed, along with its associations. The user can form several independent queries at a time, each of them in a separate window (note the Multiple Document Interface appearance in the right pane).

Object names can refer to any single object, literal, or collection contained in the database. We indicate the kind (single element or collection) of each entry point with two UML stereotypes (in UML-like class boxes): «collection» or «singleton», since queries are different for each of them (note that extents are always collections). In the case of a relational data source, tables extracted from the schema will be shown as extents.

Class boxes represent the class of the single object or the base class of the collection (collection type is irrelevant in declarative languages). Attributes of object type are showed via UML associations with the corresponding type, and attributes of literal
type are showed as UML attributes, in order to draw a clear distinction between querying elements inside an object or elements reachable by link traversal. In addition, the user can type expressions on the “conditions” part of the query windows regarding schema elements. Finally, the result of a query can be an object or literal, or a collection of them, which would be showed in a separate window.

1.3. UQBE Relationship with the UML Architecture

Any UML modelling tool provides a repository of model elements organized in UML packages. A package is a general-purpose grouping mechanism, and therefore all query-related elements can be stored in a package. Since packages can be specialised at design time through standard mechanisms (namely, stereotypes, constraints and tagged values), we have proposed a new package stereotype (called <<Schemata>>) to draw a clear distinction between query or database elements and the rest of model elements. The elements in those Schemata packages could be obtained by reading a database schema, or perhaps by generating a database schema from a subset of the design model contained in other logical packages. Therefore, inside an Schemata package, we can hold database-related elements. From the point of view of a query tool for object databases, we can organize them in two sub-packages: Extents and Object Names, the two well-known entry points types in ODMG databases. Our UQBE prototype shows them in a tree-view form similar to existing modelling tools, as we saw in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows an example of the described package structure (a dependency is shown from Object Names to Extents since object names refer to instances whose class usually has an associated extent).

The notion of an Extent can be used to model relational tables (without polymorphism semantics, of course). Both extents and object names are bound to a class stored in the database schema. The difference is that the type associated to an object name can change when a different object is bound to that object name.

2 An ODMG literal differs from an object in that it has not object identifier (OID); we only deal with atomic literals rather than collection or structured ones.

3 Similar to spreadsheet-like navigable interface for instances that can be found in commercial tools like ObjectStore’s Object Inspector or POET Developer.
The sub-package organization just presented can be extended to model other non-ODMG kinds of database entry points like, for example, ObjectStore’s OSReferences, and to store previously defined queries, as we’ll see later.

From the viewpoint of the UML metamodel, there’s an important semantic difference between UQBE diagrams and normal class diagrams. UML class diagrams are views on the UML repository (and so, each class is stored only once in it), but UQBE class boxes need to store query-specific information and therefore, each time we put a class in a UQBE diagram, a separate repository model element needs to be stored for it.

2. Simple Queries

Let’s first describe queries that don’t involve navigation traversal. UML-like class boxes, called UQBE class boxes, are made up of query-specific elements (like the controls on the left of the upper image in Figure 3) and a UML class representation (the right part of Figure 3). Query-specific elements can be hidden (collapsed) to make the diagram appear as a standard UML diagram. On a class box we can specify the following query criteria:

We can mark an attribute’s checkbox to select it (equivalent to ‘P.’ QBE command), or the class name’s checkbox to show all the attributes. Checking the class name (the checkbox is not showed in the figures) will query for a collection of database objects, since the query will return entire objects with identity, while checking attributes will give as a result a collection with query-generated literals.

We can type comparison expressions following attribute names. The type of the attributes is showed in the tree-view or via “tool tips”.4

We can specify collating order by typing numbers in “spin edit” controls and selecting order from a combo box (ASC, DESC or none).

The images that follow are screen-shots for the current UQBE prototype. We have used also an equivalent simplified representation closer to UML that hides some of the details showed in screenshots. We have used the plus and minus signs that denote visibility in UML tools for the selection of attributes and/or methods (the function of checkboxes in the screen-shots) in that simplified form. Figure 3 shows the same query in both views.

The results of the query will show only the selected attributes of the object instances that satisfied the specified criteria, with a tabular representation. Given a database with an extent on class Cartoon5 (see Figure 3), we could select attribute title, type a condition on attribute year (to obtain films between 1950 and 1980) and another on title (to obtain films whose title begin with “An”), and select primary and secondary sorting criteria. The generated OQL for that query would be the following:

---

4 Small labels that appear when the mouse pointer is paused over a user interface element.
5 A sample database extracted from POET 6 OODBMS Trial Edition.
select x.title
from CartoonExtent x
where x.year > 1950 and x.year < 1980
and x.title like "An*"
order by x.year DESC, x.title

We will obtain a collection of string literals as result.

Fig. 3. An UQBE query on a single class and its equivalent in simplified representation.

Note that we have defined variables by typing identifiers on the attributes (like \_y in Figure 3), and used them in expressions. Conditions that affect multiple attributes of a class must be typed in the separate Conditions list-box, as it’s done in QBE conditions table. The semantics are the same as those of QBE domain variables, and we have used the same notation: the identifiers must start with an underscore. For example, we are forced to type a condition if we want to specify the logical operator or between two attributes, overriding the described default conjunctive semantics.

We can also put one of the OQL aggregation operators (count, sum, min, max, avg) on an attribute to obtain a single literal with the corresponding summary data.

\footnote{Note insert, delete, hierarchy and run buttons in the upper left corner and “save query” button in the bottom.}
3. Navigating Associations

Associations between classes are showed by default in UQBE diagrams. Since we execute queries only on entry point elements, other classes reachable from it via association traversal are automatically included in the query (if the user marked something on them). The OQL query will be generated by building a path expression from that class to any other class selected in the query, using schema information. Figure 4 shows an UQBE query equivalent to the following OQL sentence:

```oql
select film.title
from FilmExtent AS film, film.directors AS director
where director.Name = "Avery, Tex"
```

![An UQBE query involving association traversal](image)

Figure 4. An UQBE query involving association traversal

Figure 5 shows the simplified diagram for the query in Figure 3. Expressions in `conditions` list allow the user to build more complex queries. For example, if we want to build a query to retrieve name and year of the films which have an associated director with the same name (for example, a film called “Almodovar” from famous film director Pedro Almodovar), we’d have to do the following:

- check `title` and `year` attributes from `Film` UQBE box.
- type a domain variable in `title` attribute of `Film`, for example, `_t`.
- type another domain variable in `Name` attribute of `Director`, for example, `_d`.
- type the condition `_d = _t` in one of the lines of the query window’s `conditions` section.
The generated OQL would be the following:

```
select film.title, film.year
from FilmExtent AS film, film.directors AS director
where director.Name = film.title
```

![UML diagram for UQBE query in Figure 3.](image)

To compute a join in an object oriented database we specify two or more potentially unrelated collections in the from clause and then use the where-predicate to specify joining criteria. In UQBE, those criteria should be specified as Conditions in the query window (showed as UML notes attached to classes in our simplified representation).

Figure 6 shows a join example corresponding to OQL query (extracted from [9]) that retrieves people whose first name is a flower’s name:

```
select p
from Persons p, Flowers f
where p.firstname = f.name
```

![Example of join operation in UQBE.](image)
4. Additional Features

4.1 Schema and Instance Update

Inserting an object in QBE is as simple as writing values on the corresponding class box and clicking on the insert button. This works also for association implicit collections, and can be translated to OQL construction expressions. For example, if we take a blank diagram with Film and Director classes, we can type some values for name and birthDate attributes in Director box and click its insert button. UQBE will build an OQL type name constructor expression like:

```
Director{Name: “John Ford”,
birthDate: date ‘1973-2-26’}
```

The insertion of the newly created element in directors collection is done by obtaining the collection through a select query and then inserting the new director. Of course, this kind of update is done through ODMG language mapping code (Java in our prototype) and not through a single OQL sentence.

Insertion can be done also in association implicit collections. To insert in association implicit collections we have to select an UQBE path and then click insert button in the class box that represent the class of the instance/s to be created. The example in Figure 7 shows in simplified representation how we can add a member to Financial Department (this time the plus and minus signs of attributes and methods do not imply any query semantics). As OQL does not support explicitly that kind of update, we have used OQL+ expressions – an proposed extended version of OQL – to describe it in an SQL-like form:

```
insert into
   Depts[name="Financial"].members
values set(Employee(name="Jim",
   age:42,salary:30000))
```

In a similar way, we can delete instances on an entry point by specifying a query and clicking delete button (instance deletion doesn’t have a direct OQL translation). We have decided to leave general updates on individual objects as a responsibility of the separate result window (the object browser) for now, since OQL lefts instance update to be done via method execution, following a common assumption: explicit updates should be carried out by operations defined on classes.

We have left unimplemented also schema definition and update, because these manipulations are better handled from a separate modelling tool, and imply some administration criteria (like schema and instance evolution).
Methods are supposed to guarantee object state postconditions, as is explicit in the Eiffel language. Since we are using alternative ways of updating the database, object state can become invalid. And we also need to address the problem of non-deterministic updates. Insertion and deletion can break database consistency in subtle ways, so the conclusion is that we need some kind of declarative (“outside-of-the-methods”) integrity checking facility (one of the best choices for this purpose could be the use of UML Object Constraint Language to specify predicates).

4.2. Nested Queries and Method Invocation

To keep UQBE diagrams simple we have adopted a compositional approach for nested queries. UQBE allows the user to save a query and associate a name with it (these named queries are showed in the UQBE tree view, under the “stored queries” folder, see Figure 1). After that, the user can drag and drop that query on the right pane, and a class box representing the results of the query will appear (a single instance or collection). The user can then make a query on the result of the previous one, just like he/she does on an entry point. The result is a nested OQL query. In a similar way, method invocations that return a collection (like getDirectors() in Figure 3) or a single instance can be saved as a named query, and additional queries can be defined for them. The point is that method invocation’s result and query executions are treated as entry points, since they ultimately are defined from one of them. A query like the prior one can be stored (by clicking a button) and associated with a name. Stored queries are hold in a separate schemata package. A stored query can be reused in other UQBE diagrams, and its type is the type of the result of the query in represents. Another class stereotype like <<Query>> can be used to differentiate persistent queries from other model or UQBE elements within the UML repository.

4.3. Filtering Collections

Any UQBE collection defined on a base class $C$ can also hold instances of any subclass of $C$, following the well-known semantics of polymorphism. Filtering (sometimes called downcasting as in [10]) is a very common operation on collections that returns a new collection, with one of the subclasses of the original collection as
the base class. Filtering is implemented in UQBE through hierarchy buttons on collection class boxes. When we click one of these buttons, a separate window shows us the inheritance hierarchy of the base class of the collection, letting us to select one of the classes (called the filtering class, whose name appears as a “tool tip” on the hierarchy button). Actual filtering is done by the UQBE program code, and it’s not translated to an OQL query.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Our work establishes the basis for a simple graphical query language based on UML that follows a different approach to object visual queries provided in languages that use flow notation (a relevant example is Kaleidoquery [11]) or a graph-based complex notation, like Quiver [12]. UQBE is simpler, easier to implement, and better suited for integration with existing modelling or database administration tools.

In our first Java prototype, tested only on Windows platform, we have only covered a small portion of the complex OQL syntax (we have used POET OQL to test our prototype, and it only supports a simplified version of the ODMG OQL select clause). Therefore, much work remains to be done, but we believe that a restricted implementation like the one described here brings some important benefits for the object database market:

- UQBE is a good choice for simple interactive queries, whenever the user is novice or comes from the relational world.
- UQBE can be used as a tool for teaching object database or object modelling basics.
- Object database and modelling tool vendors would be able to offer a common visual query language, improving their user and administration suites.

A simplified version of UQBE can be used for relational databases, making joins between collections by marking the foreign key of a table (represented as a class) and the key in the parent table with the same attribute variable (just like in QBE). This generic design follows the spirit of some “relational-compatible” ODMG constructs like tables, keys and joins, and facilitates transition from the relational paradigm. The prototype presented here has grown from the feedback of a group of relational developers, and we’ll continue UQBE evolution based upon those “relational compatibility” criteria.

UQBE must be extended and refined with additional constructs to cover the rich OQL syntax, adding optional advanced features to those described here (current prototype for UQBE lacks support for important OQL constructs like group by clauses.). As simplicity is one of UQBE’s design goals, the addition of advanced features should be carried out along with associated usability inspection processes (techniques can be found, for example, in [13]).

An important future improvement for UQBE is the integration with some kind of object navigational browser. Good starting points could be PESTO [14], an integrated
query/browser user interface for object databases, which follows a similar approach to that of UQBE for specifying queries, and Inspector, a spreadsheet-based browser for ObjectStore databases with support for queries.

Current UQBE definition is informal, and support for both object and relational sources has only been tested in a set of common queries on simple schemas. Formalization of UQBE is currently in progress, based on VQL foundation [15], but trying to integrate additional UML standard constructs. For example, the use of domain variables, borrowed from UQBE, could be replaced by using some subset of UML Object Constraint Language (OCL).
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This ending section briefly summarizes the remarks, impressions, and ideas that came out from the panel session held at the end of the symposium.

The discussion started from the fact that Object Oriented Database Management Systems (OODBMSs) have not achieved the success that they promised when they were launched. The first commercial products appeared in the middle eighties and after fifteen years they are still a market niche out of the competition with the very big Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs). Starting from this remark, the discussion went on in two directions. First, we discussed the possible motivations for this, trying to understand why the object-oriented technology, that has emerged in several fields - as an example let us recall the “Java boom” in the programming language field-, has not been able to compete with the relational technology in the database area. The second part of the discussion was mainly devoted to sketch what can be done to make OODBMs a successful technology, devising its strengths and its lacks.

Why are OODBMSs still in the shadow of RDBMSs? This is a very good question and, of course, to which there is not a single answer, but many. Surely the fact that database management systems, in general, deal with data which have to last for years played a main role in this. Indeed, many systems, which are now called legacy systems, were based on relational technology and to migrate all these data would imply an enormous effort in terms of money and time, thus the ratio efforts/benefits did not motivate the change. By contrast, OODBMSs presented, at least in the early years, drawbacks, such as the lack of declarative query languages, access control support, transactional mechanisms, and integrity constraints, whose support had determined the success of relational databases. Finally, the fact that the ODMG (Object Data Management Group) standard itself did not have an impact in the development of OODBMs comparable to the one of SQL (Structured Query Language) in RDBMSs came out from the discussion as another proof of the hegemony of relational technology in the management of data.
It would be obvious to think that, coming up with these conclusions would lead people at the symposium to a very pessimistic mood, but this was not the case! Do not forget, for instance, that theoretical foundations of the relational model date back to the seventies, but relational databases were successful in the nineties. The reaction was: try to find out what we can do as researchers to improve the current status of OODBMSs in order to make them more and more competitive with respect to RDBMSs. Surely, we can say that an SQL-like query language should be developed to get data from OODBMSs as easy and as quick as RDBMSs. Then, integrity constraint enforcement is another big issue to cope with and which has been completely neglected so far by current products.

Finally, we would like to underline that frequently things are so different depending on the point of view one looks at them. Now, we do not speak any more of pure RDBMSs, rather we speak of Object-Relational Database Management Systems (ORDBMSs). Indeed, most RDBMS vendors have incorporated in their systems object-oriented features, such as the capability of defining abstract data types (classes), encapsulation, polymorphism, and inheritance. ORDBMSs are just at the beginning and we believe that in next generation systems more and more object-oriented features will be included. This fact by itself can be regarded as a success of object-oriented databases and as the proof of their usefulness. Looking at the future, we want to believe that next generation systems would support a peaceful coexistence of the two data models, the relational and object-oriented one, in a unique system, giving born to very powerful systems. These systems should be capable to capture complex data relationships effectively, as well as provide the performance, reliability and scalability that most of current applications need.
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